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Abstract
Intense exercise may cause heart remodeling to compensate 
increases in blood pressure or volume by increasing muscle 
mass. Cardiac changes do not involve only the left ventricle, 
but all heart chambers. Physiological cardiac modeling in 
athletes is associated with normal or enhanced cardiac 
function, but recent studies have documented decre-
ments in left ventricular function during intense exercise 
and the release of cardiac markers of necrosis in athlete’s 
blood of uncertain significance. Furthermore, cardiac 
remodeling may predispose athletes to heart disease and 
result in electrical remodeling, responsible for arrhythmias. 
Athlete’s heart is a physiological condition and does not 
require a specific treatment. In some conditions, it is 
important to differentiate the physiological adaptations 
from pathological conditions, such as hypertrophic cardio-
myopathy, arrhythmogenic dysplasia of the right ventricle, 
and non-compaction myocardium, for the greater risk 
of sudden cardiac death of these conditions. Moreover, 
some drugs and performance-enhancing drugs can cause 
structural alterations and arrhythmias, therefore, their 
use should be excluded.

Key words: Athlete’s heart; Cardiac damage; Fibrosis; 
Intense exercise; Arrhythmogenic dysplasia of the right 
ventricle; Atrial fibrillation; Doping; Anabolic-androgenic 
steroids; Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Athlete’s heart is a physiological condition 
that in some cases can simulate pathological disease, 
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sometimes due to the use of doping drugs. Furthermore, 
exercise can induce atrial dilation and arrhythmias. 
Our objective is to analyze the current literature and 
to review the most important changes in the heart of 
athletes, from the different molecular pathways to the 
structural anomalies. 

Carbone A, D’Andrea A, Riegler L, Scarafile R, Pezzullo E, Martone 
F, America R, Liccardo B, Galderisi M, Bossone E, Calabrò R. 
Cardiac damage in athlete’s heart: When the “supernormal” heart 
fails! World J Cardiol 2017; 9(6): 470-480  Available from: URL: 
http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8462/full/v9/i6/470.htm  DOI: http://
dx.doi.org/10.4330/wjc.v9.i6.470

INTRODUCTION
High-intensity exercise training leads to morphological, 
functional, and electrical remodeling of the heart, which 
are included in the ‘‘athlete’s heart’’, characterized by 
increased left ventricular mass (LVM), cavity dimensions 
and wall thickness[1]. Athletes with left ventricular (LV) 
hypertrophy generally have normal cardiac function and 
normal systolic and diastolic function[2]. Athletes exhibit 
an improvement in myocardial diastolic indices and 
supernormal LV diastolic function[3]. Recent studies have 
documented decrements, especially in right ventricular 
(RV) function, during intense endurance exercise[4,5]. 
Actual evidence suggests that there may be some overlap 
between physiological and pathological conditions, such 
that a modest amount of fibrosis may be present in 
cardiac remodeling associated with lifelong endurance 
training and then acts as a substrate for arrhythmias[6]. 

Our objective is to describe the mechanisms of 
cardiac remodeling in athletes and to delineate the most 
important differences, from the molecular mechanisms 
to the structural changes, between athlete’s heart and 
pathological conditions, taking into account the most 
important cardiomyopathy, arrhythmias and the abuse of 
performance-enhancing drugs. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL VS PATHOLOGICAL 
CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY: FROM 
PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES TO MOLECULAR 
MECHANISMS
Cardiac hypertrophy is an adaptive response to the 
increased cardiac loading that normalizes wall stress, 
according to Laplace relationship (Figure 1). Unfortunately, 
long-term maladaptive remodeling of reactive hypertrophy 
in various cardiovascular diseases (e.g., valvular heart 
disease, myocardial ischemia, coronary artery disease, 
hypertension, and cardiomyopathy) is associated with 
gradual ventricular dilation, due to loss of myocytes and 
cardiac fibrosis[7]. Physiological hypertrophy, such as 
athlete’s heart, is typically not associated with myocyte 

death, although recent studies have shown myocardial 
damage during intense exercise and RV inflammation 
and fibrosis in long term endurance athletes[4,8]. The shift 
from compensated pathological hypertrophy to failure of 
myocardium includes cellular and molecular events, such 
as myocyte death, with three different mechanisms: 
Apoptosis, necrosis and autophagic cell death[9,10]. 
Cardiomyocyte replacement and myocardial fibrosis are 
representative of all types of pathological hypertrophy 
and proceed along with functional decompensation. To 
explain fibrosis and necrosis in athlete’s heart, interesting 
is the “ischemic core” hypothesis: Hypertrophic car-
diomyocyte becomes ischemic when his surface exceeds 
the distance across which oxygen can diffuse down its 
concentration gradient from adjacent capillaries, with 
contractile depression and cellular death[11]. Physiological 
hypertrophy is associated with a normal or increased 
number of myocardial capillaries, due to the activation 
of VEGF pathway[9]. Akt is a serine/threonine protein 
kinase responsible for the cellular growth in multiple cell 
types, which can be activated by exercise. Recent data 
suggest that Akt pathway might be implicated both in 
physiological and pathological cardiac growth. In animal 
models, myocardial expression of Akt pathway caused 
reversible hypertrophy after 2 wk of strenuous exercise, 
but an irreversible cardiomyopathy with decreased 
capillary density and fibrosis after 6 wk of intense training. 
It seems that myocardial angiogenesis is more intense in 
the acute phase of heart hypertrophy but insufficient in 
the advanced phase: Excessive “physiological” hypertrophy 
might be associated with poor angiogenesis and con-
sequently with heart failure[12]. 

Autocrine and paracrine triggers are released in 
response to hemodynamic overload, and definite sub-
stances are preferentially released for pathological or 
physiological stimuli. Insulin like growth factor 1 (IGF1) 
is released in the course of postnatal development and 
during exercise training and is increased in swim-trained 
rats and in veteran athletes compared with controls[13], 
whereas elevated levels of angiotensin Ⅱ (Ang Ⅱ), 
catecholamine and endothelin-1 (ET-1) were observed in 
pathological hypertrophy and in heart failure subjects[14]. 
IGF1 promotes the PI3K-Akt molecular pathway to 
induce physiological cardiac hypertrophy, whilst the 
mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway and 
calcineurin system are activated by Ang Ⅱ and ET-1 in 
pathological hypertrophy (Table 1)[15]. 

In conclusion, familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy[16] 
is associated with sarcomeric protein mutations, such as 
cardiac troponin I or T, β-MHC, α-MHC, myosin light chain, 
α-tropomyosin, titin, and actin, with loss of contractile 
filaments and proteins of sarcomeric skeleton[17].

CARDIOMYOCYTE DAMAGE DURING 
INTENSE EXERCISE
After intense exercise, acute increases in troponin (cTn) 
and B-type natriuretic peptide have been detected in 
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athletes[18]. These are specific markers of myocyte 
injury and strain, but do not indicate a permanent 
injury. Potential mechanisms have been showed to 
elucidate cTn elevation after intense exercise, but 
actually, the elevation of cTn levels in healthy individuals 
cannot be explained by any of these theories[18]. It is 
possible that exercise induces an increase in myocardial 
sarcolemma permeability, due to mechanical stress 
on the cardiomyocytes and to increased production of 
oxidative radicals or altered acid base balance exercise, 
with passive diffusion of cTn from the intra- to extra-
cellular compartment[18]. Cellular stretching might cause 
transient disruption of the myocardial plasma membrane 
and then, the release of cTn[19]. Furthermore, it can 
stimulate integrins, mediating the transport of entire cTn 
molecules out of viable cardiomyocytes[20]. Increased 
levels of cTn are more common in cycling or triathlon and 
depend on the exercise intensity[21]. 

Case reports have shown myocardial fibrosis and late 
gadolinium enhancement, associated with cTn elevation 
post-exercise, in a small number of veteran athletes, but 
the pathogenesis of these cases remains unclear[18]. 

EXERCISE-INDUCED MYOCARDIAL 
FIBROSIS
Despite the widely recognized benefits of regular physical 

activity, high-level exercise training may be associated 
with increased arrhythmia risk and even with sudden 
cardiac death[22]. 

The athlete’s heart is a benign condition, representing 
a normal adaptation to chronic exercise, in which loss of 
myocytes and abnormal deposition of collagen do not 
usually occur[15]. Pathological hypertrophy is associated 
with apoptosis and necrosis; in this case, the loss of 
myocytes is replaced with excessive collagen deposition. 
Excessive collagen deposition increases the stiffness of 
the ventricles, with consequent impaired contraction 
and relaxation, electrical conduction system fibrosis 
and reduced capillary density, leading to myocardial 
ischemia and the transition from hypertrophy to failure[15]. 
Interestingly, recent studies have shown myocardial 
inflammation and fibrosis in animal models of long term, 
intensive exercise. Chen et al[23] forced rats to swim 
strenuously and found histological evidence of localized 
myocyte damage, myocardial necrosis and inflammatory 
infiltrates. Benito et al[24] instituted an intensive treadmill 
running protocol in rats and demonstrated an increase 
in atrial and ventricular inflammation and fibrosis and a 
greater risk of ventricular arrhythmias in the “marathon 
rats”. Fibrosis and inflammatory infiltrates have been 
identified in well-trained athletes who underwent cardiac 
biopsy for high probability of identifying a cardiac 
pathology[25]. Histology offers the tangible evidence of 
fibrosis, but inflammatory infiltrates and fibrosis are 

Physiological hypertrophy Pathological hypertrophy

Angiogenesis, release of VEGF Perivascular fibrosis and inflammation
Activation of IGF-1 pathway (IGF-1- > PI3K- > Akt) Activation of Angiotensin Ⅱ, Catecholamine and Endotelin-1
No fibrosis MAPK and Calcineurin pathway
Normal gene expression Fibrosis, myocyte necrosis and apoptosis
Proportional chamber enlargement Cardiac dysfunction

Table 1  Differences in between physiological and pathological hypertrophy

The table summarizes the differences in the cellular and molecular pattern between physiological and pathological hypertrophy. VEGF: Vascular 
endothelial growth factor; IGF-1: Insulin like growth factor; PI3K: Phosphoinositide 3-kinase; MAPK: Mitogen-activated protein kinase.
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Figure 1  The figure shows the Laplace relationship: The pressure (P) generated in a sphere is directly proportional to the wall tension (T) and inversely related to the radius of 
the sphere (r).
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non-specific and their etiology can be supposed only 
by other clinical factors. Furthermore, cardiac biopsy 
is an invasive procedure with significant risks and it 
is not applicable in the absence of high suspicion of 
heart disease. An accurate, non-invasive surrogate tool 
for detecting fibrosis is cardiac magnetic resonance 
(CMR) imaging with gadolinium contrast. Gadolinium-
based extracellular paramagnetic contrast agents 
concentrate in areas of fibrosis and thus can be used to 
characterize injured myocardium. Using gradient-echo 
inversion recovery imaging, fibrosis appears as bright 
signal, with a prolonged wash-out time for gadolinium 
[delayed gadolinium enhancement (DGE)], contrasting 
with the normal myocardium, which looks black[6]. 
Several studies have identified the presence of DGE 
in the heart of extensively trained veteran athletes. In 
most cases, the patches of DGE were very small and 
sited in the septum and in RV insertion points, regions 
subjected to local stretching during exercise[6]. More 
recently, La Gerche et al[4] have shown myocardial 
fibrosis by CMR and a reduction in RV systolic function 
in athletes with long-term exercise, suggesting that the 
heart has a limited capacity to tolerate the overload 
exercise. The patches of cardiac fibrosis may be the 
substrate for ventricular tachycardia and sudden death, 
in predisposed individuals[4]. Some authors have recently 
suggested a new entity, the so called Phidippides cardio-
myopathy: Long term strenuous exercise can induce 
cardiac dilation and also activates resident macrophages, 
pericytes, and fibroblasts, resulting in the deposition 
of collagen and fibrosis[26,27]. CMR can also specifically 
detect intra-myocardial fibrofatty infiltration of the RV 
wall, typical of the arrhythmogenic right ventricular 
cardiomyopathy (ARVC), which often leads to ventricular 
arrhythmias and usually appears in young adulthood 
and affected asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic 
individuals[27]. In conclusion, it is possible that the RV is 
more susceptible to fatigue than the left ventricle after 
prolonged exercise. It needs more studies to identify a 
probable effect of exercise “dose” and their implication in 
the development of heart failure.

IS CARDIAC REMODELING IN ATHLETES 
ALWAYS BENIGN?
Cardiac adaptations to exercise not involve only the 
left ventricle, but all the heart chambers. Often these 
changes are absolutely physiological, but in some cases, 
they can predispose to pathological conditions, such 
as arrhythmias. Below, we report the main morpho-
functional changes of the different cardiac structures in 
athletes and their implications in the pathogenesis of 
cardiovascular diseases. 

ATHLETE’S ATRIA FUNCTION AND 
DYSFUNCTION
Atrial abnormalities can be present in athletes, such as 

a mild increase in atrial volume and diameter, and may 
be considered a physiological adaptation to exercise[28]. 
The pathophysiological mechanisms are not well defined. 
Studies in animal models have shown that, in rats, 
prolonged and vigorous exercise resulted in eccentric 
hypertrophy and diastolic dysfunction with atrial dilata-
tion and fibrosis, especially in the atria and the right 
ventricle, and increased fibrotic mRNA compared with 
controls[24]. A recent meta-analysis of 7189 adult elite 
athletes have shown that exercise causes an increase 
in left atrium (LA) dimensions, compared with controls, 
evaluating both diameter and volume, corrected for body 
surface area. The endurance athletes reported the largest 
average LA diameters[29]. Since pre-adolescence, the long-
term endurance exercise results in considerable bi-atrial 
remodeling and enlargement compared with sedentary 
subjects of the same age, with a preserved cardiac 
function[30,31]. LA enlargement could be considered part 
of athlete’s heart, considering that the LA pressure 
rises during ventricular diastole more than in sedentary 
subjects, to maintain adequate filling whereas LV stiffness 
or pressure are increased[32]. On the other hand, there 
is evidence that the endurance exercise increases the 
risk of developing atrial fibrillation (AF) and atrial flutter 
in the middle age, in subjects without any clinical or 
echocardiographic signs of cardio-pulmonary pathologies 
or hypertension[33]. The mechanisms responsible for 
these arrhythmias might be: The major incidence of 
atrial ectopic beats in this population, as a consequence 
of physical activity; the influence of autonomic nervous 
systems, and in particular the vagal system, responsible 
for the “vagal AF”[34]; the atria dilatation, fibrosis, and 
inflammation induced by high exercise training and the 
atrial remodeling[33] (Table 2). In mice, exercise can induce 
TNFα-dependent activation of both NF-κB and p38MAPK, 
increasing inflammation and AF susceptibility[35]. 

Moreover, AF might be closely connected with oxidative 
cellular changes and redox imbalance in the atrium. The 
oxidative species, generated from cardiomyocytes in 
stress conditions such as strenuous exercise, can increase 
inflammation and activate downstream molecular path-
ways, promoting morphological and electrical modeling. 
Recently, Mont et al[36] have shown that loss of Nrf2, 
a gene with antioxidant function in the atria, could be 
associated with atrial hypertrophy and AF, suggesting 
that the preservation of the redox state is essential for 
the atrium health. 

Finally, in athletes AF appears as some symptomatic 
and paroxysmal episodes that could become more fre-
quent and progress to persistent AF. The GIRAFA study 
has showed that the crisis appears in the night or after 
the meal, related to an increased vagal tone[36]. 

Data about right atrial (RA) function in top level athletes 
are lacking. Previously, our group has delineated the upper 
limits of RV and RA dimensions in highly-trained athletes 
and showed that right heart dimensions were greater 
in elite endurance-trained athletes than in age- and ex-
matched strength athletes and controls[37]. Then, D’Ascenzi 
et al[38] investigated the RA function and dimension in 100 
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top level athletes by standard echocardiography and 2D 
speckle tracking echocardiography and showed that RA 
area, volume, volume index, and inferior vena cava were 
significantly greater in athletes than in controls and the 
peak atrial longitudinal strain and peak atrial contraction 
strain values were lower in athletes than in controls. This 
strain reduction should not represent a real dysfunction, 
but only a physiological phenomenon, and can be included 
in the “athlete’s heart”[38]. 

LV CHANGES IN EXERCISE RELATED 
AND PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
In some highly-trained athletes, the LV wall thickness 
may be increased, mimicking a hypertrophic cardiomyo-
pathy (HCM). The thickening is usually mild, but in some 
cases, it may be significant and creates difficulties to 
differentiate athlete’s heart and hypertrophic cardiomyo-
pathy, especially in the ambiguous “gray zone”, when 
the wall thickness is of 13 to 15 mm (12 to 13 mm in 
women)[39]. This differential diagnosis is important, since 
most cases of sudden death in athletes are probably due 
to HCM[40]. Echocardiography plays an important role 
in the differential diagnosis: HCM is probable with LV 
end-diastolic cavity < 45 mm, evidence of pathogenic 
sarcomere mutation, family history of HCM, abnormal LV 
diastolic function, left atrial dilatation, and late gadolinium 
enhancement on contrast-enhanced CMR imaging. 
Usually athlete’s heart is characterized by LV cavity 
enlargement (> 55 mm), peak VO2 > 110% of expected, 
and thickness or mass decreases with short periods of 
detraining[41,42]. Pelliccia et al[43] have shown that LV wall 
thickness ≥ 13 mm is mostly present in elite rowers 
and cyclists, and the upper limit appeared to be 16 mm 
(Figure 2). 

Other conditions that can cause cardiac hypertrophy 
include valve disease, hypertension and non-compaction 
myocardium. Despite the prevalence of hypertension 
is approximately 50% lower in athletes compared with 
the general population, it is also the most common 
cardiovascular condition in athletes. The pharmacological 
therapy can be difficult for the competition regulations 
and potential adverse effects[44]. It is important to 

diagnose this condition, because it is associated with an 
increased risk of developing heart failure. Recently, an 
elevated prevalence of LV noncompaction (LVNC) has 
been reported in athletes, phenotypically characterized 
by a more thick endocardial noncompact layer, increased 
trabeculations and deep recesses[45]. Caselli et al[46], in 
a recent study, have shown that in a large population 
of athletes, only a small subgroup presented LVNC. The 
increased trabeculations may represent a LV variant of 
athlete’s heart without any clinical significance[46]. 

Figure 3 summarizes the different characteristics of 
physiological remodeling and pathological condition of 
LV.

EXERCISE-RELATED RIGHT VENTRICLE 
REMODELING
Strenuous and prolonged exercise can cause RV dys-
function, usually transient, with evidence of increased 
biomarkers of cardiac damage. On the other hand, 
repeated bouts of exercise can lead to RV structural 
remodeling and arrhythmias and can lead to a syndrome 
similar to familial ARVC, without an identifiable genetic 
predisposition[47,48]. ARVC is present in 4% to 22% of 
athletes with sudden cardiac death[49,50]. As mentioned 
above, the RV function may be more interested by 
intense endurance training, therefore the diagnostic 
criteria for ARVC should be nonspecific in athletes with 
electrocardiographic anomalies and biventricular dilation.

Marcus et al[51] in a multi-center study of 108 pro-
bands with ARVD/C showed that 34% were athletes. 
Vigorous or long term athletic exercise might facilitate 
the phenotypic expression of ARVC due to the repetitive 
stretch of the RV with an underlying genetic desmosomal 
protein anomaly[51].

Signs of RV dysfunction seem to include: Syncope; 
Q waves in precordial leads; augmented QRS duration; 
three abnormal signal averaged electrocardiography para-
meters; delayed gadolinium enhancement; RV ejection 
fraction < 45% or wall motion anomalies at CMRI; > 1000 
ventricular extra-systoles (or > 500 non-RV outflow tract) 
per 24 h; ventricular tachyarrhythmia or abnormal blood 
pressure response during exercise (Table 3)[52,53]. RV cavity 
size is not significantly larger in ARVC patients compared 
with athletes, whereas RV outflow tract is larger in ARVC 
subjects than in athletes[53]. The thickened and high 
reflective moderator band, commonly considered typical 
of ARVC, are present also in athletes and could be due to 
RV dilatation[53] (Figure 4). Further studies regarding the 
differential diagnosis between ARVC and physiological 
remodeling in athletes are needed to create useful clinical 
diagnostic algorithms.

PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING DRUGS 
AND CARDIAC DAMAGE
Some banned athletic performance-enhancing drugs 

Pathological mechanism

Atrial ectopic beats
Vagal nervous system
Atrial fibrosis 
Atrial dilatation
Myocardial injury
Inflammation 
Redox imbalance

Table 2  Pathological mechanisms of atrial fibrillation in long-
term athletes

The table shows the most important mechanisms involved in atrial 
fibrillation exercise related.
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might have cardiac toxic effects, such as anabolic-andro-
genic steroids (AASs) and growth hormone (GH). 

Healthy athletes abusing AASs may exhibit LV 
hypertrophy with both systolic and diastolic myocardial 
dysfunction and focal areas of DGE at CMR, with non-
ischemic distribution[54] (Figure 5). AASs have direct 
toxicity on myocardial structures, with increased collagen 
deposition, fibrosis, and intimal hyperplasia of the intra-

mural coronary vessels with chronic ischemic damage 
and microcirculation alterations. Moreover, testosterone 
might inhibit the extra-neuronal uptake of neuroamine 
and consequently result in vasospasm due to an ab-
normal vascular response to norepinephrine[55]. Post-
mortem studies of athletes who used AASs have found 
infiltration of eosinophils into myocardial cells, as well 
as destruction of myofibrils. Endothelial dysfunction was 
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Figure 2  Standard B-mode echocardiography of endurance athlete showing enlargement of left ventricular (A), left atrial (B) and right ventricular (C) chambers, as well as 
inferior cavae vein dilatation (D) (arrows). LV: Left ventricular.
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Figure 3  Different characteristics of physiological remodeling and pathological condition of the left ventricle. LV: Left ventricular; LVNC: LV noncompaction.
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also observed[56].
GH abuse has tainted many sports, including baseball, 

cycling, and track and field, for promoting an increase in 
muscle mass, though its effects on physical performance 
are not completely supported by the literature[57]. GH 
promotes cellular growth by stimulating protein synthesis, 
inhibiting catabolism, and inducing IGF-1 production. 
At the molecular level, GH binds its receptor and induces 
subsequent expression of growth-promoting molecules[58]. 
GH, both in excess or in deficient states, is related to 
increased cardiovascular mortality. The excess, like in 
acromegaly or in doping, results in cardiac hypertrophy and 
an increase in collagen, fibrosis, and cellular infiltration. In 
vivo studies on healthy mice demonstrated that increased 
GH levels induce significant LV hypertrophy and an increase 
in concentric anterior and posterior wall thicknesses, LV 
diastolic diameters and volumes, and cardiac output[59]. 
Unfortunately, the majority of conclusions about GH 
abuse and its cardiac effects result from data regarding 
acromegaly and not from direct data, which are lacking. 

Also, erythropoietin (EPO), which increases hematocrit 
levels and thus improves aerobics capacity, may lead 
to cardiac dysfunction, increasing blood viscosity and 
cardiac afterload, and predisposes to hypertension and 
thromboembolism. Experimental studies have shown 
hypertension, cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis after 
administration of high doses of EPO[60]. 

Thyroxine is used, generally, by athletes to promote 
weight loss. Thyroid hormones (TH) play an important 
role in cardiac growth and might cause cardiac hyper-
trophy and also heart failure if they are in excess. 
High levels of TH might result in elevated heart rate, 
decreased total peripheral resistance, widened pulse 
pressure, blood volume expansion, increased LVM and 
cardiac output, with improved contractile function and 
hemodynamic parameters in the short term. Long-
standing hyperthyroidism can lead to dilatation of cardiac 
chambers and heart failure. Interestingly, the diminished 
cardiac function is often reversible when euthyroidism is 
re-established[61]. Weltman et al[61] showed that hyper-
thyroid rodents had important cardiac hypertrophy and 
adverse cardiac remodeling with chamber dilatation, 
LV systolic and diastolic dysfunction, decreased relative 

wall thickness, and fibrosis[61]. Few data in the literature 
are about the cardiac consequences of the prolonged 
use of thyroxine treatment. Thyroxine treatment, in 
high doses which suppress serum thyrotropin to below 
normal, has been associated with LV hypertrophy (in 
the absence of significant changes in heart rate, stroke 
volume, blood pressure, and LV systolic function), but 
untreated thyrotoxicosis resulted in more pronounced 
cardiovascular changes than thyroxin treatment[62]. 
Furthers studies are necessary to evaluate the cardio-
vascular risk in patients treated with thyroxine. 

Many other drugs are responsible for heart failure in 
athletes, such as corticotrophin, beta 2 agonists, amp-
hetamines and cocaine. Often athletes use combinations 
of different banned drugs, resulting in additive effects 
on cardiac remodeling. Cardiac alterations may lead 
to arrhythmias, heart failure and sudden death. It is 
important to exclude the abuse of these drugs, when 
athletes with heart dysfunction come to our attention. 
Figure 6 shows a flow chart to differentiate athlete’s heart 
from pathological conditions. 

ENERGY DRINK CONSUMPTION AND 
HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS
A growing number of case reports of cardiovascular 
adverse events associated with energy drinks (EDs) are 
present in the literature. The use of EDs is more common 
in young students and in athletes. The consumption of EDs 
negatively affects the hemodynamic system. Important 
changes in arterial pressure and heart rate may occur 
with the ingestion of only one can (355 mL drink volume). 
Furthermore, it seems that EDs may diminish cerebral 
blood velocity, increasing breathing frequency[63]. Caffeine 
and sugar appear to be the ingredients underlying 
hemodynamic impact of EDs. Taurine and vitamin B 
complex play a minor role[64]. Genetic polymorphisms in 
cytochrome P-450 enzymes and variations of adenosine 
receptors play a role in the different responses to the 
caffeine[65]. Caffeine improves athletic performance in 
rowing[66], swimming[67,68], soccer[69] and hockey[70]. On the 
other hand, EDs can cause many cardiovascular adverse 

Episodes of syncope
> 1000 ventricular extra-systoles (or > 500 non-RV outflow tract) per 24 h; 
ventricular tachyarrhythmias; Q waves in precordial leads; augmented 
QRS duration
≥ 3 abnormal signal averaged electrocardiography parameters
Delayed gadolinium enhancement; RV ejection fraction < 45%, or wall 
motion abnormalities at CMRI; impaired RV strain imaging
Attenuated blood pressure response during exercise
Dilatation of RV outflow tract

Table 3  Indicators of right ventricle pathology

The table shows the indicators of right ventricle pathology (ARVC vs 
athlete’s heart). CMRI: Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging; RV: Right 
ventricle; ARVC: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy.

A B

Figure 4  Cardiac magnetic resonance depicting in short-axis (A) and 
long-axis (B) view balanced biventricular enlargement in endurance 
athlete.
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effects (Table 4), such as hypertension, palpitations, 
ischemic stroke, epileptic seizure[71] and myocardial 
ischemia, with no additional trigger[72]. The possible 
mechanism is related to the caffeine interaction with 
the G-protein coupled receptors on the cardiomyocytes 
that leads to an increase in intracellular cyclic-AMP and 
calcium concentrations with chronotropic and inotropic 

effects[73]. Large studies regarding EDs and their effects 
on the cardiovascular system are necessary, especially 
for the widespread consumption of these substances in 
recent years.

CONCLUSION
The exact clinical significance and prognostic value of 
cardiac injury and fibrosis in athletes are unknown. 
Physiological remodeling is characterized by specific 
molecular activation and gene expression. More large 
studies are needed to gain a better understanding of 
these conditions and the pathological changes in the 
heart structure in athletes and to investigate the cardiac 
effects of performing-enhanced drugs and EDs in this 
population. 

A B

C D

Figure 5  Non-invasive evaluation of power athlete abusing of steroids. Standard M-mode (A) and 4-chamber view B-mode (B) echocardiography, evidencing 
sever left ventricular hypertrophy, with diastolic dysfunction (C) underlined by Doppler transmitral flow pattern. Cardiac magnetic resonance confirmed severe left 
ventricular hypertrophy (D).

Athlete's heart

Family and personal history, 
physical examination, 

12-lead ECG

-

+

Further examinations: 
Echo; stress; 24 h-Holter 
ECG; Cardiac MRI; EMB

Hypertension

Valvular disease

Exclude abuse drugs/doping

Hypokinetic/dilated cardiomyopathy

Left ventricular non-compaction

ARVC

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

Eligibility for competition

Figure 6  The management of athlete’s heart. The figure shows an algorithm 
to distinguish athlete’s heart from pathological conditions. ARVC: Arrhythmogenic 
right ventricular cardiomyopathy; ECG: Electrocardiograph; MRI: Magnetic 
resonance imaging.
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Adverse effect

Hypertension
Palpitations/arrhythmias (atrial fibrillation)
QTc prolongation
Myocardial ischemia
Ischemic stroke/Transient ischemic attack
Epileptic seizure
Anxiety, insomnia, irritability
Psychosis/Mania

Table 4  Adverse effects of energy drinks

The table shows the most common adverse effect of consumption of 
energy drinks.
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Abstract
Aortic valve disease [aortic stenosis (AS) and aortic re-
gurgitation (AR)] represents an important global health 

problem; when severe, aortic valve disease carries poor 
prognosis. For AS, aortic valve replacement, either sur-
gical or interventional, may provide definite treatment 
in carefully selected patients. For AR, valve surgery 
(either replacement or - in selected cases - aortic valve 
repair) remains the gold standard of care. To properly 
identify those patients who are candidates for surgery, 
the clinician has to carefully assess the severity of valve 
disease with an understanding of the potential pitfalls 
involved in these assessments. This review focuses on the 
practical issues concerning the evaluation of patients with 
AS and AR from a general cardiologist’s perspective. The 
most important issues regarding the documentation of 
the severity of AS and AR are summarized. More specific 
issues, such as the role of stress echocardiography, other 
imaging techniques and details regarding the treatment 
options (medical, surgical, or interventional), are men-
tioned briefly.

Key words: Echocardiography; Aortic stenosis; Aortic 
regurgitation; Treatment; Evaluation
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Core tip: Aortic stenosis (AS) and aortic regurgitation 
(AR) represent important health problems world-wide. 
This review focuses on the practical issues concerning 
the evaluation of patients with AS and AR from a general 
cardiologist’s perspective. The most important issues 
regarding the documentation of the severity of AS 
and AR are summarized, and potential pitfalls are high-
lighted. More specific issues, such as the role of stress 
echocardiography, other imaging techniques and details 
regarding the treatment options (medical, surgical, or 
interventional), are mentioned briefly.
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INTRODUCTION
Aortic valve disease [aortic stenosis (AS) and aortic re
gurgitation (AR)] represents an important global health 
problem. The data on the exact prevalence of AS and 
AR in the general population are lacking, but studies 
performed in Western populations estimate that 3% to 
4% of the adult population suffers from moderate or 
severe aortic valve disease. The prevalence of AS and AR 
increases with age; it is estimated that 1% of persons 
aged < 55 years and 6% of persons aged > 75 years 
suffer from moderate or severe AS/AR[1,2].

This review focuses on the practical issues concerning 
the evaluation of patients with AS and AR from a general 
cardiologist’s perspective. The most important issues 
regarding the documentation of the severity of AS and AR 
using echocardiography are summarized. More specific 
issues, such as the role of stress echocardiography, 
other imaging techniques and details regarding the treat
ment options (medical, surgical, or interventional), are 
mentioned briefly. For more detailed information on these 
topics, the reader is referred to several recent excellent 
reviews, mostly regarding AS[311].

AS
AS is defined as a narrowing of the surface area of the 
aortic orifice [aortic valve area (AVA)] below the normal 
value (approximately 3 cm2). AS becomes significant [i.e., 
determines a significant increase in left ventricular (LV) 
afterload] only after the AVA decreases by more than 
half. In general, the accepted criteria for the definition 
of severe AS is an AVA ≤ 1 cm2 (or ≤ 0.6 cm2/m2 of 
body surface area). These cutoff values have been used 
in clinical studies but are patientdependent and do not 
completely overlap with other indices that are also used 
to define severe AS (e.g., transaortic pressure gradients 
 see below). 

Etiology
In Western countries, AS has the following two major 
causes: Degenerative (calcific) and congenital. Calcific AS 
is predominant in the elderly population, shares common 
pathological features and is commonly associated with 
atherosclerosis. Congenital AS [> 90% represented by 
bicuspid aortic valve (BAV)] manifests clinically 10 to 20 
years earlier than calcific AS. Contemporary data from 
932 isolated aortic valves excised from adults aged 26 to 
91 years between 1993 and 2004 suggest that 54% of 
these cases were congenital in origin[12].

AS is a slowly progressive disease. Almost 50 years 
ago, Ross and Braunwald highlighted that the appearance 
of symptoms marks a sharp decline in survival with nearly 
universal death within 5 years[13]. The types of symptoms 
are important, as follows: The mean survival after the 

appearance of angina was 5 years, 3 years after syncope 
and 2 years after the appearance of heart failure. When 
these data were published, the predominant etiology 
was rheumatic heart disease, and the mean patient age 
was 63 years old[14]. Thus, the contemporary application 
of these data is limited. Recent data suggest that the 
presence of AS is associated with a 68% increased risk of 
coronary events, a 27% increased risk of cerebrovascular 
events, and a 36% increased risk of mortality[15]. The 
data from the PARTNER study in elderly patients with 
severe calcific AS suggest an annual mortality of 50% 
with conservative treatment[16].

Evaluation of AS
The evaluation of patients with AS must define the 
following 2 issues: (1) identification of patients with severe 
AS; and (2) in patients with severe AS, identification of 
patients whose prognosis will be improved by aortic valve 
replacement (AVR) (surgical or interventional). 

Identifying patients with severe AS: The clinical 
(presence of symptoms, grade ≥ 4/6 ejection murmur, 
and “tardus et parvus” peripheral pulse), electrocardio
graphical (left ventricular hypertrophy) or radiological (valve 
calcification) criteria for severity have high sensitivity 
but low specificity in identifying patients with severe AS. 
Therefore, objective assessment of AS severity is needed. 

Historically, invasive direct measurement of transaortic 
pressure gradients was performed, and the aortic valve 
area was calculated using the Gorlin formula. This practice 
was abandoned because of the following important draw
backs: (1) invasively measured pressure gradients 
(mean transaortic pressure gradient and the difference 
between peak aortic pressure and peak LV systolic 
pressure) do not overlap with the Doppler estimation of 
transaortic pressure gradients. This is because Doppler 
echocardiography measures instantaneous velocities 
and through the use of Bernoulli equation estimates 
instantaneous pressure gradients, whereas peak LV 
pressure occurs before peak aortic pressure (the invasively 
measured peaktopeak transaortic pressure difference 
is not instantaneous); and (2) the risk of atherosclerotic 
cerebral embolism during the transaortic passage of 
the pressure catheter may reach 20%[17]. Thus, today, 
objective assessment of AS severity almost completely 
relies on proper performance and interpretation of Doppler 
echocardiography. 

The currently used criteria for the definition of severe 
AS by echocardiography are listed in Table 1[18]. These 
criteria have advantages and disadvantages. 

It is of critical importance that the echocardiographic 
evaluation of AS is based on correctly performed mea
surements, using an integrative approach, because the 
echocardiographic criteria for the definition of severe 
AS are not interchangeable, and the criteria based on 
pressure gradients and velocities are highly dependent 
on blood flow. 

The most robust and reproducible estimation of AVA 
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is based on the continuity equation (Figure 1). 
To calculate the AVA, it is essential to perform correct 

measurements, especially for the left ventricular ejection 
tract diameter (DLVOT) and velocities.

Any error in the measurements of DLVOT will be squared 
when calculating AVA using the continuity equation. Thus, 
for a correct measurement of DLVOT, the following tech
nical requirements are suggested: (1) use of the “zoom” 
function on the echocardiograph to focus and enlarge 
the LVOT; (2) decrease the grey-scale gain towards the 
minimum; (3) DLVOT measurement is performed from 
the inner anterior edge to the inner posterior edge of 
the LVOT in mid-systole (“inner-edge to inner-edge”), 
which is immediately under the aortic valve. The maximal 
visualized DLVOT is considered, using an echocardiographic 
section that passes through the center of the LVOT and is 
not excentric because an excentric slice will underestimate 
the true maximal diameter. The measured DLVOT should be 
compatible with the patient’s height and weight. A DLVOT < 
16 mm is extremely rarely seen in adults and should raise 
suspicion of measurement errors[19]. 

It is important to realize that the true shape of the 
LVOT is not circular but oval; thus, echocardiographically 
determined AVA will always be an estimation and not a 
true measurement. 

The correct measurement of transaortic velocities 
and gradients requires the use of the following multiple 
echo windows: Modified apical 5 chamber view towards 
the axilla; apical long axis view; 4th right intercostal space; 
and suprasternal window. Given these views, the following 
precautions should be applied: (1) the full envelope of 
the Doppler signal should be measured to avoid noise 
and/or aliasing; (2) measurements should not be made 
on postextrasystolic beats; (3) correct measurement 
of the LVOT velocity-time-integral (VTILVOT) should be 
made. The sample area should be placed immediately 
under the aortic valve in the middle of the LVOT where 
the velocity is maximal. In this location, the signal should 
record the clear click of the aortic valve closure without 
the click of the aortic valve opening; and (4) for the 
correct assessment of AVA using the simplified Bernoulli 
equation (automatically given by the echocardiograph), 
the measured VTILVOT should be < 1.5 m/s. When the 

Criteria Severe AS Advantages Disadvantages

Aortic surface area ≤ 1.0 cm2 Measures effective AVA. However, this may also 
constitute a disadvantage because it does not 

measure anatomical AVA

Very sensitive to measurement errors

Less flow-dependent compared with other 
measurements

Indexed AVA to body surface area ≤ 0.6 cm2/m2 Useful for extreme heights/weights Very sensitive to measurement errors
Mean transaortic pressure gradient ≥ 40 mmHg Flow-dependent

Requires correct alignment of Doppler 
signal with the flow direction

Peak transaortic flow velocity ≥ 4.0 m/s Measures instantaneous velocity Flow-dependent
Best predictor of adverse events Requires correct alignment of Doppler 

signal with the flow direction
Ratio between peak transaortic flow 
velocity and peak LVOT velocity

≤ 1/4 Good reproducibility (compared with AVA 
calculation)

Limited data on prognostic utility

Table 1  Echocardiographic criteria for the definition of severe aortic stenosis: Advantages and disadvantages[18]

AS: Aortic stenosis; AVA: Aortic valve area; LVOT: Left ventricular outflow tract.

v1

A1 =
v2

A2

ALVOT × VTILVOT = AVA × VTIAo → AVA = ALVOT × VTILVOT/VTIAo 
where ALVOT = (π × DLVOT

2)/4 = 0.785 × DLVOT
2

VTILVOT

VTIAo

0.785 × DLVOT
2

Figure 1  Relationship between flow, area and velocity. Calculation of the 
aortic valve area (AVA) based on the continuity equation. Flow (mL) equals the 
cross-sectional area (cm2) of the vessel multiplied by the mean flow velocity 
through that cross-sectional area during a period of time [measured as velocity-
time-integral, VTI (cm)]. The flow is constant throughout the length of the vessel 
without ramifications. Thus, at the aortic valve level, the flow below the valve 
(in the left ventricular outflow tract, LVOT) equals flow through the aortic valve. 
Therefore, the AVA equals the LVOT area multiplied by the mean flow velocity 
through the LVOT area during ejection [LVOT velocity-time-integral, VTILVOT 
(cm)] divided by the transaortic mean flow velocity during ejection [transaortic 
velocity-time-integral, VTIAo (cm)]. The LVOT area, given the theoretical circular 
shape of the LVOT, is calculated by measuring its internal diameter [DLVOT (cm)]. 
A: Area; V: Velocity; DLVOT: Left ventricular outflow tract diameter; VTI: Velocity-
time-integral. 
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VTILVOT is ≥ 1.5 m/s (e.g., increased LVOT flow due to 
severe AR, etc.), the simplified Bernoulli equation cannot 
be used because it will overestimate the transaortic 
pressure gradient and AS severity based on the con
tinuity equation and calculated AVA. 

In conclusion, a correct and complete echocardio
graphic assessment of AS severity should report on the 
overall context of the cardiac pathology, LV volumes and 
LVEF, stroke volume (based on Doppler, not volumetric 
measurements), grade of calcification of the aortic valve 
(is it compatible with the measured severity?), associated 
abnormalities, estimation of pulmonary pressures, dimen
sions of right heart chamber, and estimation of right 
ventricular function. 

The echocardiographic criteria for the definition of 
severe AS are not interchangeable. For example, a 
recent study on the correlation between mean transaortic 
pressure gradient and AVA in patients with AS and 
normal LVEF proved that for a mean pressure gradient 
of 40 mmHg, the corresponding AVA was 0.8 cm2 and 
not 1 cm2 as is the standard definition of severe AS[20]. 
Similarly, it is important to understand that a simple 
documentation of an AVA ≤ 0.8 cm2 does not prove 
the presence of severe AS because AVA is calculated 
using pressure gradients that are highly dependent on 
flow. Thus, when the transaortic flow is low, any valve 
(including normal ones) will appear “stenotic” because 
the orifice will not be fully opened. It has been proven 
that at transaortic flow rates < 125 mL/s (corresponding 
to a cardiac output of approximately 3 L/min) the effective 
orifice area of any aortic valve, from mild anatomic AS to 
severe anatomic AS, will be ≤ 1 cm2. Similarly, the mean 
transaortic pressure gradient will be ≤ 40 mmHg for any 
AS severity (from mild to severe, based on anatomical 
AVA) when the transaortic flow is < 175 mL/min[21]. 

Thus, the major problem in assessing AS severity 
rests with lowflow states. The prevalence of “low
flow, lowgradient” severe AS is approximately 25% 
of all severe AS cases. A low flow state is defined as 
an indexed stroke volume < 35 mL/m2 of the body 
surface area. A low-flow/low-gradient state can appear 
in patients with both reduced LVEF due to myocardial 
systolic dysfunction or preserved LVEF due to small LV 
cavity size[22]. These 2 conditions will be detailed below.

Low-flow, low-gradient, low-LVEF, severe AS: Low-
flow, low-gradient, low-LVEF, severe AS (“classical” low-
flow, low-gradient severe AS) was described for the first 
time by Carabello et al[23] in 1980. It is defined as severe 
AS in the presence of systolic LV dysfunction (LV ejection 
fraction < 40%) with a mean transaortic pressure gradient 
< 40 mmHg if estimated by echocardiography or < 30 
mmHg if measured invasively. 

When the calculated AVA is ≤ 1 cm2 in low flow 
states, one should differentiate whether this is primarily 
due to the low flow (pseudo severe AS, where the an-
atomical AVA is > 1 cm2) or if there is true severe AS 
(AVA remains fixed and ≤ 1 cm2 regardless of flow). 
Dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) is typically 

performed to differentiate between the two conditions 
because it evaluates the response of AVA to increased 
transaortic flow. Figure 2 exemplifies the role of DSE in 
diagnosing low-flow, low-gradient, low-EF severe AS[24]. 

Thus, when the calculated AVA is ≤ 1 cm2, the mean 
transaortic pressure gradient is < 40 mmHg and the 
LVEF is < 40%, the DSE will help define the following 
parameters: (1) the severity of AS; and (2) the pre
sence or absence of LV flow/contractile reserve, which 
is defined as an increase in LV stroke volume > 20% 
compared with baseline at maximal dobutamine dose. 
Thus, the following 2 responses to dobutamine and 3 
conditions associated with AS are seen when using DSE. 

Low-flow, low-gradient, low-EF severe AS is diag-
nosed when there is increased flow/contractile reserve 
with a subsequent increase in transaortic pressure gradient 
to > 40 mmHg while AVA remains ≤ 1 cm2. AVR is in-
dicated in these patients.

Pseudo-severe AS is diagnosed when there is flow 
(contractile) reserve, but the AVA increases in parallel 
with the flow to > 1 cm2. AVR is not indicated in these 
patients. 

AS with undetermined severity is defined by the 
lack of flow/contractile reserve[25]. Even in this situation, 
identifying severe AS is important because the prognosis 
without AVR is grim, although surgical mortality is high. 
Identifying lowflow, lowgradient, severe AS without 
flow (contractile) reserve is based on the following: (1) 
statistical data - approximately 95% of low-flow, low-
gradient, low-EF AS with undetermined severity have 
truly severe AS; and (2) objective data  evidence of 
severe aortic valve calcification (using echocardiogram, 
plain radiology or computed tomography) is highly 
specific for severe AS[26]. In this situation, a calcium score 
of ≥ 1651 Agatston units on computed tomography 
has an 82% sensitivity, 80% specificity, 88% negative 
predictive value and 70% positive predictive value for 
severe AS[27]. Of note, for the same hemodynamic 
severity of AS, women have lower aortic calcium load 
compared with men, so the thresholds should probably 
be lower in women compared with men[28].

Low-flow, low-gradient severe AS with preserved 
LVEF: Approximately 10% of patients with anatomically 
severe AS have lowflow/lowgradient characteristics 
despite preserved LVEF (“paradoxical” low-flow, low-
gradient severe AS). This form of severe AS was first 
described by Hachicha et al[29] in 2007 and is characterized 
by the following features: (1) concentrically remodeled 
LV with preserved LVEF, severe diastolic dysfunction, 
impaired LV filling and low cardiac output (stroke volume 
< 35 mL/m2); and (2) increased LV afterload generated 
by the AS and increased peripheral vascular resistance due 
to the rigid arterial system and frequent severe arterial 
hypertension in these patients. 

Estimation of the global afterload faced by the LV 
(defined as the ventriculoarterial impedance, Zva) is 
important because it is an independent negative prognostic 
factor and correlates with the appearance of symptoms 
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in these patients[30]. Zva is calculated according to the 
following formula: 

Zva = [Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) + mean 
transaortic pressure gradient (mmHg)]/[indexed stroke 
volume (mL/m2)]. 

Taking into account the transaortic flow and pres
sure gradients, severe AS with preserved LVEF has been 
recently classified into the following 4 forms[31]: (1) normal 
flow, low-gradient (NFLG) - representing approximately 1/4 
of patients; (2) normal flow, high-gradient: Representing 
approximately 2/3 of patients; (3) low-flow, low-gradient 
(LFLG) - also known as “paradoxical” low-flow/low-
gradient  representing 10% of patients; and (4) low
flow, high-gradient - representing the remaining 10% of 
patients. 

The principle of this classification scheme can be 
extended to all forms of AS, regardless of LVEF[11].

This classification has prognostic importance in patients 
with severe AS with preserved LVEF. The best prognosis 
[major adverse cardiovascular event (MACE) rate, 35% 
at 3 years] is carried by NFLG, and the most severe 
prognosis (MACE rate, 90% at 3 years) is carried by LFLG 
severe AS with preserved LVEF. The “high-gradient” forms 
have similar prognoses because they are intermediate 
forms between NFLG and LFLG[31]. However, this classifi-
cation is limited by the fact that the existence of NFLG 
severe anatomical AS is counterintuitive. Indeed, the 
prognosis of these patients is similar to that for patients 
with moderate AS and is better than that for any other 
form of severe AS[32]. Thus, it is highly likely that what is 
known as NFLG severe AS with preserved LVEF is in fact 
moderate AS where the discrepancy between calculated 
AVA (which usually rests between 0.8 and 1 cm2 in these 
cases) and transaortic gradients is a consequence of 
the inconsistency of the criteria used to define severe 
AS (see above) and/or measurement errors (Figure 3). 

Thus, when one is faced with a discrepancy between the 
calculated AVA and measured gradients, the following 
elements should be taken into account: (1) measurement 
errors, especially of the DLVOT diameter and VTILVOT (undere
stimating flow); (2) extremes in body surface areas (very 
small or large individuals)  always use indexed measure
ments; and (3) inconsistency between the cutoff values 
used to define severe AS: An AVA of 1 cm2 corresponds 
better to a transaortic pressure gradient of 3035 mmHg 
and not 40 mmHg (see comments above for NFLG 
“severe” AS with preserved LVEF). 

To establish a diagnosis of LFLG severe AS with pre-
served LVEF the following 3 criteria are recommended. 
First, confirmation of low-flow states by and indexed stroke 
volume < 35 mL/m2. Second, confirmation of increased 
global LV afterload (ventriculo-arterial impedance) by Zva 
≥ 4.5 mmHg/mL per square meter. Third, confirmation 
of concentric LV remodeling by the following: (1) relative 
wall thickness (RWT) ≥ 0.45. RWT is calculated using the 
following formula: RWT = (IVS + LVPW)/LVEDD, where 
IVS is the end-diastolic ventricular septal thickness; 
LVPW is the end-diastolic LV posterior wall thickness; and 
LVEDD is the end-diastolic LV diameter; (2) end-diastolic 
LV diameter < 47 mm; and (3) indexed end-diastolic LV 
volume < 55 mL/m2. 

Identification of patients with severe AS who 
are candidates for aortic valve replacement: 
After establishing the diagnosis of severe AS, the next 
step is to identify those patients who will benefit from 
AVR. The European Society of Cardiology/European 
Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery (ESC/EACTS) 
and the American Heart Association/American College 
of Cardiology (AHA/ACC) guidelines establish clear 
indications for AVR in patients with symptomatic severe 
AS (class I for normal flow/normal LVEF and for patients 

Low-flow, low-gradient, low-LVEF aortic stenosis
LVEF ≤ 40%
Mean transaortic pressure gradient < 40 mmHg
Effective AVA ≤ 1 cm2

Dobutamine stress echocardiography

Increase in Stroke Volume by ≥ 20%

= presence of contractile/flow reserve

Increase in Stroke Volume by < 20%

= lack of contractile/flow reserve

AS with undetermined severity

Mean transaortic 
gradient ≥ 40 mmHg

AVA ≤ 1 cm2

Mean transaortic 
gradient < 40 mmHg

AVA > 1 cm2

Severe aortic calcifications?
(e.g. , Calcium CT score >1651 Agatston units)

Severe AS

AVR

Pseudo-severe AS

Conservative 
management

Severe AS

AVR

No Yes

Figure 2  The role of dobutamine stress echocardiography in diagnosing low-flow, low-gradient/low-ejection fraction severe[24]. LVEF: Left ventricular ejection 
fraction; CT: Computed tomography; AVR: Aortic valve replacement; AVA: Aortic valve area; AS: Aortic stenosis.
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with normal flow/low LVEF and class Ⅱa for patients with 
low-flow/low-gradient/low LVEF with true severe AS) and 
asymptomatic severe AS with LV systolic dysfunction or 
symptoms unmasked at stress tests (Table 2)[33,34].

Establishing the presence or absence of symptoms 
can be difficult because many older patients (the majority 
of patients with AS) deny the presence of symptoms 
due to lifestyle adaptations to lower functional needs. 
Also, older patients refer symptoms that can be vague 
(e.g., fatigue), related to AS or to other comorbidities 
related with advanced age but not caused by AS. In 
these patients, unmasking the presence of symptoms 
(by treadmill or bicycle stress test) and/or LV systolic 
dysfunction (by stress echocardiography) establishes 
the indication for AVR[35]. The prognosis of patients 
with asymptomatic severe AS by positive stress test is 
identical to that for patients with symptomatic severe 
AS[36,37]. 

The indication for AVR in patients with asymptomatic 
severe AS with preserved LVEF is highly controversial[38,39]. 
For a detailed discussion and extensive review of the 
literature on this highly important topic, the reader is 
referred to the excellent article by Généreux et al[10]. The 
1 and 5year mortality rates for asymptomatic severe 
AS with preserved LVEF are 3% and 26.4%, respectively; 
also, 46% of initially asymptomatic patients develop 
symptoms during the next 5 years, and 20% develop 
heart failure[40]. Among patients with asymptomatic 
severe AS with preserved LVEF, those with very severe 
AS (defined as having a maximal transaortic velocity 
of ≥ 5.5 m/s) have twice the rate of MACE compared 
with that of patients with severe AS and a maximal 
transaortic velocity of 4 to 5 m/s (96% vs 39% at 4 
years)[41]. Almost all patients (97%) with severe AS and 
a maximal velocity of ≥ 5 m/s suffered a MACE within 6 
years of followup[41]. A recent registry study on patients 
with asymptomatic very severe AS, which compared 102 
patients who had surgical AVR with 95 patients who were 
treated conservatively, showed that surgical AVR was 

associated with an 86% reduction in mortality compared 
with the conservatively managed group after 6 years of 
followup (2% vs 32%; HR = 0.14, 95%CI: 0.03-0.6, 
P = 0.008)[42]. Based on these nonrandomized, single
center data, current guidelines provide a class Ⅱa (“is 
reasonable”; “should be considered”) for AVR in patients 
with asymptomatic very severe AS with preserved LVEF 
(defined as having a maximal velocity of ≥ 5.5 m/s in 
the ESC/EACTS guidelines or ≥ 5 m/s in the AHA/ACC 
guidelines) only if the estimated perioperative mortality 
in that center is low[32,34]. Current guidelines also give a 
class Ⅱa indication for AVR in patients with severe low-
flow AS with preserved LVEF if the symptoms are judged 
to be secondary to AS only. 

Observational and retrospective data suggest that 
several risk factors for MACE and poor prognosis may 
be useful to take into account in these cases (Table 3). 
However, it should be noted that the sensitivity and 
specificity of these parameters for the identification of 
patients with a good postoperative prognosis are only 
approximately 80%. Thus, implementation of these 
parameters to wide clinical practice cannot be recom
mended at present but can they can be useful for 
individual decision making in patients proposed for AVR. 
Among these parameters, the most widely studied are 
the prognostic role of aortic valvular calcifications and the 
hemodynamic response at stress echocardiography. 

Eighty percent of patients with asymptomatic severe 
AS with preserved LVEF who have moderate or severe 
valvular calcifications develop MACE within the next 
4 years, compared with only 20% of patients without 
moderate or severe calcifications[26,43]. 

The response of transaortic pressure gradient to 
exercise has also been suggested to have prognostic 
importance. Thus, MACE event rate is highest (100% at 
2 years) in patients with high resting transaortic pressure 
gradient (> 35 mmHg) that increases by > 20 mmHg 
during exercise, intermediate in patients where the 
transaortic pressure gradient increases by < 20% during 
exercise (50% at 2 years for patients with high resting 
transaortic pressure gradient, and 20% at 2 years for 
patients with low transaortic pressure gradient), and 
lowest (10% at 2 years) in patients with low transaortic 
pressure gradient (≤ 35 mmHg) that increases by < 
20% during exercise[44].

Another study that evaluated 105 patients with 
asymptomatic severe AS with preserved LVEF showed 
that the inducibility of pulmonary hypertension during 
exercise (defined as an echocardiographically estimated 
systolic pulmonary arterial pressure ≥ 60 mmHg) was 
associated with twice the risk of MACE within 3 years of 
followup compared with patients with asymptomatic 
severe AS with preserved LVEF who did not develop 
pulmonary hypertension during exercise (22% vs 55%, 
P = 0.014)[45]. However, the incidence of MACE in both 
of these groups was very high. In addition, a recent 
metaanalysis of 4 observational studies with a total 
of 2486 patients reporting on the utility of AVR (21% 

Moderate-severe AS with discrepancy between AVA 
(generally between 0.8 and 1 cm2) and transaortic 
gradients due to inconsistencies between the two 

criteria and/or measurement errorsFlow (iSV)

35 mL/m2

40 mmHg Gradient

NF/LG
Approximately 

30%-40%

NF/HG
Approximately 

50%-60%

LF/LG
Approximately 

10%

LF/HG
Approximately 

10%

Figure 3  Classification of severe aortic stenosis with preserved left 
ventricular ejection fraction based on flow and transaortic pressure 
gradients[29]. iSV: Indexed stroke volume; NF: Normal flow; LF: Low flow; HG: 
High gradient; LG: Low gradient; AVA: Aortic valve area; AS: Aortic stenosis.
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of patients) vs watchful waiting (until development 
of symptoms for a class Ⅰ indication of AVR) (79% 
of patients) found that patients who were treated 

medically had a 3.5fold increase in mortality compared 
with those who underwent AVR, suggesting the benefit 
of early AVR in this population[10]. However, in these 

Criteria Level of recommendation Differences between guidelines

ESC/EACTS AHA/ACC
Severe AS with any symptoms clearly due to AS, based on history or 
unmasked by stress test

Ⅰ Ⅰ "High-gradient" in AHA/ACC guidelines

Asymptomatic severe AS with LVEF < 50% Ⅰ Ⅰ
Severe AS and another indication for surgery (CABG, thoracic aorta, 
another valve)

Ⅰ Ⅰ

Asymptomatic severe AS where the systolic blood pressure does not 
increase by > 20 mmHg or drops compared with baseline during the 
treadmill test

Ⅱa Ⅱa AHA/ACC guidelines acknowledge the 
presence of fatigability during stress test as 

an indication for AVR
Moderate AS and another indication for surgery (CABG, thoracic aorta, 
another valve)

Ⅱa Ⅱa

Low-flow/low-gradient/low-LVEF severe AS with proof of contractile 
reserve presence

Ⅱa Ⅱa

Symptomatic low-flow/low-gradient/preserved LVEF severe AS after 
careful confirmation of severity

Ⅱa Ⅱa

Truly asymptomatic severe AS (no symptoms during treadmill test, no 
risk criteria) with preserved LVEF if the surgical risk is deemed low and 
the following criteria are also satisfied: Very severe AS (maximal velocity 
≥ 5.5 m/s); Severe valvular calcification and increased maximal velocity 
by ≥ 0.3 m/s per year

Ⅱa Ⅱa for velocity ≥ 5 
m/s (see text)

AHA/ACC guideline: Velocity ≥ 5 m/s or 
mean gradient ≥ 60 mmHg AND severe 

calcifications; velocity 4 to 4.9 m/s or mean 
gradient 40 to 59 mmHg AND severe 
valvular calcification AND stress test 

demonstrating reduced tolerance or drop in 
blood pressure

Ⅱb for maximal 
velocity increase by 
≥ 0.3 m/s per year

Truly asymptomatic severe AS (no symptoms during treadmill test, no 
risk criteria) with preserved LVEF if the surgical risk is deemed low and 
1 or more of the following criteria are also satisfied: Severely increased 
BNP/Nt-ProBNP levels at serial determinations and without an 
alternative explanation; increased transaortic pressure gradient at stress 
echocardiography by > 20 mmHg; excessive LV hypertrophy without an 
alternative explanation

Ⅱb - This indication is not covered in the AHA/
ACC guidelines

Low-flow/low-gradient/low-LVEF severe AS without contractile/flow 
reserve

Ⅱb - This indication is not covered in the AHA/
ACC guidelines

Table 2  Indication for aortic valve replacement according to European Society of Cardiology/European Association for Cardio-
Thoracic Surgery and American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology guidelines[33,34]

Class Ⅰ: It is indicated, it is recommended; Class Ⅱa: Should be considered, it is reasonable; Class Ⅱb: May be considered; Class Ⅲ: It is not indicated, 
it is contraindicated; ESC: European Society of Cardiology; EACTS: European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery; AHA/ACC: American Heart 
Association/American College of Cardiology; AS: Aortic stenosis; LVEF: Left ventricular ejection fraction; CABG: Coronary artery bypass graft.

Test High risk criteria

Electrocardiogram Presence of LV hypertrophy with secondary ST segment deviation ("LV strain")
Blood tests Highly increased BNP/Nt-ProBNP levels
Stress test Unmasked symptoms: Fatigability/dyspnea at < 75 W, syncope/near syncope; angina

Lack of increase in systolic blood pressure by > 20 mmHg (or decrease) with exercise
Inducible myocardial ischemia (ST segment depression ≥ 2 mm)

Severe ventricular arrhythmias (sustained VT, polymorphic VT, VF)
Conventional Doppler echocardiography Very severe AS (AVA ≤ 0.6 cm; maximal velocity ≥ 5 m/s)

LVEF < 50%
Severe LV hypertrophy (≥ 15 mm)?

Reduced LV longitudinal strain
Zva ≥ 4.5 mmHg/mL per square meters

Dobutamine stress echocardiography (in low-
flow, low-gradient, low LVEF)

Lack of contractile reserve

Exercise echocardiography (ergometric bicycle) 
- any severe AS

Increase in transvalvular pressure gradient by > 20 mmHg during exercise
Inducible pulmonary hypertension during exercise (systolic pulmonary pressure ≥ 60 mmHg)

Documentation of valvular calcification Presence of severe valvular calcifications: Qualitatively (radiology, conventional echocardiography); 
quantitatively (computed tomography): Calcium score ≥ 1651 Agatston units (lower in women vs men)

Table 3  Suggested high-risk criteria in asymptomatic severe aortic stenosis

LVEF: Left ventricular ejection fraction; AS: Aortic stenosis; AVA: Aortic valve area.
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observational studies, patients who were medically 
treated were older and sicker, and up to 50% of them 
developed a class Ⅰ indication for AVR during follow-up 
but were refused for various reasons  suggesting they 
were too sick to undergo either surgical or interventional 
AVR[40]. Thus, there is urgent need for a randomized trial 
to directly compare the two strategies[46].

Although the ESC/EACTS guidelines for valvular heart 
disease suggest the use of natriuretic peptide levels (Nt
ProBNP) for decisions regarding the need for AVR in 
patients with asymptomatic severe AS with preserved 
LVEF[33], a recent study found that the discriminating value 
of Nt-ProBNP in identifying patients who need AVR is 
suboptimal (area under the curve, AUC 0.73)[47]. Further 
research is needed to establish the use of natriuretic 
peptides in these patients. 

Aortic valve replacement
In patients proposed for AVR, estimation of operative risk 
is essential. Currently, two risk scores are widely used. 
The EuroSCORE Ⅱ (http://www.euroscore.org/calc.html) 
includes 12 predictors identified from a retrospective 
population of 14799 patients who underwent different 
cardiovascular surgical interventions (mainly coronary 
artery bypass graft) in Europe, in 1995. The STS score 
(Society of Thoracic Surgeons, http://riskcalc.sts.org) 
includes 24 predictors identified from a population of 
64292 patients who underwent surgical intervention only 
for AS in the United States between 2002 and 2006. 
The STS score is widely used in the United States for 
evaluating surgical risk for AS. 

Both the EuroSCORE Ⅱ and the STS score are quite 
precise in identifying patients with low surgical risk, 
but they tend to overestimate the risk of patients with 
high surgical risk (EuroSCORE Ⅱ more than STS). For 
example, a patient with a logistic EuroCORE Ⅱ > 20 
has an estimated surgical mortality of 39%, which 
much higher than the realworld mortality of 11%[43]. 
Importantly, both the EuroSCORE Ⅱ and the STS score 
can be used in practice in surgical institutions where the 
operative mortality lies within 1 standard deviation from 
the mean calculated mortality for the respective surgical 
procedure. None of the scores include frailty, which is a 
major limitation. The AHA/ACC guidelines recommend 
that the overall surgical risk should be divided into 4 
groups (low, intermediate, high, and prohibitive) based 
on the overall assessment of surgical risk (STS score), 
patient frailty (Katz score)[48], presence of major co
morbidities (e.g., severe LV systolic dysfunction, fixed 
pulmonary hypertension, severe chronic renal failure, 
respiratory failure, cerebral dysfunction, cancer, and 
liver cirrhosis), and anticipated difficulties for surgical 
intervention (e.g., porcelain aorta, thoracic deformities, 
previous radiotherapy, internal mammary artery crossing 
the midline, and arterial bypass grafts that adhere to the 
posterior thoracic wall)[34]. The ESC/EACTS guidelines do 
not have similar recommendations[33].

Importantly, the overall decision regarding the relative 
risks vs benefits for AVR and the most appropriate 

type of AVR in individual patients should be made by 
a multidisciplinary heart team, consisting of a general 
cardiologist, an interventional cardiologist, a cardiac and 
vascular surgeon, imaging specialists (echocardiography, 
computed tomography), and an intensive care specialist 
with expertise in cardiac anesthesia. 

Currently, the most effective treatment for AS is 
AVR. Simple valvuloplasty has no role in the treatment 
of severe AS except as a shortterm palliation or as a 
bridge to more definite treatments (e.g., patients with 
very severe AS who also have abdominal surgical 
emergencies). Surgical AVR remains the main treatment 
option, and either a mechanical valve (in younger patients or 
patients with other indications for longterm anticoagulant 
therapy) or a bioprosthesis (in older patients due to 
durability issues or patients with contraindications to 
lifelong anticoagulant therapy) can be used[49]. For 
a detailed discussion regarding the choice of surgical 
prosthesis, the reader is referred to recent reviews[50,51]. 
The newer alternative of percutaneous transcatheter 
AVR (TAVR) is given a class I indication for patients 
who have an indication for AVR but are not candidates 
for surgery (e.g., porcelain aorta, severe frailty) and a 
class Ⅱa indication for patients with high surgical risk 
scores[33,34,52]. The morbidity and mortality associated 
with TAVR have significantly decreased recently as 
the technique has matured and experience increased; 
thus, TAVR is currently being investigated for possible 
expansion to lower risk patients with an indication for a 
bioprosthesis because recent trials have suggested that 
TAVR compared favorably to SAVR in these groups[53]. 
For a detailed discussion regarding the selection of TAVR 
candidates, the reader is referred to excellent recent 
reviews[7,8]. 

AR
AR is defined as the presence of diastolic incompetence 
of the aortic valve with the subsequent regurgitation 
of blood back from the aorta into the LV. The generally 
accepted criteria for the definition of severe AR is a 
regurgitant volume > 60 mL/cardiac cycle or an effective 
regurgitant orifice area (EROA) > 0.3 cm2. However, 
these parameters are very difficult to measure; therefore, 
numerous alternative parameters are used to define 
AR severity. One should be careful when using these 
parameters because the cutoff values are not inter
changeable, and their sensitivity and specificity are 
suboptimal. Similarly to any other valvular heart disease, 
the echocardiographic assessment has to use an inte
grative, complete and correct approach.

Etiology
The prevalence of AR is much lower compared with that 
for AS, and thus, far fewer studies are available for AR 
diagnosis and management. AR can be acute or chronic. 
Acute AR appears primarily as a result of aortic dissection 
or infective endocarditis. The heart cannot adapt by 
compensatory dilatation; as a result, the clinical picture is 
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dominated by signs of low cardiac output (due to reduced 
effective circulating volume) and pulmonary edema (due 
to high LV filling pressures secondary to large regurgitant 
volume). The classical signs of severe chronic AR (diastolic 
murmur, peripheral signs due to wide pulse pressure) are 
absent in severe acute AR because the diastolic pressure 
gradient between the aorta and the LV quickly equalizes. 
For the same reason, some echocardiographic signs of 
severe AR may be absent (such as the Doppler signal 
aliasing in the LVOT); in these situations, documenting 
diastolic reversal flow in the descending aorta prevents 
missing the diagnosis of severe AR. The presence of 
severe acute AR should be considered in the differential 
diagnosis of any patient presenting with acute severe 
heart failure or cardiogenic shock in the absence of 
obvious causes (such as myocardial infarction)[54].

Chronic AR is mostly due to BAV or aortic root dilatation. 
Degenerative aortic valve disease is also important, 
whereas other etiologies are rare. Patients remain asym
ptomatic for a long time, but irreversible LV dysfunction 
may appear before symptom onset. 

Bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) is the most frequent con-
genital heart disease in humans (prevalence: 2% of the 
general population)[55]. Congenital abnormalities of the 
aortic valve, of which > 90% are represented by BAV, 
are at the base of > 50% of so-called “calcific” severe AS 
in adults with an indication for AVR[12]. BAV is probably 
a disease of the entire aortic root characterized by frag
mentation of elastin fibers, alteration of the media and 
increased collagen deposition in the ascending aorta[56]. 
These alterations are frequently seen in patients with 
ascending aortic dilatation and increased risk for aortic 
dissection. 

BAV is characterized by fusion of one of the aortic 
commissures, which results in two functional aortic cusps 
of different dimensions. The terminology used to classify 
BAV may be confusing. Depending on the commissure 
that is fused, the orientation of the abnormal orifice can 
be anteriorposterior (by fusion of the right with the left 
coronary cusps  encountered in 56% of cases) or right
left (by fusion of the noncoronary with the right coronary 
cusp - encountered in 44% of cases). Less than 2% of 
cases are characterized by fusion of the noncoronary 
with the left coronary cusp. Thus, the morphology of the 
BAV can be described by the orientation of the opening 
orifice (anterior-posterior, AP/right-left, RL)[57] or by the 
cusps that fuse (right - left coronary, RL/right coronary - 
noncoronary, RN)[58]. 

Recently, in a study that used 4-dimension flow mag-
netic resonance imaging, Mahadevia et al[58] suggested that 
the type of BAV determines the pattern of dilatation of 
the ascending aorta through the direction of the systolic 
transaortic jet and subsequent differential pressures on 
the various regions of the ascending aortic walls. Thus, 
BAV type AP/RL is associated with an excentric systolic jet 
and increased parietal pressures on the anterior and right 
ascending aortic wall and is frequently (87%) associated 
with dilatation of the root or the entire ascending thoracic 
aorta. Conversely, BAV type RL/RN determines increased 

parietal pressures on the right and posterior ascending 
aortic wall and is rarely associated with aortic dilatation. 
The role of hemodynamic vs genetic factors in stratifying 
the risk associated with BAV and aortic root disease is 
unclear[59].

Evaluation of AR
The evaluation of AR severity follows the same principles 
as that for the other valvular heart disease and is primarily 
based on echocardiography. For AR, the following goals 
are to be achieved by the echocardiographic evaluation: (1) 
identification of patients with severe AR; (2) identification 
of patients with an indication for AVR (surgical); and (3) 
identification of patients with dilated ascending aorta (with 
or without aortic bicuspid valves). 

Identifying patients with severe AR: The most 
important echocardiographic criteria for identification 
of severe AR are listed in Table 4. For AR patients, the 
impact of different flow states (normal vs low) has not 
been investigated and is not applicable for routine clinical 
practice. Studies that validated the echocardiographic 
criteria for AR severity have used angiography as the 
comparator[60,61]. Only one study has prospectively evaluated 
the role of echocardiographic AR severity criteria in relation 
to the longterm prognosis of patients with severe, asym–
ptomatic AR[62].

Identifying patients who are candidates for 
AVR: SAVR remains the gold-standard treatment for 
AR. In a few experienced centers, surgical aortic valve 
reconstruction may be an alternative for patients with 
favorable anatomy (e.g., dilated aortic root, prolapsed 
aortic cusp)[63,64]. TAVR has a very limited role in treating 
AR and has only been used anecdotally in these patients[65].

Unlike AS, the current recommendations for AR 
evaluation and management are based on far fewer 
data. Additionally, most of the data on the prognosis of 
AR come from studies published more than 2 decades 
ago, which used outdated evaluation techniques. 

Severe acute AR is a surgical emergency. The current 
indications for surgery for chronic severe AR are sum
marized in Table 5[33,34]. Regarding patients with dilatation 
of the ascending aorta, there are considerable differences 
between different guidelines, and a summary is provided 
in Table 6[33,34,66]. This summary does not cover patients 
with connective tissue disorders (e.g., Marfan syndrome). 
In these patients, a recent AHA/ACC statement tried to 
clarify the differences between the 2 guidelines published 
in 2014 by the AHA/ACC (the “2014 AHA/ACC Guideline 
for the Management of Patients With Valvular Heart 
Disease”), and in 2010 by other collaborating societies 
(the “2010 ACCF/AHA/AATS/ACR/ASA/SCA/SCAI/SIR/
STS/SVM Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management 
of Patients With Thoracic Aortic Disease”)[67]. 

The indications for surgery in AR are based on only 
a few smallmedium sized prospective studies all of which 
were observational and published before 2000. Bonow et 
al[68] evaluated the longterm prognosis (mean followup, 8 
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years) of 104 patients with severe AR and preserved LVEF 
recruited between 1973 and 1988. In these patients, the 
independent prognostic factors were age, the initial end
systolic LV diameter, and modification in time of the LVEF. 
In this study, patients with an end-systolic LV diameter > 
50 mm and an end-diastolic LV diameter > 70 mm had a 
> 10%/year risk for death, development of symptoms or 
development of LV systolic dysfunction. The LV diameters 
were measured using simple, Mmode echocardiography, 
which has major limitations and is completely outdated 
today. 

A second prospective observational study evaluated 
the prognosis of 104 patients with severe AR recruited 
beginning in 1979 and followed-up for an average of 
7.3 years[69]. In this study, the most powerful prognostic 
factor was the rate of decline of LVEF (normalized to 
wall stress). Tornos et al[70] evaluated 101 patients with 
asymptomatic severe AR and normal LVEF, and followed-
up these patients for up to 10 years. The rate of AVR was 
12% at 5 years and 24% at 10 years. The independent 
prognostic factors required for AVR were an end-systolic 
LV diameter > 50 mm and an LVEF < 60% (determined 
by radionuclide cardiac scan); patients who needed AVR 
more frequently had progressive LV systolic dysfunction. 
Dujardin et al[71] evaluated 246 patients with severe AR 
included between 1985 and 1994, and followed-up these 
patients for an average of 10 years. The incidence of 
MACE during this period was very high (83%) as follows: 
34% deceased; 47% developed heart failure and 62% 
received AVR[71]. In this study, the following were the 
independent predictors of survival: Age, New York Heart 
Association functional class, presence of comorbidities, 
presence of atrial fibrillation, end-systolic LV indexed 
diameter > 25 mm/m2, and the LVEF. In a retrospective 
cohort study of 166 patients with asymptomatic severe 
AR and severe systolic dysfunction (LVEF < 35%), Kamath 
et al[72] showed that those who underwent surgery had 
much better prognosis compared with that of patients 
treated medically (HR = 0.59, 95%CI: 0.42-0.98, P = 
0.04). 

Importantly, AR severity in these studies was deter
mined by angiographic and not echocardiographic criteria. 
Only one study evaluated the utility of echocardiographic 
indices in AR severity by identifying patients who will 

need surgery. Detaint et al[62] evaluated 251 patients 
with asymptomatic severe AR with preserved LVEF (> 
50%) recruited between 1991 and 2003 (a relatively 
contemporary population in comparison with previous 
studies). The independent prognostic factors required 
for AVR were severe AR as determined by quantitative 
echocardiographic indices and an end-systolic LV indexed 
volume > 45 mL/m2 (as measured by the Simpson bi
plane method). Patients with severe AR and an end
systolic LV indexed volume > 45 mL/m2 had an 87% 
risk of MACE at 10 years compared with only 40% of 
patients with severe AR and an end-systolic LV volume 
< 45 mL/m2. This study also showed that quantitative 
echocardiographic indices of AR severity had superior 
prognostic value compared with that of qualitative echo
cardiographic indices[62]. 

These studies also suggested that patients with 
severe AR may have severe prognosis even before the 
appearance of symptoms or LV dysfunction. The mortality 
of patients with asymptomatic severe AR with preserved 
LVEF may reach 35% at 10 years[62,71]. However, there is 
insufficient prognostic data that can be used to identify 
patients at risk. The role of stress echocardiography in 
stratifying the risk of patients with severe AR has been 
much less studied compared with for patients with AS, 
but it may be used to evaluate the presence of contractile 
reserve[73]. 

The role of myocardial deformation imaging in the 
selection of patients who may need AVR is also under 
investigation. A study of 64 patients with moderate or 
severe AR (regardless of symptoms and LVEF) showed 
that patients for whom AVR was eventually performed 
(n = 29) had lower values of LV strain, LVEF and higher 
LV volumes compared with patients who did not need 
surgery. However, the reported cutoff values for iden
tifying patients who will need surgery had sensitivities 
and specificities that make them poorly applicable in 
clinical practice (area under the curve < 0.77)[74]. 

Btype natriuretic peptide (BNP) levels may also 
play a role in predicting outcomes in patients with 
severe AR. Pizarro et al[75] studied 294 patients with 
severe asymptomatic AR and LVEF > 55%, and found 
that a BNP level > 130 pg/mL had 77% sensitivity and 
94% specificity for predicting LV dysfunction symptoms 

Mild AR Moderate AR Severe AR

Ratio between the AR jet diameter and the LVOT 
diameter

     < 25% 25%-64%    ≥ 65%

Vena contracta (mm) < 3    3-5.9 ≥ 6
Regurgitant volume (mL/beat)   < 30 30-59  ≥ 60
Regurgitant fraction      < 30% 30%-49%    ≥ 50%
EROA (cm2)    < 0.1   0.1-0.29   ≥ 0.3
Diastolic backflow in the descending thoracic and/or 
abdominal aorta 

Minimal Less than holodiastolic Holodiastolic (especially for backflow documented in the 
abdominal aorta)

Angiographic 1+ 2+ 3-4+
LV dilatation No No Yes (mandatory for chronic severe AR)

Table 4  Criteria for the diagnosis of severe aortic regurgitation

AR: Aortic regurgitation; LVOT: Left ventricular outflow tract; EROA: Effective regurgitant orifice area.
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or death after 38 ± 9 mo of follow-up. BNP level had 
additive prognostic value to echocardiographic prognostic 
indices[75]. Further studies are needed to establish the 
role of BNP levels for indication of surgery in patients 
with AR.

A recent study of 159 patients with moderate or severe 
AR without a formal indication for surgery according to 
current guidelines (LVEF > 50%, end-diastolic LV diameter 
≤ 70 mm, end-systolic LV diameter ≤ 70 mm or ≤ 
25 mm/m2) showed that 31% of these patients needed 
AVR within 30 ± 21 mo of follow-up. The independent 
prognostic factors for early surgery were as follows: 
Global longitudinal LV strain, right ventricular longitudinal 

strain, and tricuspid annular peak systolic excursion 
(TAPSE); the combination of these 3 factors had a higher 
discriminating power compared with each one taken 
individually (χ2 = 64.4, P < 0.001)[76]. However, the in
dividual variability of these indices was high, and their 
utility for clinical practice must be validated in prospective 
clinical studies. This study confirmed that patients with 
significant AR without an initial formal indication but 
who eventually needed AVR, developed progressive LV 
dilatation and LVEF decline during follow-up, despite 
similar degrees of LV dilatation and LVEF at baseline, 
when compared to patients who did not need AVR during 
followup[76]. 

Criteria Class of indication Differences between guidelines

ESC/EACTS AHA/ACC
Symptomatic severe AR (any LVEF) Ⅰ Ⅰ
Asymptomatic severe AR with depressed LV function (LVEF 
< 50%)

Ⅰ Ⅰ

Severe AR in patients with another indication for cardiac 
surgery (e.g., CABG, thoracic aorta, another valve)

Ⅰ Ⅰ

Asymptomatic severe AR with normal LVEF (> 50%) but 
with severe LV dilatation 

Ⅱa Ⅱa Definition of severe LV dilatation: ESC/EACTS guideline: End-
diastolic LV diameter > 70 mm, or end-systolic LV diameter > 50 
mm (or > 25 mm/m2); AHA/ACC guidelines: End-systolic LV 

diameter > 50 mm
Moderate AR in patients with another indication for cardiac 
surgery (e.g., coronary bypass, thoracic aorta, another valve)

- Ⅱa This indication is not covered in the ESC/EACTS guidelines

Severe AR with normal LVEF (> 50%) but with progressive 
LV dilatation (end-diastolic LV diameter > 65 mm) if the 
surgical risk is low

- Ⅱb This indication is not covered in the ESC/EACTS guidelines

Table 5  Indications for aortic valve replacement in chronic aortic regurgitation[33,34]

Class Ⅰ: It is indicated, it is recommended; Class Ⅱa: Should be considered, it is reasonable; Class Ⅱb: May be considered; it is contraindicated; ESC/
EACTS: European Society of Cardiology/European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery; AHA/ACC: American Heart Association/American College 
of Cardiology; AR: Aortic regurgitation; LVEF: Left ventricular ejection fraction; CABG: Coronary artery bypass graft.

Class of 
indication

Guideline Differences between 
guidelinesESC/ EACTS 2012 AHA/ACC 2016 Consensus on AHA/ACC 2014, and ACCF/

AHA/AATS/ACR/ASA/SCA/SCAI/SIR/STS/SVM 2010 Guidelines

Ⅰ - Asymptomatic bicuspid aortic valve with dilatation of Valsalva 
sinuses or the ascending thoracic aortic diameter > 55 mm

No class I indications in 
the 2012 ESC/EACTS 

guidelines
Ⅱa Bicuspid aortic valve with an ascending 

thoracic aortic diameter > 50 mm if the patient 
also has at least one of the followings: Family 

history of aortic dissection; documented 
increase in the aortic diameter > 2 mm/yr 

(assessed using the same imaging method, at 
the same level, and with comparative images 

available); arterial hypertension; coarctation of 
the aorta

Bicuspid aortic valve AND dilatation of the Valsalva sinuses or of the 
ascending thoracic aorta (> 50 mm) AND at least one of the following

Family history of aortic dissection
Documented increase in aortic diameter > 5 mm/yr

OR low surgical risk in an expert center

- Replacement of the ascending aorta if the patient also has an 
indication for surgery for AS/AR, and the ascending aortic/Valsalva 

sinus diameter is > 45 mm

Not covered by the 2012 
ESC guidelines

Table 6  Indication for surgery in patients with bicuspid aortic valve and aortic root disease[33,34,66,67]

Class Ⅰ: It is indicated, it is recommended; Class Ⅱa: Should be considered, it is reasonable; Class Ⅱb: May be considered; ESC: European Society of 
Cardiology; EACTS: European Association for Cardio-Thoracic Surgery; AHA/ACC: American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology; 
ACCF: American College of Cardiology Foundation; AHA: American Heart Association Task Force on Practice Guidelines; AATS: American Association 
for Thoracic Surgery; ACR: American College of Radiology; ASA: American Stroke Association; SCA: Society of Cardiovascular Anesthesiologists; SCAI: 
Society for Cardiovascular Angiography and Interventions; SIR: Society of Interventional Radiology; STS: Society of Thoracic Surgeons; SVM: Society for 
Vascular Medicine, North American Society for Cardiovascular Imaging; AR: Aortic regurgitation; AS: Aortic stenosis.
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Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) is highly 
accurate in quantifying cardiac chamber volumes, aortic 
regurgitant volume and EROA. CMRI is recommended for 
patients with suboptimal echocardiography for whom the 
exact determination of AR severity is important and has 
therapeutic consequences (class Ⅱa indication, according 
to ACC/AHA guidelines)[34].

A recent study of 113 patients with moderate and 
severe AR (as determined by echocardiography) followed
up for up to 9 years suggested that a regurgitant fraction 
> 33% as determined by CMRI had a high positive 
predictive value (93%) in identifying patients who will 
need AVR. Additionally, an end-diastolic LV volume > 246 
mL was also useful in identifying these patients (positive 
predictive value for AVR, 88%)[77]. However, contrary to 
previous data, in this study, the CMRI-measured LVEF 
was not useful in identifying patients with asymptomatic 
severe AR who needed AVR. More studies are needed 
to establish the exact role of all these parameters in 
selecting patients with asymptomatic severe AR who will 
need AVR. 

CONCLUSION
AS and AR represent important health problems world
wide; when severe, they carry poor prognoses. For AS, 
both SAVR and TAVR may provide definite treatment in 
carefully selected patients. For AR, valve surgery (either 
SAVR or - in selected cases - aortic valve repair) remains 
the gold standard of care. To properly identify those 
patients who are candidates for surgery, the clinician has 
to carefully assess the severity of valve disease with an 
understanding of the potential pitfalls involved in these 
assessments. Thus, evaluation of aortic valve disease 
requires “a global view and a global understanding”[4]. 
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Abstract
The adult congenital heart disease (ACHD) population 
continues to grow and most cardiologists, emergency 
room physicians and family doctors will intermittently 
come into contact with these patients. Oftentimes this 
may be in the setting of a presentation with atrial tach-
yarrhythmia; one of the commonest late complications of 
ACHD and problem with potentially serious implications. 
Providing appropriate initial care and ongoing management 
of atrial tachyarrhythmia in ACHD patients requires a 
degree of specialist knowledge and an awareness of 
certain key issues. In ACHD, atrial tachyarrhythmia is 
usually related to the abnormal anatomy of the underlying 
heart defect and often occurs as a result of surgical 
scar or a consequence of residual hemodynamic or 
electrical disturbances. Arrhythmias significantly increase 
mortality and morbidity in ACHD and are the most 
frequent reason for ACHD hospitalization. Intra-atrial 
reentrant tachycardia and atrial fibrillation are the most 
prevalent type of arrhythmia in this patient group. In 
hemodynamically unstable patients, urgent cardioversion 
is required. Acute management of the stable patient 
includes anticoagulation, rate control, and electrical or 
pharmacological cardioversion. In ACHD, rhythm control 
is the preferred management strategy and can often 
be achieved. However, in the long-term, medication 
side-effects can prove problematic. Electrophysiology 
studies and catheter ablation are important treatments 
modalities and in certain cases, surgical or percutaneous 
treatment of the underlying cardiac defect has a role. 
ACHD patients, especially those with complex CHD, 
are at increased risk of thromboembolic events and 
anticoagulation is usually required. Female ACHD patients 
of child bearing age may wish to pursue pregnancies. 
The risk of atrial arrhythmias is increased during pre-
gnancy and management of atrial tachyarrhythmia during 
pregnancy needs specific consideration. 
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Core tip: This review highlights the importance of 
atrial tachyarrhythmia in adult congenital heart disease 
(ACHD) patients. It discusses causative mechanisms 
of arrhythmia, treatment of arrhythmia in the acute 
setting and on a long-term basis, including: Medications, 
catheter ablation, and anticoagulation. We include 
specific comments on the treatment of arrhythmias in 
ACHD patients who are pregnant. 
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INTRODUCTION
With an estimated incidence of 9 per 1000 live births, 
congenital heart disease (CHD) is the most frequent major 
birth defect[1]. Improved diagnosis and management have 
led to recent rapid growth in numbers of adult survivors, 
particularly in the subset of patients with complex heart 
lesions[2]. Individuals with adult congenital heart disease 
(ACHD) often have residual cardiac lesions that promote 
abnormal hemodynamics and electrical disturbance. 
Electrical abnormalities are exacerbated by surgical scar, 
prosthetic patches and diffuse myocardial fibrosis and 
increasingly as these patients age, by the additional 
burden of traditional cardiovascular risk factors[3,4]. It 
is perhaps not surprising that arrhythmia is one of the 
most important problems faced by ACHD patients and 
has become the leading cause of ACHD hospitalization[5]. 
In this population, atrial arrhythmia is far more common 
than ventricular and is associated with substantial morbidity 
and mortality.

Atrial arrhythmia in ACHD occurs with a prevalence 3 
times greater than that seen in the general population[6]. 
The risk increases with age[7] and varies according to 
underlying congenital cardiac anomaly (Table 1[8-16]). 
The prevalence is greatest in those with complex defects 
where it is estimated at > 50% by the age of 65 years[6]. 
Atrial arrhythmias in ACHD can herald adverse or declining 
intra-cardiac hemodynamics and their occurrence is a 
risk factor for other significant clinical events[6,17]. Prompt 
diagnosis and appropriate management may help avoid 
important complications, the risks of which are higher 
in specific ACHD subgroups. In patients with simple 
lesions[18], atrial arrhythmia can be managed in a similar 
manner to arrhythmia in patients with structurally normal 
hearts. However, for patients with lesions of moderate 
or high complexity[18], involvement of an ACHD specialist 
and/or electrophysiologist with subspecialty expertise is 
recommended[17,18]. Most ACHD patients with arrhythmia 

will initially present locally, to general cardiologists, family 
physicians and emergency doctors and given population 
demographics, it is increasingly likely these care providers 
will encounter such patients. This review is intended to 
raise awareness of atrial arrhythmia as a complication of 
ACHD and of the necessary caveats to deliver care safely. 
It focuses on issues seen frequently in our day-to-day 
clinical practice and of importance to primary care providers. 
For a more comprehensive analysis and further reading we 
suggest the 2014 PACES/HRS Expert Consensus Statement 
on the Recognition and Management of Arrhythmias in 
Adult Congenital Heart disease[17]. 

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS OF ATRIAL 
TACHYARRHYTHMIA IN ACHD
Given the retrospective and observational nature of most 
studies, teasing out “cause and effect” for the clinical 
implications of atrial arrhythmia in ACHD is challenging. 
However, it is certain that ACHD patients who develop 
atrial arrhythmia are at increased risk of other adverse 
clinical events. In their large (n > 38000) analysis of 
Quebec’s ACHD patients, Bouchardy et al[6] found patients 
with a history of atrial arrhythmia experienced a 50% 
increase in mortality, a 100% increase in stroke or 
heart failure and a 300% increase in the risk of cardiac 
interventions, as compared those with no history of atrial 
arrhythmia. These findings from a large and heterogeneous 
ACHD population are borne out by those from smaller 
studies of diagnosis-specific cohorts. Two large multi-
center studies identified atrial arrhythmia as a powerful 
predictor of mortality and/or ventricular tachycardia in 
patients with tetralogy of Fallot (TOF)[19,20]. In a single-
centre study of 321 Fontan patients “clinically relevant 
arrhythmia” was the strongest predictor of outcome, 
increasing the risk of death or transplant 6-fold[21]. In 
our own cohort of Mustard patients, patients who had 
experienced an atrial arrhythmia had worse subaortic 
right ventricular (RV) function and more tricuspid regur-
gitation than those who had not[22].

TYPES OF ATRIAL TACHYARRHYTHMIA 
IN ACHD AND THEIR MECHANISMS
Any type of atrial tachyarrhythmia can occur in ACHD 
patients. However, by nature of their underlying heart 
defects and previous surgeries, some subtypes are 
more frequently encountered than others. Intra-atrial 
reentry tachycardia (IART) is the sub-type encountered 
most frequently at the current time[23]. This may change 
as the ACHD patient population ages and increases 
in the incidence of atrial fibrillation have been already 
noted[24-26]. Atrioventricular nodal reentry, typical atrial 
flutter and focal atrial tachycardias[17,27] are also seen and 
atrial arrhythmia mediated by accessory pathway(s) is a 
particular idiosyncrasy of patients with Ebstein anomaly 
of the tricuspid valve[27]. 
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Intra-atrial reentry tachycardia and atrial flutter 
Macro reentry circuits within the atria of people without 
CHD usually produce typical isthmus-dependent atrial 
flutter, which can also occur in patients with ACHD. 
However, the scarred, dilated and thickened atria of 
ACHD patients produce additional barriers to conduction 
and promote macro reentry pathways independent of 
the tricuspid valve-inferior vena cava isthmus with low 
voltage electrocardiogram (ECG) signals and without 
the typical saw-toothed p-wave appearance of flutter 
waves. We refer to this type of arrhythmia as IART. With 
atrial rates ranging from 150-200 per minute, IART is 
usually slower than typical flutter and has a stable cycle 
length and p wave morphology[27]. Although both IART 
and atrial flutter can occur in ACHD and may coexist 
in individual patients[28,29] in our experience IART is the 
more frequently encountered and so we use this term 
preferentially when discussing atrial macro reentry in 
ACHD patients.

IART is the most common arrhythmia in adults with 
an atrial redirection procedure (Mustard or Senning 
operation) for transposition of the great arteries (TGA) 
and also in those with a Fontan circulation[23]. IART is 
also prevalent in patients with repaired TOF and reported 
to be an important cause of morbidity[25,30]. While the 
occurrence of atrial arrhythmia in ACHD increases with 
time[6] and subaortic ventricular dysfunction is a gene-
ralized risk factor[11], more specific risk factors for IART 
have been identified in some subgroups. In patients 
with TGA and an atrial redirection procedure identified 
IART risk factors include: A Mustard procedure[31], the 
occurrence of perioperative bradyarrhythmia, need for 
reoperation and loss of sinus rhythm during follow-up[26]. 
Older age at operation, history of an atrial septectomy, 
and an atriopulmonary connection have been identified 
as risk factors for IART in the Fontan population[10,32]. 

The propagation route for an IART circuit differs de-
pending on the anatomic defect and type of surgical 
repair[33]. The pathway is often restricted to right atrial 
tissue, modified by regions of fibrosis from previous suture 
lines, patches, and baffles which act in combination with 
natural conduction barriers like crista terminalis, valve 
orifices, and the superior and inferior caval orifices to 

channel the wave front along a macroreentrant loop[34,35]. If 
a tricuspid valve is present, the isthmus between the valve 
ring and the inferior vena cava is often involved in such 
circuits, but in the absence of tricuspid valve or if there 
is a deformed valve, the circuit path is less predictable 
and can usually only be identified by electrophysiological 
mapping[36]. Multiple IART pathways can be present in 
the same patient[ 37]. 

In the setting of a healthy AV node A:V conduction 
may occur 1:1. If so, the resultant fast ventricular rhythm 
can produce hypotension, syncope, or possibly cardiac 
arrest in ACHD patients who often have abnormal baseline 
hemodynamics or impaired ventricular function[36]. Rapid 
conduction is of particular concern in patients with atrial 
baffles (Mustard and Senning) who are unable to augment 
sub-aortic RV filling rates and stroke volume during tachy-
cardia[38,39] and also in patients with a single ventricle 
physiology. The clinical picture of instability combined 
with tachycardia sometimes give rise to erroneous inter-
pretation of the rhythm as being of ventricular origin. 
We see this mistake made most frequently in patients 
with TOF, since they usually have a baseline broad RBBB 
which persists during atrial tachycardia. 

Conversely, in patients who remain clinically stable, 
IART with 2:1 or 3:1 conduction can easily be misinter-
preted as sinus rhythm on the surface ECG of a patient 
with ACHD. This is not infrequently encountered in patients 
with a Fontan circulation or atrial redirection procedure 
for TGA. These patients often experience IART with a 
ventricular rate only slightly above their baseline rate 
and may have fractionated, difficult to see p-waves. 
Reviewing previous ECGs is often key to establishing the 
correct diagnosis. Hidden p-waves may be uncovered 
by vagal maneuvers or intravenous adenosine infusion, 
which can be useful when used with caution if still 
uncertain[36]. A high degree of clinical suspicion is required 
when interpreting the ECG in an adult CHD patient who 
presents with palpitations, especially if that patient has a 
Fontan or Mustard/Senning circulation (Figures 1 and 2).

Atrial fibrillation 
Atrial fibrillation is the result of multiple micro reentry 
circuits and in ACHD is less prevalent than IART. A single-

Ref. Diagnosis No. of patients in study Duration of follow-up (yr) Prevalence of atrial arrhythmia (%)

[8] Fontan   94 11 41
[9] Fontan 334   9 16
[10] TGA: Mustard or Senning 86 Mustard   8 48
[11] TGA: Mustard or Senning 60 Mustard Mustard 16 Mustard 28.8

62 Senning Senning 11 Sennign 11.9
[12] TGA: Arterial switch 374 19   2
[13] Ebstein anomaly 285 20 36
[14] Tetralogy of Fallot 242 16 12
[15] Repaired AVSD 300 11 14
[16] Repaired ASD 213   4 14

Table 1  Summary of studies describing the prevalence of arrhythmia in adult congenital heart disease

TGA: Transposition of great arteries; AVSD: Atrio-ventricular septal defect; ASD: Atrial septal defect.
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centre study of 471 electrical cardioversions in 149 CHD 
patients found that 78% were for IART and 22% for 
AF[23]. However, the prevalence of AF is increasing as 
the ACHD population ages such that this diagnosis is 
becoming the most common atrial arrhythmia in older 
cohorts. A recent study of 4781 TOF patients across the 
age spectrum reported the average age of onset of IART 
as 27 years vs 44 years for AF[20]. In the same study, AF 
was the diagnosis in 10% of arrhythmias seen in patients 
born prior to 1961 vs < 1% patients born after 1981[20]. 
In another cohort of TOF patients AF was the most 
prevalent atrial arrhythmia after 55 years of age[25]. The 
increasing risk of AF with age relates to the underlying 
mechanism, which is usually chronic hemodynamic atrial 
stress and remodeling as well as increase in conventional 
risk factors such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, 
obesity, and sleep apnea. Patients with residual AV valve 
regurgitation or left-sided obstructive lesions as well as 
those with unrepaired, palliated CHD are particularly 
vulnerable to AF[23,24]. Patients who have undergone 
ablation for IART may go on to experience late atrial 
fibrillation in follow-up. During follow-up approximately 
30% of patients with surgically closed ASD who had 
previously undergone successful catheter ablation for 
IART develop AF[40]. 

Atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia
Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome (WPW) occurs in 20% 
of cases with Ebstein anomaly of tricuspid valve[41]. The 
accessory pathway in Ebstein anomaly is usually located 
along the posterior and septal aspect of the tricuspid 
ring where the valve leaflets are most abnormal, and 
about half of these patients have multiple accessory 
pathways[42,43]. Ebstein-like malformation of a left-sided 
tricuspid valve is common in congenitally corrected TGA 
and often associated with accessory pathway(s)[36]. 
Tachycardia events for Ebstein patients are of concern in 
adult years when there is increased likelihood of coexisting 
atrial fibrillation and 1:1 anterograde conduction over the 
accessory pathway[36]. 

MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE ATRIAL 
ARRHYTHMIAS IN ACHD PATIENTS
Acute management of atrial tachyarrhythmia in hemo-
dynamically stable patients includes anticoagulation to 
prevent thromboembolism, rate control, and cardioversion 
to restore sinus rhythm. In ACHD patients with simple 
anatomy and an atrial arrhythmia of ≥ 48 h or unknown 
duration, ≥ 3 wk of anticoagulation or transesophageal 
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Figure 1  Electrocardiograms from a patient with an interatrial lateral tunnel Fontan for double inlet left ventricle. Patient has an epicardial DDI pacemaker for 
management of postoperative complete heart block. A: Atrio-ventricular sequentially paced rhythm. Patient feeling well; B: Grouped beating with V paced beats and 
intermittent p-waves. Underlying intra-atrial reentry tachycardia with AV Wenkebach demonstrated on device tracing (not shown). Patient complaining palpitations.

Veat rate                  86        BPM
PR interval              142          ms
QRS duration           234           ms
QT/QTc            512/612          ms
P-R-T axes               -57         132

AV dual-paced rhythm
Abnormal ECG

Veat rate                  107        BPM
PR interval                               ms
QRS duration            226            ms
QT/QTc             458/611           ms
P-R-T axes                -59          121

Unusual P axis, possible ectopic atrial tachycardia
AV sequential or dual chamber electronic pacemaker
Biventricular pacemaker detected
Cannot rule out inferior infarct (masked by fascicular block?), age undetermined
Abnormal ECG

Figure 2  Electrocardiograms from a patient with a Mustard procedure. A: Sinus rhythm with 1st degree heart block. Patient feeling well; B: Intra-atrial reentry 
tachycardia with 2:1 ventricular conduction, alternate p-waves not seen as overlapping with QRS complexes. Patient complaining palpitations initially. Within 3 h 
unable to lie flat, requiring oxygen for desaturation and with pulmonary edema on chest X-ray. Note incorrect automated diagnosis of sinus tachycardia.

A BVeat rate                  85        BPM
PR interval              218          ms
QRS duration           126           ms
QT/QTc            476/566          ms
P-R-T axes        59   114          25

Sinus rhythm with 1st degree A-V block
Right bundle branch block
Left posterior fascicular block
--- Bifascicular block---
Cannot rule out inferior infact, age undetermined
Abnormal ECG

Veat rate                 116        BPM
PR interval              232          ms
QRS duration           122           ms
QT/QTc            316/439          ms
P-R-T axes              150           25

Sinus rhythm with 1st degree A-V block
Right bundle branch block, plus right ventricular hypertrophy
Left posterior fascicular block
--- Bifascicular block---
Cannot rule out inferior infact, age undetermined
Abnormal ECG

.
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echocardiography (TEE) is recommended prior to 
cardioversion to rule out intra-cardiac thrombus[17]. In 
moderate and complex patients who are at higher risk 
of thrombosis formation, TEE or 3 wk of anticoagulation 
is recommended prior to cardioversion, even if the IART 
or atrial fibrillation is less than 48 h in duration[17,44]. 
In our own practice, we are reluctant to leave Fontan 
patients or those with a systemic right ventricle in an 
atrial tachyarrhythmia for a prolonged period of time, for 
fear of deteriorating hemodynamics and/or ventricular 
function. Therefore we rarely choose to anticoagulate 
and wait three weeks. In high-risk patients we prefer to 
perform TEE or low dose cardiac CT promptly followed 
by cardioversion within a day or two of diagnosis. Phar-
macologic rate control can be useful for those who have 
a rapid ventricular response during their tachyarrhythmia 
while cardioversion is being planned. Options include use of 
beta-blockers, calcium channel blockers, or amiodarone[45]. 

Termination of atrial tachyarrhythmia can be achieved 
by electrical cardioversion, overdrive pacing, or drug 
therapy. Urgent electrical cardioversion is recommended 
in adults with ACHD who are hemodynamically unstable 
regardless of arrhythmia duration or anticoagulation 
status[45]. Anterior-posterior pad positioning increases 
cardioversion success in the face of marked atrial dilata-
tion[17] and is important in the many ACHD patients 
who have a pacemaker. Patients with Fontan palliation, 
Mustard or Senning, and Glenn shunts, are at risk of 
sinus node dysfunction and may develop prolong sinus 
pause following rhythm conversion[17,9,46]. The team 
planning a cardioversion needs to be prepared for this 
possibility. Patients with an extra-cardiac or interatrial 
lateral tunnel Fontan circulation do not have ready 
venous access to enable ventricular pacing. The back-
up plan for these patients should include percutaneous 
pacing and/or use of medications such as atropine 
or isopretrenol. Electrical cardioversion of complex 
CHD patients is best performed in the coronary care 
unit with continuous monitoring of heart rhythm post 
cardioversion till rhythm stability is established. Overdrive 
pacing of IART can be attempted in patients with either 
atrial or dual chamber pacemakers or defibrillators. 
Immediate anti-tachycardia pacing is effective in up to 
50% of cases[47]. In pacemaker dependent patients, it is 
important to maintain back up ventricular pacing during 
attempted atrial overdrive pacing[17]. 

Pharmacologic cardioversion can be used to terminate 
atrial arrhythmias acutely, however, concerns include 
risk of torsades de pointes in Class Ⅲ and ventricular 
tachycardia in Class IA and IC antiarrhythmic medications[17]. 
Amiodarone is the medication we use most often for 
acute termination of atrial arrhythmias in ACHD patients. 
Cardioversion can sometimes be achieved by following 
an intravenous bolus dose with a maintenance infusion 
for 24-48 h. Amiodarone may restore sinus rhythm, or 
assist in slowing the ventricular rate if cardioversion fails. 
There are currently no efficacy or safety data regarding 
the acute use of amiodarone in treatment of atrial tachy-

arrhythmia in ACHD patients[17]. Ibutilide and sotalol 
have also been shown as effective in acute treatment 
of atrial tachyarrhythmia[48,49]. When compared in a 
randomized study in non-ACHD population, ibutilide was 
superior to sotalol in conversion of atrial arrhythmia[50]. 
If using ibutilide, one must be cautious of torsades de 
pointes which is reported to occur in 2%-8% of non-
ACHD patients[51]. In ACHD patients presenting with 
IART or atrial fibrillation, 1 to 2 mg of IV ibutilide over 
10 min may be given if used with continuous heart moni-
toring where emergency defibrillation and resuscitation is 
available[17]. 

Patients with WPW, orthodromic atrioventricular 
reentrant tachycardia and AVNRT, who are hemodyna-
mically stable can be treated with intravenous adenosine, 
which may terminate the tachycardia and restore sinus 
rhythm. This is because adenosine slows AV nodal 
conduction and these tachycardias include the AV node 
as an obligatory part of their circuit. In contrast, the 
effects of adenosine on atrial flutter, IART and atrial 
ectopic tachycardia are inconsistent[52]. Adenosine will 
not generally terminate these arrhythmias and is more 
likely to produce transient or increased AV block, which 
can unmask atrial activity on an ECG and aid diagnosis. 
It is important that adenosine be given rapidly and 
in a sufficient dose to reach the coronary circulation. 
Adenosine administration is generally safe but rare proarr-
hythmic and potentially life-threating effects have been 
reported[53]. It can precipitate atrial fibrillation, which as 
already stated, is a risk in patients with an accessory 
pathway where the atrial rate may be conducted 1:1 to 
the ventricles. Patients with pre-excited atrial fibrillation 
are usually treated with urgent electrical cardioversion 
because of the risk of cardiovascular collapse[54]. 

MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC OR 
RECURRENT ATRIAL ARRHYTHMIAS IN 
ACHD PATIENTS
Medical management
Rhythm control is generally recommended as the initial 
strategy for patients with moderate or complex forms of 
CHD[17]. This is because loss of sinus rhythm, even with 
a controlled heart rate can adversely and importantly 
impact both hemodynamics and ventricular function in 
ACHD patients[17,27]. However, once an ACHD patient 
has experienced atrial arrhythmia, recurrences are often 
seen. In our experience, the initiation of antiarrhythmic 
drugs, before further cardioversion may be beneficial 
to the chances of reestablishing sinus rhythm and/or 
reducing the frequency of recurrence. 

The pro-arrhythmic risk of Class I (fast sodium channel 
blockers) antiarrhythmic drugs in patients with CHD 
includes ventricular arrhythmias[55,56]. In addition, they 
are not recommended for maintenance of sinus rhythm 
in patients with coronary artery disease or moderately to 
severe systolic dysfunction of either ventricle[17,45]. 

In general cardiology practice, sotalol is used for 
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maintenance of sinus rhythm in patients with AF who have 
normal baseline QT interval (< 460 ms) and minimal or 
no structural heart disease[45]. While some retrospective 
studies have suggested safety and efficacy of sotalol in 
adults with CHD[57-59], a meta-analysis of antiarrhythmic 
drugs for AF which included 12 clinical trials showed 
that sotalol doubles all-cause mortality[60]. Based on the 
current evidence, sotalol can be used with caution for 
maintenance of sinus rhythm in IART or AF in patients 
with ACHD[17].

In non-ACHD populations, amiodarone is the most 
effective antiarrhythmic medication in maintaining sinus 
rhythm in AF and is considered drug of choice in heart failure 
patients[61,62]. Expert consensus suggests amiodarone 
as first line for maintenance of sinus rhythm in ACHD 
patients with IART and those with AF in presence of 
ventricular hypertrophy or dysfunction, or coronary 
artery disease[17]. It is the drug we use most often 
across the spectrum in ACHD, including in patients with 
impaired ventricular function. Unfortunately, long-term 
treatment with amiodarone (which is often necessary in 
this population) can be complicated by pulmonary and 
liver toxicity, thyroid dysfunction, photosensitivity, and 
corneal microdeposits[63]. In our experience the most 
frequent problems in ACHD patients are thyroid related. 
Torsades de pointes is seen in fewer than 1% of non-ACHD 
patients[64]. 

Dofetilide has been shown to be safe in adult patients 
with recent myocardial infarction or heart failure[65]. The 
major concern is risk of torsade de pointes, which is 
seen in 0.9% to 3.3% of patients[66,67]. Dofetilide was 
studied in a multicenter series of 20 ACHD patients with 
refractory atrial arrhythmia and reasonable success was 
noted[68]. However, we rarely use this drug in our center 
and prefer the use of sotalol. 

Catheter ablation
Catheter ablation is now used as an early treatment 
strategy for IART in many centers and is preferred 
over the long-term pharmacological management[17,69]. 
Advances in 3D mapping for improved circuit localization 
and irrigated-tip or large-tip ablation catheters which 
help with effective lesion creation has led to 81% acute 
success rate[69-72]. Newly developed software permits 
rapid automatic annotation of signals using multi-
electrode catheters. This allows large chambers to be 
mapped rapidly and with a huge number of points 
reducing procedure time and potentially increasing 
success rates of ablation[73]. These needs to be inter-
preted in the context of programmed settings on the 
mapping system including the window of interest and 
electrogram annotation the discussion of which is beyond 
the scope of this review[74]. 

The acute success rate is lower in Ebstein anomaly 
with higher recurrence rate[75,76] due to challenges of 
distorted anatomic landmarks, difficulty identifying the 
true AV groove, extremely fractionated electrograms, and 
the high incidence of multiple pathways[31,75,76]. Recurrence 

rates following ablation are 34%-54%, mostly occurring 
within the first year and are higher in atriopulmonary 
anastomosis of Fontan palliation compared to other 
CHD patients[72,77,78]. Gaining access to the atrial tissue 
is difficult in patients with an interatrial lateral tunnel or 
extra-cardiac Fontan palliation and conduit puncture may 
be required[79]. When planning ablation, consideration 
should be given to the location of the AV node in the 
underlying CHD and the risk of AV block due to ablation. 
For example, the AV node is typically located anterior 
in the AV junction in congenitally corrected-TGA[80]. The 
AV node is displaced postero-inferiorly in inlet VSDs[81]. 
These should be kept in mind when planning ablations in 
that region as for typical slow fast AVNRT. The AV node 
does not have an intracardiac signal. The His bundle 
signal is used as its surrogate marker. Locating and 
identifying the His is often challenging in ACHD as the 
conduction system is often displaced in many conditions 
like AV canal defects and congenitally corrected tran-
sposition of great arteries. In other conditions like an 
extracardiac Fontan, the His bundle is not accessible 
unless a puncture is performed. If located, the His signal 
can be tagged by using 3D electroanatomic mapping 
systems. This is especially important in patients with 
single ventricle palliation where the complication of heart 
block would often require management with epicardial 
pacing[82].

Specific recommendations for AF ablation in CHD 
population have not yet been developed due to scarcity 
of published data on mechanism of arrhythmia, unclear 
ablation targets, and efficacy[27]. One study reported 
a success rate of 42% compared to 53% in controls 
without CHD. The value of repeat ablations and role of 
pulmonary vein isolation in complex CHD patients remains 
to be determined[40,83]. Limited experience is available 
on AV nodal ablation followed by permanent pacing in 
symptomatic patient with poor rate control[84].

Surgical treatment and percutaneous intervention
A disturbance of hemodynamics often underlies (or is 
a significant contributor to) atrial arrhythmia in ACHD. 
Sometimes the hemodynamic issues are amenable to 
treatment by surgery or a percutaneous intervention and if 
successful, such procedures may extinguish or ameliorate 
the patient’s arrhythmia burden. Examples would be 
replacement of a regurgitant left atrioventricular valve in 
a patient with an atrioventricular septal defect, pulmonary 
valve replacement in a patient with repaired tetralogy of 
Fallot and severe pulmonary regurgitation and replace-
ment of a stenosed conduit for pulmonary blood flow. 
The decision to surgically revise or upgrade a Fontan 
circulation as an intervention for recurrent arrhythmia 
can have excellent results but is a specific example with 
unique considerations[85-87]. When patients with ACHD 
experience atrial arrhythmia consideration should not 
only be given to correction of residual hemodynamic 
lesions but also to the role of specific arrhythmia surgery, 
which can be performed either in conjunction with 
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other procedures or in isolation. Mavroudis et al[88] have 
published an excellent and detailed review of arrhythmia 
surgery in ACHD based on their own experience in 248 
patients. Most of the surgical procedures described are 
for the treatment of atrial arrhythmia in patients with 
repaired TOF or a single ventricle circulation. Operative 
techniques described include, methods for increasing 
the safety of repeat sternal reentry, direct ablation 
(cryoablation or radiofrequency), right atrial and biatrial 
Cox-maze procedures, as well as excision of automatic 
foci. The paper describes the differing anatomical and 
electrophysiological variations which need to be taken 
into account for each congenital cardiac diagnosis and 
arrhythmia[88].

Anticoagulation
Thromboembolic prevention in ACHD patients is an 
important aspect of pharmacological treatment of atrial 
arrhythmia. The prevalence of thromboembolic events in 
ACHD patients is estimated to be 10 to 100-fold higher 
than age-matched controls in the general population 
due to dilated chambers with sluggish flow, intra-
cardiac prosthetic material, pacing/defibrillation leads, 
intracardiac shunts, and associated hypercoagulable 
states[89,90]. In particular, the risk of stroke is 10-fold 
higher in ACHD patients, with atrial arrhythmia being 
one of the strongest predictors[91,92]. In a small series 
of ACHD patients who underwent TEE prior to electrical 
cardioversion of an atrial arrhythmia, atrial thrombus was 
seen in 37%[93]. 

Risk scoring systems (CHA2DS2, CHA2DS2-VASc, 
and HAS-BLED) are widely used to guide anticoagulant 
prescription in non-ACHD patients, balancing the risks 
of thromboembolism against the risks of bleeding[94-96]. 
Initially, these scoring systems were not developed 
or tested in ACHD patients and did not include any 
component relating to the type or severity of congenital 
cardiac lesion[17]. For many years there has been con-
troversy about whether or not they have any value in 
decision-making for ACHD patients. In 2015 a Dutch 
study of 229 ACHD patients with atrial arrhythmias 
attempted to address this issue[97]. The authors evaluated 
dichotomized CHA2-DS2-VASc and HAS-BLED scores 
in their ACHD cohort and reported that thrombotic 
and bleeding events can be predicted by using scoring 
systems[97]. In moderate/complex patients with IART 
or AF, long-term oral anticoagulation is recommended 
with vitamin K antagonist (VKA) however, in simple 
nonvalvular CHD, the decision of anticoagulation risk can 
be guided by CHA2DS2-VASc score[17,98]. Patients with 
CHA2DS2-VASc score of ≥ 2 need oral anticoagulation 
with VKA or novel oral anticoagulants[17].

The new oral anticoagulants (NOAC) have been 
introduced as an alternative to VKA in non-valvular 
atrial fibrillation. These drugs are either direct thrombin 
(Dabigatran) or factor Xa (Rivaroxaban, Apixaban) 
inhibitors. Limited data is available regarding the use of 
NOACs in ACHD population. One prospective study 
included data from 75 ACHD patients without prosthetic 

heart valves taking one of three NOACs[99]. Twenty-one 
percent of participants had complex CHD and the main 
indication was thrombosis prevention in atrial arrhy-
thmia[99]. During a mean follow-up duration of 12 mo, 
there were no thrombotic or major bleeding events[99]. 
Results from further multi-centre studies are anticipated. 
However, it may be reasonable to consider NOAC in lieu 
of VKA in simple CHD and without prosthetic valves or 
hemodynamically significant valve disease[17,99]. 

ATRIAL ARRHYTHMIAS DURING 
PREGNANCY IN ACHD PATIENTS 
The risk of atrial arrhythmia is known to increase during 
pregnancy due to anticipated adaptive hemodynamic, 
hormonal, and autonomic changes[100,101]. The incidence 
of AF/IART in patients with structural heart disease was 
reported at 1.3% by the Registry on Pregnancy and 
Cardiac Disease with the majority of arrhythmias occurring 
during second trimester[102]. The frequency of arrhythmia 
during pregnancy is higher than this in other studies 
and certain ACHD subgroups. In a systematic review 
by Drenthen et al[103], the highest risk of arrhythmia 
was reported in patients with Fontan palliation, atrial 
redirection for TGA (Mustard or Senning) and repaired 
atrio-ventricular septal defect. In a multi-centre study 
of 157 pregnancies in 74 women with repaired TOF the 
incidence of arrhythmia was 6.5% vs < 1% in controls[104]. 
In a study of women with valvular heart disease the rate of 
arrhythmia during pregnancy was 15% vs 0% in controls 
(P = 0.001)[105]. The following have been identified as 
risk factors for the occurrence of atrial arrhythmias during 
pregnancy: Arrhythmia before pregnancy, mitral valve 
disease, beta-blocker use before pregnancy, and left-
sided cardiac lesions[101,102]. Atrial arrhythmias during 
pregnancy area associated with pregnancy-related 
mortality and morbidity. This may be due to severity of 
underlying heart disease and also to an increased risk of 
thromboembolic events[102]. 

Electrical cardioversion can be used in all trimesters of 
pregnancy and must not be delayed in hemodynamically 
unstable patients[106]. The risk of inducing fetal arrhythmias 
is minimal but unless cardioversion is emergent, fetal 
monitoring should be performed[101,106,107]. Most antiarrhy-
thmic drugs are United States Food and Drug Admini-
stration class C medications; i.e., animal studies have 
shown risk to the fetus, there are no controlled studies 
in women or studies in women and animals are not 
available. This is a confusing classification, meaning that 
there is insufficient data to make a statement regarding 
safety. Use of these drugs must be carefully discussed 
with pregnant women to allow them the ability to weigh 
potential pros and cons. Beta-blockers (often metoprolol) 
are commonly used as first line rate control therapy. 
Atenolol is an FDA class D medication (positive evidence 
of fetal risk) and should be avoided due to association 
with low birthweight. Oral verapamil and digoxin (FDA 
Class C) are used for atrial arrhythmia in pregnancy 
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but should not be used when an accessory pathway is 
suspected[106]. Sotalol (FDA class B - animal studies show 
no risk, no studies in humans) can be used to maintain 
sinus rhythm although, its side effects include fetal 
bradycardia and long QT in the mother and therefore, 
close monitoring is required. Due to its side effects on 
fetal thyroid function, amiodarone should not be used 
during pregnancy unless other antiarrhythmic agents 
are contraindicated or ineffective. Flecainide (FDA class 
C) is a drug which crosses the placenta and is often 
used for treatment of fetal tachycardia, however there 
are proarrhythmic risks in patients with structural heart 
disease[108,109]. Pregnancy is a prothrombotic state and 
sustained atrial arrhythmia will further increase risk of 
thromboembolic events in pregnancy, therefore anticoa-
gulation should be considered. Specific guidelines and 
recommendations exist[100,110] and any decision about 
anticoagulation during pregnancy should be made with 
the input of specialist advice and in full consultation with 
the patient. Different regimens can be recommended 
depending on patient preference and the individualized 
balance of risks: Obstetric risks (miscarriage, retro-
placental hematoma, bleeding during delivery) vs off-
spring risks (warfarin associated embryopathy, premature 
birth, inter-cranial bleeding) vs maternal risks (thrombosis 
and bleeding). The risk of maternal thrombosis and 
thromboembolism are highest in women who in addition 
to their atrial arrhythmia also have either mechanical 
valves or Fontan circulations.

CONCLUSION
The ACHD population continues to expand and is also 
aging. Atrial arrhythmias are common in these patients 
and the cause of significant morbidity. They also asso-
ciated with increased risk of subsequent mortality. A 
comprehensive understanding of the underlying anatomy, 
previous surgeries and mechanism of the arrhythmia 
is essential to optimal management of arrhythmias in 
this population and clear, open communication between 
ACHD specialists, electrophysiologists and primary care 
providers necessary. 
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Abstract
Neural elements of the intrinsic cardiac nervous system 
transduce sensory inputs from the heart, blood vessels 
and other organs to ensure adequate cardiac function 
on a beat-to-beat basis. This inter-organ crosstalk is 
critical for normal function of the heart and other organs; 
derangements within the nervous system hierarchy 
contribute to pathogenesis of organ dysfunction. The 
role of intact cardiac nerves in development of, as well as 
protection against, ischemic injury is of current interest 
since it may involve recruitment of intrinsic cardiac 
ganglia. For instance, ischemic conditioning, a novel 
protection strategy against organ injury, and in particular 
remote conditioning, is likely mediated by activation of 
neural pathways or by endogenous cytoprotective blood-
borne substances that stimulate different signalling 
pathways. This discovery reinforces the concept that 
inter-organ communication, and maintenance thereof, 
is key. As such, greater understanding of mechanisms 
and elucidation of treatment strategies is imperative 
to improve clinical outcomes particularly in patients 
with comorbidities. For instance, autonomic imbalance 
between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 
system regulation can initiate cardiovascular autonomic 
neuropathy that compromises cardiac stability and 
function. Neuromodulation therapies that directly target 
the intrinsic cardiac nervous system or other elements 
of the nervous system hierarchy are currently being 
investigated for treatment of different maladies in animal 
and human studies. 

Key words: Intrinsic cardiac nervous system; Myocardial 
ischemia; Ischemic conditioning; Autonomic neuropathy; 
Coronary blood flow regulation 
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to ensure beat-to-beat regulation of cardiac function. 
Development of autonomic neurophathies in patients 
with comorbidities compromises clinical outcomes. 
Myocardial ischemia also significantly affects cardiocytes 
as well as cardiac neurons; post-ischemic remodelling 
might affect neuronal function and thereby contribute 
to cardiac instability. Different protection strategies 
including ischemic conditioning and neuromodulation 
interventions that limit neural injury and help main-
tain cardiovascular function are the subject of ongoing 
investigations.

Kingma JG, Simard D, Rouleau JR. Influence of cardiac nerve 
status on cardiovascular regulation and cardioprotection. World J 
Cardiol 2017; 9(6): 508-520  Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/1949-8462/full/v9/i6/508.htm  DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4330/wjc.v9.i6.508

INTRODUCTION
A dense network of parasympathetic, sympathetic and 
sensory neurons innervates the heart and cardiac con
duction system; each population of neurons is distinct 
with respect to functional requirements of the heart. 
Increased attention is being focused on the complex 
anatomy and function of the cardiac neuroaxis and 
questions abound regarding the manner in which different 
neuronal populations communicate with each other and 
between different organ systems. Ardell et al[1] recently 
made the case that the cardiac neural hierarchy functions 
as a distributive processor with multiple nested feedback 
control loops that involve peripheral and central aspects of 
the autonomic nervous system. Remodeling of the cardiac 
nervous system at morphological and phenotypic levels 
during disease development is also under scrutiny[25]; 
neural remodeling can cause electrical instability that 
increases the incidence of arrhythmogenesis. Neuromo
dulationbased treatments for cardiovascular disease 
are being investigated as evidenced by the increasing 
use of diverse cardiac sympathetic decentralization and 
bioelectric interventions[6]. Herein, we briefly discuss 
experimental and clinical findings that highlight a role for 
the intrinsic cardiac nervous system on cardiodynamics. 
We also discuss mechanisms relevant to diverse pro
tection stratagems. Finally, we focus on autonomic 
neurophathies that accompany comorbidities (Figure 
1). For this review, clinical and basic science reports 
were searched using MEDLINE, PubMed and Google 
Scholar with the keywords intrinsic cardiac nervous 
system, myocardial ischemiareperfusion injury, heart and 
kidney disease, cardioprotection, preconditioning and 
combinations thereof. Findings from our own studies on 
this, and related subjects were also consulted.

Developmental aspects
Development of the nervous and cardiovascular systems 
is synchronized during embryogenesis; neural crest cells 
in the dorsal neural tube form the parasympathetic and 

sympathetic nervous systems that are important for 
cardiovascular function. Sympathetic interactions play 
a part in postnatal regulation of cardiocyte maturation; 
during life, cardiocytes remain quiescent and heart size 
increases by cellular hypertrophy[7]. 

Cardiac neural crest cells furnish mesenchymal cells to 
the heart and great arteries that are involved in vascular 
remodeling and development of the cardiac conduction 
system[810]. The sympathetic component of the auto
nomic nervous system promotes cardiac conduction while 
the parasympathetic selectively exerts an inhibitory 
influence[11,12]. The integration of information for neuro
cardiac regulation involves the neuraxis that comprises 
the cortex, amygdala and various subcortical structures 
with an ability to modulate lowerlevel neurons within 
the hierarchy (for a detailed explanation see ref.[12]). 
Principal contacts between preganglionic neurons and 
the heart occur via the vagus nerves[2,13]. Neurons of 
the autonomic nervous system are: (1) characterized 
by chemical phenotyping (cholinergic, adrenergic, etc.); 
(2) located within intrathoracic extracardiac ganglia 
and intrinsic cardiac ganglia[14,15]; and (3) found within 
atrial epicardium and ganglionated plexi along major 
vessels and in the ventricular wall[16,17] depending on 
species[18]. Sensory neurons, interneurons and sensory 
fibers that originate from the nucleus ambiguus are 
also located therein[19,20]. Sensory information from all 
of these peripheral structures is integrated with higher 
central nervous system centers to coordinate regulation 
of cardiovascular responses. For example, descending 
signals from higher brain centers as well as afferent 
sensory signals from systemic arteries, cardiopulmonary 
regions and viscera have their first synapse in the nucleus 
tractus solarius (NTS) found in the dorsomedial region 
of the medulla[21]. Transmission of afferent inputs from 
other sources such as skin and skeletal muscle to me
dullary vasomotor centers occur via the spinal cord. 
Vagal outflow to the heart is mediated by NTS neurons 
that synapse to preganglionic parasympathetic neurons 
located in the dorsal motor nucleus. All of these neural 
inputs to medullary vasomotor centers are involved 
in autonomic control of the cardiovascular system, for 
example, the arterial baroreceptor reflex plays a major 
role in blood pressure homeostasis on a beattobeat 
basis and involves stretch receptors that can be found 
in the carotid sinus and aortic arch. Accordingly, afferent 
baroreceptor discharge is relayed from the carotid sinus 
(via glossopharyngeal nerve) and aorta (via vagus 
nerve) to the NTS that stimulates afferent baroreceptor 
discharge and promotes efferent sympathetic and para
sympathetic outflow to the heart and blood vessels, 
this enables adjustments of cardiac output and vessel 
resistance and ultimately facilitates return of blood 
pressure to steady state levels. 

CORONARY BLOOD FLOW REGULATION 
AND MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION
Nonneural mechanisms (humoral, metabolic, mechanical, 
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etc.) that contribute to control of vascular regulation 
act independently from autonomic neural mechanisms. 
For example, under normal physiological conditions 
myocardial perfusion across the ventricles is uniform as 
long as coronary artery pressure is maintained within the 
range of autoregulation[22]. Shifts in the lower pressure 
limit are produced by changes in left ventricular pressure 
and volume as well as biochemical modifications by 
a host of endogenous compounds that exercise their 
effects on myocytes, conduction tissues, vascular smooth 
muscle, etc. The scientific literature that has examined 
coronary vasoregulation with a focus on cardiac nerve 
status is relatively sparse. Most studies have concentrated 
on control of regional cardiodynamics by the intrinsic 
cardiac nervous system in either normal or pathological 
conditions. 

In healthy individuals during exercise, activation of 
the sympathetic nervous system stimulates metabolic 
vasodilatation due to increases in heart rate, cardiac 
contractility and ventricular work. Direct sympathetic 
stimulation of coronary vessels induces either vasocon
striction or vasodilatation depending on activation of either 
α, or βadrenoreceptors, or vessel size. For example, 
large coronary vessels (> 100 µm) constrict when exposed 
to norepinephrine whereas small coronary vessels relax[23]; 
vasodilatation in arterioles permits coordination of oxygen 
delivery to myocardial oxygen demand[24]. On the 
other hand, simultaneous vasoconstriction in medium 
and large coronary arteries mediated by activation of 
αadrenoreceptors helps to preserve subendocardial blood 
flow when oxygen demand increases. In a canine study, 

we examined myocardial perfusion following injection 
of select neuropeptides into active loci of the intrinsic 
cardiac nervous system and documented significant 
coronary vasodilatation secondary to increased myocardial 
metabolism and oxygen demand[25]. We also examined 
whether intact cardiac nerves were critical for coronary 
blood flow autoregulation; results confirmed a role for 
intrinsic cardiac neurons in autoregulatory control and 
myocardial perfusion even after ablation of extracardiac 
nerves from central nervous system control[26]. Ablation 
of external neuronal inputs to the heart also results in 
reduced myocardial efficiency that is consistent with 
impaired glucose utilization and depletion of cardiac 
catecholamine levels[27,28]; the latter directly affect 
myocardial oxygen demand[2931]. Other animal studies 
reported that heterogeneity of myocardial perfusion is 
similar in innervated and denervated hearts[3234]; possible 
explanations include: (1) the fact that regional denervation 
has little effect on vascular αadrenergic receptors (in 
part due to circulating catecholamines); or (2) preserved 
neural modulation and autoregulation at different levels of 
the microcirculation across the ventricular wall[35,36]. 

Diverse central and peripheral elements within the 
cardiac nervous system act in sync to regulate cardiac 
function[20,37]; direct stimulation of intracardiac neurons 
occurs through central efferent neuronal inputs from the 
vagi or stellate ganglia[38]. Gprotein coupled receptors 
are known to regulate cardiac function (see recent review 
by Capote et al[39] on structure, function and signalling 
pathways solicited by Gproteincoupled receptors 
in the heart). Control of heart rate requires intricate 

Efferent autonomic pathways

Afferent autonomic pathwaysSensory pathways

Ischemic injury (arrhythmogenesis)
Pharmacologic/non-pharmacologic 
Rx (drugs, IC, rIC, VNS, etc. )

Ischemic injury
Pharmacologic/non-pharmacologic Rx 
(drugs, IC, rIC, RDN, etc. )

Heart failure
Renal insufficiency

Co-morbidities
(cardiorenal syndrome, neuropathies, etc. )

Figure 1  A schematic overview of efferent and afferent autonomic pathways on normal cardiac regulation, they also play a role in arrhythmogenesis 
caused by ischemic injury. Various pharmacologic/non-pharmacologic interventions that target autonomic pathways (IC: Ischemic conditioning; rIC: Remote IC; 
VNS: Vagus nerve stimulation) attenuate cardiac or renal symptoms. Sensory pathways are involved in renal regulation; injury (all cause) affects renal function that 
can be attenuated by different interventions (IC, rIC, RDN: Renal denervation). Inter-organ interactions also directly affect organ function; development of comorbidities 
is related to pathogenesis of disease in multiple organs (ex. heart-kidneys-brain, etc.). Pathology in one organ system can result in significant progression of disease 
in a distant organ; neuromodulation interventions may be beneficial to these patients.
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coordination between βadrenergic and muscarinic 
cholinergic receptors found throughout the cardiac 
conduction system. Cardiac contraction controlled by 
βadrenergic receptors are found in myocyte membranes 
while cardiac structure and morphology are coordinated 
by angiotensin Ⅱ type 1 receptors in fibroblast and both 
endothelial cell and myocyte membranes[40,41]. Highly 
distinct processing capabilities of intracardiac neurons 
allow this complex network to respond to multiple inputs 
from all cardiac regions and major vessels near the heart. 
Disruption of these control networks by diverse cardiac 
pathologies ultimately increases the potential for sudden 
cardiac death[4245]. 

MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA
Myocardial ischemia significantly influences cardiocytes 
as well as local and remote neurons that are involved in 
regulation of cardiac function[1,46]; the survival threshold 
of intra/extracardiac sympathetic/parasympathetic 
neurons during development of coronary artery disease 
is not well established. However, viable nerves that 
course over an infarcted region tend to remain so oxygen 
and energy needs are fulfilled by an independent blood 
supply from extracardiac sources[47]. Reorganization of 
cardiocytes and nerves during development of diverse 
cardiac pathologies could occur in response to shifts of 
cardiac demand and function[3,48]. Mechanisms involved in 
the pathogenesis of cardiac dysfunction are multifactorial; 
a short list of possible factors include cardiac substrates, 
neural/cardiocyte interface, hormonal influences, inflam
mation and reflex responses between intra and extra
cardiac nervous systems and their interactions with 
higher center neurons. Cardiocytes and cardiac neurons 
conceivably share common pathways for survival but this 
remains to be proven. 

In the setting of transient ischemia, intact cardiac 
nerves are believed to play a key role on postischemic 
restoration of cardiac function[49]. Direct ischemic effects 
include progressive neuronal dysfunction and regional 
nerve terminal sprouting which ultimately diminishes 
local sensory and motor neurite function[50,51]. Indirect 
effects that modulate local neurite function are caused 
by local release of a host of endogenous chemicals 
(purinergic agents, peptides, hydroxyl radicals, etc.) that 
also affect neuronal function. Postischemic remodeling 
of cardiac neural networks could promote conflicts 
between central and peripheral reflexes that increases 
the risk of autonomic imbalances, arrhythmogenesis and 
sudden cardiac death[3,15,37,52]. A recent position paper 
by Ardell et al[1] discussed the significance of remodeling 
of the cardiac neuronal hierarchy to cardiac arrhythmia 
induction. In addition, inotropic stimulation is deleterious 
to myocyte survival as it occasions an imbalance between 
oxygen demand and supply (i.e., increased oxygen 
demand with limited coronary vascular reserve)[49,53]. 

Acute occlusion of a coronary artery produces distinct 
alterations of myocyte pathology that lead to cell death 
unless blood flow is restored to the affected myocardium, 

a transmural gradient of cell death occurs in relation to 
the duration of ischemia and degree of blood perfusion 
via coronary collateral vessels to the underperfused 
myocardium[54]. In animal models, necrosis is generally 
fully developed by 6 h after which tissue salvage is not 
possible (this time frame may not be the same for human 
myocardium) with currently available interventions. In 
addition, early restoration of blood flow to an infarct
related coronary vessel could cause “reperfusion injury” 
in already damaged or otherwise affected myocytes[55]. 
The physiopathology of ischemic, or reperfusion injury 
has been reviewed and discussed over the past several 
decades[5659]; however, less attention has focused on the 
ability of the cardiac nervous system to accommodate 
the stress of ischemic, or reperfusion injury. Postischemic 
changes in peptide expression due to release of inflam
matory cytokines combined with nerve damage could 
affect neuropeptide production in sympathetic cardiac 
neurons. In one study, Habecker et al[60] documented 
extensive axon damage after infarction; they also reported 
a significant increase of galanin (promotes regeneration 
of sensory neurons[61]) in cardiac sympathetic neurons 
in the left ventricle. These findings indicate that car
diac sympathetic neurons retain a certain capability to 
respond to nerve growth factor which is increased during 
ischemiareperfusion[62]. 

While sympathetic dysinnervation has been reported 
secondary to myocardial infarction, the injury threshold 
of sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac neurons 
within the ischemic region has not been established[63,64]. 
Several studies have documented that sympathetic 
impairment could exceed the area of underperfusion 
and necrosis[65,66]. Ischemic stress stimulates release 
of autocoids such as adenosine and bradykinin, along 
with nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species that can 
trigger cellular signal transduction pathways. These 
compounds can initiate responses in somata and axons 
within the intrinsic cardiac nervous system[37]. Indeed, 
oxidative stress, changes in growth factor expression and 
inflammatory cytokines released within the heart and 
vasculature contribute to neuronal remodelling[2,3,5,67]. As 
mentioned earlier, the regenerative capacity of cardiocytes 
is limited[68]; cardiocytes withdraw from the cell cycle early 
after birth and subsequently remain quiescent. Transition 
from proliferative to hypertrophic growth corresponds to 
the period of sympathetic growth into the heart tissues; 
in vitro studies with neonatal cardiocytes cultivated in 
the presence of innervating sympathetic fibers showed 
significant cellular proliferation[69] thereby confirming that 
early sympathetic signalling plays a role. In earlier in vitro 
studies, Horackova et al[70] reported that adult ventricular 
myocytes cocultured with intrathoracic neurons retained 
similar structural properties to those observed in vivo; 
cardiocytes and intrinsic cardiac neurons that were cultured 
alone displayed a variety of morphologies (unipolar, bipolar, 
multipolar). 

Sympathetic regulation might also be involved in 
myocyte regeneration following ischemia, or reperfusion, 
injury; however, disruption of peripheral nerves inhibits 
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regeneration[71,72]. Chemical sympathectomy blocks early 
regeneration of damaged myocytes and increases tissue 
scarring[73]. Though additional studies are necessary, 
available data support the role of the intact cardiac nervous 
system on cardiocyte development and proliferation. 
On the other hand, postischemic regeneration and 
remodeling of the cardiac nervous system also merits 
further consideration and investigation. Rajendran et 
al[46] recently evaluated postischemic changes in neural 
signalling in a porcine model; they presented a “cardiac 
electroneurogram” between injured and adjacent non
injured myocardial tissue and reported: (1) that different 
intracardiac ganglia undergo morphological and phenotypic 
remodeling depending on the site of injury; (2) attenuation 
of afferent neural signals from the infarcted region to intra
cardiac neurons (activity in border and remote regions 
is apparently preserved); (3) maintenance of autonomic 
efferent inputs to the intrinsic cardiac nervous system; (4) 
augmented transduction capacity of convergent intrinsic 
cardiac local circuit neurons; and (5) reduced network 
connectivity within the intrinsic cardiac nervous system. 
The heterogeneity of afferent neural signals probably 
results from the presence of a “neural sensory border 
zone” (i.e., analogous to the socalled myocardial border 
zone) caused by scar formation during postischemic 
myocardial healing. This infarctinduced asymmetry of 
afferent inputs probably contributes to reflex activation 
of the autonomic nervous system; recent findings from 
Wang et al[74] using resiniferatoxin (a potent agonist of 
transient receptor potential vanilloid 1) showed reductions 
in cardiac afferent nociceptive signalling, and sympatho
excitation along with preserved cardiac function in rat 
hearts. 

The role of intact cardiac nerves in modulating 
responses to ischemia and postischemic ventricular 
function has been studied in a variety of experimental 
models. In a cardiac decentralized porcine model subject 
to acute coronary artery stenosis Huang et al[49] reported 
significant ventricular dysfunction accompanied by 
patchy subendocardial necrosis; they proposed that the 
impaired recovery of left ventricular function is mediated 
by nitric oxide (NO) and reactive oxygen species (ROS). 
Cardiac nerves may help to attenuate production of 
ROS and/or prevent conversion of NO to peroxynitrite 
(via release of still unknown mediators/scavengers); 
neurotransmitters from cardiac nerves could stimulate or 
upregulate different isoforms of nitric oxide synthase (i.e., 
endothelial, neural)[75]. Myocardial perfusionfunction 
relations are not altered by cardiac denervation[49]; 
this can be partly explained by the similarity between 
intact innervated and denervated hearts with regard to 
determinants of myocardial oxygen demand. In a recent 
study, we reported no significant change in coronary 
vascular reserve (intact cardiac nerves vs acute decen
tralized) in a canine model of ischemiareperfusion 
injury[76]; these findings concur with most[77,78], but not 
all, earlier studies[79]. Of particular note is that protection 
against ischemic injury occurred even when affected 
myocardium was disconnected from central command; 

this suggests that local intrinsic cardiac neurons share 
common protection pathways to delay progression 
of cellular necrosis. Neurotransmitters that originate 
from cardiac nerves or intrinsic cardiac neurons might 
stimulate release of endogenous compounds that activate 
intracellular signalling pathways involved in cytoprotec
tion; they could also inhibit peroxynitrite formation by 
modulating activation of various nitric oxide synthase 
isoforms. Indeed, many questions remain regarding 
the role of intact cardiac nerves within the context of 
cardioprotection against ischemiareperfusion injury.

Myocardial ischemia also results in excessive activation 
of extracardiac cholinergic and adrenergic inputs of 
local circuit neurons within the intrinsic cardiac nervous 
system[38,80] that initiate cardiac arrhythmias[81]. A novel 
treatment for suppression of ventricular arrhythmias 
and treatment of refractory angina pectoris in current 
use in preclinical and clinical studies is spinal cord stimu
lation[80,8284]; this intervention alters peripheral ganglia 
neural processing along the neural endorgan interface[85,86] 
and transduces neural signals to higher centers via the 
spinal cord[1,87,88]. Spinal cord stimulation influences 
autonomic reflexes within the neuroaxis and stimulates 
discharge of neuromodulators that limit release of select 
neurotransmitters and alter basal activity of sympathetic 
preganglionic neurons[89,90]. Intermittent spinal cord 
stimulation is suggested to stimulate neural memory and 
may be used for management of cardiac control and 
angina[91]; this could be akin to “electrical conditioning” 
and may be useful to limit cellular injury caused by 
ischemia. Vagus nerve stimulation is also being used to 
protect against ischemic injury and its consequences[92]; 
vagus nerve stimulation activates a host of signalling 
pathways and inhibits release of proinflammatory cyto
kines (see Ardell et al[1] for an uptodate review). Vagus 
nerve stimulation might also affect myocardial energetics 
and maintain the equilibrium between energy supply 
and demand in the failing heart[93,94]. Interventions using 
vagus nerve stimulation favourably modulate cardiac 
disease as well as arrhythmogenesis; in several clinical 
studies this nonpharmacologic treatment is safe and well 
tolerated and is documented to improve cardiodynamics 
in patients with compromised ventricular function[95,96].

MYOCARDIAL PROTECTION
Sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves located near 
cardiocytes permit rapid crosstalk between cell types 
that may, or may not, activate cytoprotective pathways. 
Ischemic conditioning was first described by Murry et 
al[97] in 1986 in barbiturateanesthetized dogs subjected 
to repeated episodes of sublethal coronary occlusion/
reperfusion in advance of a prolonged period of acute 
ischemia. To date, ischemic conditioning has been reported 
to delay development of cellular necrosis in all organs 
examined in animals and in humans[98]; two distinct 
windows of cellular protection have been described but 
the causative mechanism(s) remain unanswered. The 
reader is referred to a recent review that summarizes 
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research into this cytoprotective intervention over the 
past 30 years[99]. Interestingly, Kudej et al[100] showed 
that intact cardiac nerves were not required for first 
window protection in a porcine ischemiareperfusion 
injury model; however, the presence of functional cardiac 
nerves was considered essential for development of 
second window protection. This delayed protection could 
occur through α1adrenergic receptor pathways mediated 
by iNOS and COX2[101]. 

A host of conditioning strategies have been described 
in animal and clinical studies; however, the potential to 
translate conditioningmediated protection in patients 
remains controversial[102,103]. Remote conditioning was 
first described in dogs subject to acute coronary occlusion 
and was referred to as “preconditioning at a distance”[104]. 
In that study, animals were subject to repetitive periods 
of nonlethal ischemia of the left circumflex artery 
vascular bed before exposure to a prolonged occlusion 
of the left anterior descending coronary artery; results 
demonstrated that a cytoprotective factor could be 
activated, produced, or transported from the heart or 
elsewhere to affected tissues to afford protection. Since 
the publication of these key findings numerous studies 
using remote conditioning either before, during or after 
coronary occlusion have been reported[105109] but the 
mechanisms involved have not been established. An 
important but unanswered question that persists is how 
the protective signals are transferred from distant tissues 
to the target organ. Various hypotheses (not mutually 
exclusive) including: (1) communication via blood or 
perfusate borne humoral factors; (2) communication 
by neuronal stimulation and transmission; and (3) com
munication by systemic alteration of circulating immune 
cells have been proposed[106,110,111]. Intrinsic neural 
loops in the heart process sensory information from the 
myocardium that modulate efferent autonomic output 
from the intrinsic cardiac ganglia even in the absence of in
put from the central nervous system[37,38,93,112]. Transmission 
of sensory messages within intrinsic cardiac ganglia is 
regulated by release of acetylcholine into the synaptic 
cleft; nerve impulses are initiated by acetylcholine that 
activates specific receptors in postganglionic nerves[112114]. 
The risk of injury or remodeling of these neural loops 
escalates during myocardial ischemia; studies with pharma
cologic ganglionic blockade document abolition of remote 
conditioningmediated cytoprotection and suggest that 
protective signals could transfer between organs via neural 
pathways[112,115117]. Early preclinical studies in different 
experimental models (including heart failure) reported 
positive results with vagal nerve stimulation (VNS) with 
respect to ventricular remodeling, ejection fraction and 
biomarker levels[118120]. In patients with advanced heart 
failure, VNS reportedly attenuates left ventricular contractile 
dysfunction[121] and may reduce ischemic injury[122124]. 
Clinical studies show that diminished heartrate responses 
and depressed sensitivity of vagal reflexes are associated 
with poor cardiovascular outcomes and cardiacrelated 
mortality[125127]. Smith et al[127] recently reviewed efficacy 
of VNS for hypertension and heart failure in several small, 

randomized clinical trials (ANTHEMHF, NECTARHF, 
INOVATEHF, etc.) and concluded that further studies are 
required; VNS titration studies are also needed to validate 
potential clinical benefits of these interventions[128]. 
Stimulation of vagal nerves activate a host of signalling 
pathways via increased release of acetylcholine that 
activates downstream receptors (cholinergic, muscarinic, 
etc.) to impact cardiodynamics and could also promote 
myocyte resistance to stress by improving myocyte 
energetics[93]. Crosstalk between humoral mediators and 
neural pathways could also produce cytoprotection by 
stimulation of local afferent nerves[129,130]; but it remains 
unclear whether intact, functional nerves are required 
to assure conditioningmediated cytoprotection[131,132]. 
On the basis of data showing that intact sensory in
nervation of peripheral ischemic tissue is essential to 
remote conditioning protection, Mastitskaya et al[133] 
proposed a “remote preconditioning reflex” that requires 
sensory input from remote ischemic tissue; recruitment 
of vagal preganglionic neurons within the dorsal motor 
nucleus of the vagus nerve was considered to be critical 
for cytoprotection. While this data does not negate the 
concept that humoral factors are required for protection by 
remote conditioning, they strongly suggest that functional 
neurons within the parasympathetic nervous system are 
critical[134,135]. Bilateral vagotomy reportedly abolished 
protection afforded by remote conditioning[136]. On the 
other hand, findings from our laboratory (summarized 
in Figure 2) documented significant protection against 
ischemic injury independent of intact extrinsic cardiac 
nerves (note the similarity between groups with respect 
to reduction in infarct size) regardless of the conditioning 
protocol[76,137]. Briefly, in those studies isoflurane anes
thetized dogs underwent remote conditioning (4 × 
5min renal artery occlusion/reperfusion) combined with/
without treatment with the autonomic ganglionic blocker, 
hexamethonium (HEXA; 20 mg/kg, IV) or acute cardiac 
decentralization (DCN). Additional experiments were 
performed in dogs subject to classical preconditioning 
either before or after DCN. Based on these findings 
we suggested that neural pathways might not directly 
influence ischemic conditioning (either classical or remote) 
mediated cardioprotection. Moreover, others have brought 
forward the view that intact connections between the 
heart and central nervous system are not necessary for 
remote conditioningmediated cardioprotection as long 
as recruitable parasympathetic neurons within a target 
organ can be activated. Use of remote conditioning as a 
potential therapeutic intervention for organ protection in 
man continues to merit investigation because it is non
invasive, costeffective and easily applicable; however, 
the period for successful application of this intervention 
has yet to be determined and clinical strategies aimed at 
reducing myocardial damage by ischemic conditioning have 
been unsuccessful. While cellular protection by ischemic 
conditioning is possible in the presence of comorbidities, 
a stronger triggering stimulus appears necessary to 
assure cytoprotection[138]. 

Understanding bidirectional interactions between 
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elements of the nervous system and its remodeling during 
evolution of different comorbidities (senescence, kidney 
dysfunction, diabetes, etc.) is essential to help in the 
development of strategies to delay progression of disease 
not only in the heart but also in other organs. For instance, 
autonomic neuropathies defined by abnormalities of the 
sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems could 
be responsible for significant morbidity and mortality in 
patients; cardiovascular events are considered a primary 
risk factor for mortality. Cardiovascular autonomic dysfunc
tion is the result of complex interplay between vascular, 
neural, cardiac, paracrine and endocrine entities; the 
outcome is tissue injury that compromises integrity of 
cardiac reflexes. 

HEART FAILURE
Heart failure subsequent to cardiac injury or chronic stress 
causes significant loss of contractile efficacy. Investigations 
into the role of autonomic imbalance between sympathetic 
and parasympathetic nervous systems and its contribution 
to pathogenesis of heart failure is ongoing for more than 
25 years. Altered autonomic function also plays a role in 
other cardiac interrelated conditions such as hypertension, 
myocardial ischemia, cardiac arrhythmogenesis and 
sudden cardiac death[48], see recent review by Florea 
and Cohn[139]. Dynamic interactions between cardiocytes 
and compensatory neurohumoral mechanisms allow 
the heart to maintain cardiac output; stimulation of the 
adrenergic nervous and reninangiotensinaldosterone 
systems along with activation of cytokines play a critical 
role to prevent progressive worsening of cardiac function 
associated with heart failure[140,141]. Lymperopoulos et al[141] 
recently reviewed: (1) the actions of neurotransmitters 
on cell surface adrenergic and Gproteincoupled re
ceptors; and (2) adrenergic receptor polymorphisms 
in the physiopathology of heart failure. They concluded 
that activation of the autonomic nervous system plays 
a critical role in compensatory responses to progressive 
cardiac dysfunction; however, excessive activation of these 
compensatory pathways could accelerate development 

of heart failure. In addition, they examined various 
therapeutic approaches (i.e., sympathomimetic drugs, 
activation of cardiac parasympathetic nervous system, 
increasing βadrenergic receptor function using novel 
Gproteincoupled receptor blockade, etc.). 

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE AND 
NEUROPATHY
Physiopathology of chronic kidney disease (CKD) is 
complex and results either from a primary renal disorder 
or from multisystem disorders related to various comor
bidities such as diabetes. Indeed, diabetes is considered 
to be the most common cause of CKD in patients. 
Neurological derangements are a common occurrence 
in CKD[142]. The spectrum of CKD ranges from mild 
kidney damage (largely asymptomatic) to endstage 
renal disease (potentially fatal); neurological complications 
that include cognitive dysfunction, stroke, as well as 
peripheral and autonomic neuropathy can markedly 
affect clinical outcomes[143]. Accumulation of urea, 
creatinine, parathyroid hormone in high concentrations 
provide a biochemical milieu that rapidly produces 
neurological dysfunction; however, most symptoms can 
be reversed with treatments such as hemodialysis[144]. 
Mechanisms responsible for increased cardiovascular 
risk in patients with CKD are multifactorial and include 
hypertension and diabetes[145], along with increased 
oxidative stress, decreased bioavailability of nitric oxide, 
inflammation, abnormal calcium and phosphorous meta
bolism, overstimulation of the sympathetic nervous 
system, etc.[146148]. Anemia is another major complication 
associated with both CKD and diabetes[149]; the latter 
may be present before overt evidence of symptoms of 
renal impairment[150].

Essential structures of the kidneys (renal vessels, 
tubules, juxtaglomerular apparatus, etc.) are richly 
innervated. Renal afferent nerves transmit sensory 
information via chemo and mechanoreceptors to 
higher centers within the brain[151,152], to maintain water 
retention, sodium reabsorption and blood flow. These 
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nerves might also play a role in renal inflammation 
and injury; suggested mechanisms include βadrenergic 
receptor activation, release of neuropeptides (neuropeptide 
Y, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide, substance P, etc.), 
renin release from juxtaglomerular cells (increases plasma 
angiotensin Ⅱ levels) and other proinflammatory cyto
kines (tumor necrosis factor, IL1β, etc.). 

Autonomic dysfunction is prevalent (> 60%) in CKD 
patients and is associated with vascular calcification, 
cardiac arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death[153]. Reduced 
sensitivity to baroreceptors in the vessel wall caused 
by autonomic dysfunction can modulate cardiac regula
tion and contribute to intradialytic hypotension (i.e., no 
increase in heart rate to compensate the decrease in 
arterial pressure)[154]; these symptoms can be corrected 
with pharmaceuticals or, if necessary, renal transplantation. 

DIABETIC AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY 
Autonomic dysfunction is a recognized complication of 
diabetes mellitus; diverse contributory mechanisms 
to increased mortality includes medial hyperplasia at 
baroreceptor sites, impaired cardiac vagal function, left 
ventricular hypertrophy and endothelial dysfunction[155] 
due in part to oxidative stress and reduced availability of 
nitric oxide which can affect sympathetic nerve activity[156]. 
Endothelial nitric oxide synthesis is known to be defective 
in insulin resistant states and is a central factor to neuronal 
abnormalities during metabolic syndrome (increases 
cardiovascular risk to some extent due to sympathetic 
activation)[155]. Insulin also plays a key role in nitric 
oxide and autonomic nervous system interactions and 
is involved in regulation of peripheral vascular tone and 
arterial blood pressure. Significant evidence shows that 
nitric oxide is critical to the vasodilator actions of insulin[157]; 
sympathectomy and autonomic failure can severely limit 
insulininduced vasodilatation in patients[158]. Vulnerability 
to lethal arrhythmias in diabetic patients with autonomic 
dysfunction is also elevated[159]. Cardiac autonomic dys
function may occur more frequently when diabetes is 
coupled with micro albuminuria caused by microvascular 
damage and endothelial dysfunction[160162]; however, it was 
reported in the Hoorn Study that cardiovascular autonomic 
dysfunction and microalbuminuria were independently 
associated with mortality[163]. Additionally, in that study the 
presence of cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction doubled 
the 9year mortality risk[155,164]; the ACCORD study 
also confirmed a significantly higher rate of mortality in 
patients with autonomic dysfunction[165]. 

CONCLUSION
Impaired sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 
system regulation contributes to organ dysfunction and 
leads to significant morbidity and mortality particularly 
in patients with comorbidities. Early detection and 
management of these patients could markedly reduce 
adverse effects and thereby affect clinical outcomes. 
Prospectively, autonomic dysfunction develops because of 

damage at multiple sites within organs but pathogenesis 
remains to be clarified. Cardiovascular autonomic dys
function, for instance, reflects compromised interactions 
between vascular, neural, cardiac, inflammatory, paracrine 
and endocrine mechanisms. Restoration of autonomic 
equilibrium in animal and clinical studies using either 
pharmacologic or nonpharmacologic interventions is 
currently possible. Further investigations in neurocardiology 
should continue to provide important findings apropos 
connections between cardiac and neurohumoral control 
systems and thereby allow continued development of 
clinically relevant opportunities for neurosciencebased 
treatments.
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Abstract
Electrical storm (ES) is a medical emergency chara-
cterized by repetitive episodes of sustained ventricular 

arrhythmias (VAs) in a limited amount of time (at least 
3 within a 24-h period) leading to repeated appropriate 
implantable cardioverter defibrillator therapies. The 
occurrence of ES represents a major turning point in 
the natural history of patients with structural heart 
disease being associated with poor short- and long-
term survival particularly in those with compromised 
left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) that can develop 
hemodynamic decompensation and multi-organ failure. 
Management of ES is challenging with limited available 
evidence coming from small retrospective series and 
a substantial lack of randomized-controlled trials. In 
general, a multidisciplinary approach including medical 
therapies such as anti-arrhythmic drugs, sedation, as 
well as interventional approaches like catheter ablation, 
may be required. Accurate patient risk stratification at 
admission for ES is pivotal and should take into account 
hemodynamic tolerability of VAs as well as comorbidities 
like low LVEF, advanced NYHA class and chronic pulmonary 
disease. In high risk patients, prophylactic mechanical 
circulatory support with left ventricular assistance devices 
or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation should be 
considered as bridge to ablation and recovery. In the pre-
sent manuscript we review the available strategies for 
management of ES and the evidence supporting them. 

Key words: Electrical storm; Ventricular tachycardia; 
Catheter ablation; Mechanical hemodynamic support; 
Anti-arrhythmic drugs
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Core tip: Electrical storm (ES) is a life-threatening con-
dition characterized by ongoing ventricular arrhythmias 
leading to appropriate implantable cardioverter defi-
brillator therapies. It is associated with increased mortality 
and requires urgent medical care. In this review, we 
summarize the prognostic implications for ES as well as 
available treatment strategies to manage ES. 
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INTRODUCTION
Ventricular tachycardia (VT) electrical storm (ES) is 
a severe clinical condition characterized by clustering 
episodes of ventricular arrhythmia in a short amount 
of time. The current definition of ES implies at least 3 
distinct episodes of sustained VT or ventricular fibrillation 
(VF) within the last 24-h or the occurrence of incessant 
VT for at least 12-h. In patients with ICD, ES is defined 
by ≥ 3 appropriate device interventions in the last 
24-h (separated by at least 5-min one from the other) 
either with antitachycardia pacing (ATP) or direct-
current shock[1]. Although ES mainly occurs in patients 
with structural heart disease and low left ventricular 
ejection fraction (LVEF), it may affect also patients with 
inherited arrhythmic syndromes and structurally normal 
heart (i.e., Brugada syndrome and catecholaminergic 
polymorphic VT) representing a life-threatening condition 
requiring urgent medical care[2]. Several strategies 
have been proposed to manage ES with most of the 
data coming from small retrospective series, lacking 
large randomized-controlled trials. There are several 
substantial differences in the approach and treatment of 
ES in the setting of structural heart disease compared 
to primitive arrhythmic syndromes. In this review, we 
will focus on the management of ES in the setting of 
structural heart disease by summarizing the current 
therapeutic strategies in a stepwise approach based on 
available evidence (Figure 1). 

INITIAL CARE
Prolonged sustained VAs as well as multiple ICD shocks in 
the setting of ES, may contribute to worsening of systolic 
function and development of a low-output state leading 
to cardiogenic shock and multiple organ failure. In this 
setting, urgent ICD interrogation and reprogramming 
is mandatory. Documentation of appropriate ICD inter-
ventions triggered by VT/VF episodes is necessary to 
rule out all potentially reversible causes like electrolyte 
imbalances, acute ischemia, pro-arrhythmic drug effects, 
hyperthyroidism, infections and decompensated HF. 
However, reversible causes of ES account for less than 
10%, and in the majority of cases no precipitating 
cause is identified (Table 1)[3]. Initial evaluation should 
include accurate patient risk stratification according 
to hemodynamic tolerability of the arrhythmia and 
presence of comorbidities (Figure 1)[4]. All patients with 
hemodynamic decompensation (persistent systolic blood 
pressure < 80-90 mmHg despite temporary resumption 
of sinus/paced rhythm and despite increasing doses of 

vasopressors) as well as patients with hemodynamically 
tolerated VT but with major comorbidities (i.e., LVEF ≤ 
30%, moderate to severe chronic kidney disease and 
severe pulmonary obstructive disease) are considered 
at high risk and should be admitted to the intensive 
care unit in order to correct metabolic, respiratory and 
circulatory imbalances [mechanical ventilation and 
circulatory support with intra-aortic balloon pump (IABP), 
left ventricular assist device (LVAD), or extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation (ECMO) may be required] and 
eventually undergo emergent CA. In both high and low-
risk patients, every effort should be made to suppress 
VAs and avoid further ICD-shocks. 

ICD PROGRAMMING 
Reprogramming of ICD settings is of great importance in 
the initial workup of patients presenting with ES. Repeated 
ICD-shocks are associated with increased mortality and 
low quality of life[5,6]. The end-point of ICD reprogramming 
should be the reduction of ICD-shocks favoring interrup-
tion of VAs with ATP. In large trials, increases in both 
detection duration and heart rate detection threshold have 
been shown to reduce ICD-shocks without increasing 
mortality or the incidence of syncope[5,7,8]. Moreover, ATP 
can effectively terminate most slow VTs with a low risk of 
acceleration[9,10]. 

ANTIARRHYTHMIC DRUG THERAPY
Antiarrhythmic drugs (AADs) are usually required for the 
acute management of ES and are often used as an adjunc-
tive therapy to prevent long-term recurrences. In a recent 
meta-analysis of randomized-controlled trials, we found a 
1.5-fold reduction of appropriate ICD interventions with 
AADs compared to standard medical therapy with also a 
significant reduction of inappropriate ICD interventions. 
However, pooled analysis did not show a significant impact 
of AADs on all-cause mortality compared to standard 
medical therapy[11]. The choice of a particular drug and its 
dose should take into account its efficacy in controlling VA 
but also potential pro-arrhythmic effects as well as other 
side effects. Pro-arrhythmic effects have been reported 
in up to 7% of the patients treated with AADs for VT/VF 
with the higher incidence in patients with severely reduced 
LVEF[12]. A list of the most common AADs used in the acute 
and long-term management of ES as well as indications 
on the proper use of them and their therapeutic drug 
monitoring is presented in Table 2. 

Beta-blockers
A significant increase in the sympathetic tone is inevitably 
observed in patients experiencing ES, being responsible 
for the occurrence and maintenance of VAs. In these 
patients a spiral of events may occur: ICD shocks 
may precipitate increased sympathetic tone, resulting 
in further VAs and shocks, and so forth. Therefore, 
suppression of adrenergic tone with β-blockers represents 
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the cornerstone of AAD therapy of ES[13]. Although most 
of the benefits of β-blockers are related to a class effect, 
in this setting there are some important advantages of 
nonselective β1 and β2 blockade. Ventricular remodeling 
in patients with chronic HF leads to a downregulation of 
β-receptors mostly involving β1-receptors with relative 
spearing of β2-receptors. Moreover, the lipophilic nature 
of some unselective β-blockers like propranolol, enables 
their penetration into the central nervous system where 

they act by blocking presynaptic adrenergic receptors[14,15]. 
Propranolol has been demonstrated to be effective in 
suppressing VAs refractory to both metoprolol and amio-
darone[16]. Short-acting intravenous drugs like esmolol can 
also be used, especially in patients at highest risk for 
hemodynamic compromise such as those with severely 
reduced LVEF[17]. 

Amiodarone
Amiodarone is widely used in the acute management 
of ES and can generally be safely administered unless 
hyperthyroidism or QT prolongation are present. 
Amiodarone has a mixed antiarrhythmic class action 
with a prevalent class Ⅲ action (potassium channel 
blocker) prolonging the ventricular refractory period 
when administered orally and a prevalent class Ⅰ (sodium 
channel), class Ⅳ (L-calcium channels) and class Ⅱ 
(sympathetic blocker) action, not prolonging ventricular 
refractoriness, when is administered intravenously[18]. 
Amiodarone has demonstrated its efficacy in several trials 
being able to control VAs in up to 40% of patients within 
24-h from intravenous administration as well as to reduce 
recurrent VT over follow-up[19-22]. The combined use of 
both amiodarone plus β-blockers significantly reduces 
the risk of recurrent ICD-shocks compared vs β-blockers 
alone[22]. In the specific setting of ES, amiodarone has 
been shown to reduce the risk of ES recurrence by  
50% over 5-years follow-up[23]. Patients already under 
amiodarone treatment may benefit from a reloading 
dose or a dose adjustment based upon serum levels of 
amiodarone even if plasma concentration monitoring has 
been reported of very limited benefit because the drug and 
its active metabolite (desethylamiodarone) accumulates 
in tissues at higher concentrations that in plasma[24]. 
Importantly, amiodarone may increase defibrillation 
thresholds in patients with ICDs[25] and the risks and 
benefits of long-term administration of amiodarone 
should be carefully weighed because of its several side 
effects including liver dysfunction (elevated AST/ALT levels 
in up to 30% of patients but hepatitis requiring drug 
discontinuation in < 3% of the cases), thyroid disorders 
(hypothyroidism in up to 22%, hyperthyroidism in up to 
12%), pulmonary fibrosis (2%), corneal deposits (> 90%, 
usually of no clinical importance), optic neuropathy (< 
1%) and pro-arrhythmic effect (< 1%)[26]. A recent pooled 
analysis of randomized controlled trials comparing CA vs 
AADs demonstrated an association between amiodarone 
and increased mortality[11]. Furthermore, among patients 

Electrical 
storm

Triggers Arrhythmogenic 
substrate

Risk 
stratificationTolerated 

VT
Unstable 

VT

Low 
risk

Comorbidities High 
risk

Poor LVEF
Chronic kidney disease
Pulmonary disease

ICD reprogramming 
sedation

ICU Consider general
anesthesia and 
mechanical
ventilation for high 
risk patients

Anti-arrhythmic drugs

β-blockers Amiodarone Others

Low 
risk

High 
risk

PAIN
ESD

 score

Mechanlcal
Hemodynamic

Support

Radiofrequency catheter ablation

In case of failure consider 
alternative approaches

Trans-coronary
Ethanol ablation

Surgical
Cryoablation

Figure 1  Proposed algorithm for acute management of patients presenting 
with electrical storm. VT: Ventricular tachycardia; LVEF: Left ventricular 
ejection fraction; ICU: Intensive care unit.

Acute myocardial ischemia 
Electrolyte imbalances
Decompensated heart failure 
Hyperthyroidism 
Infections, fever
Pro-arrhythmic drug Effects
Early postoperative period

Table 1  Reversible causes of electrical storm
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undergoing CA for VT in the setting of structural heart 
disease, we have recently shown that higher amiodarone 
dose at discharge after CA was associated with increased 
mortality, suggesting that discontinuation or dose reduction 
of amiodarone should be considered in certain patients 
after successful CA[27].

Procainamide
Procainamide is a class IC agent no longer widely used 
(unavailable in most countries) that may be helpful to 
acutely terminate VAs and prevent recurrences. It acts as 
fast sodium channel blocker, while its active metabolite 
N-acetylprocainamide blocks potassium channels and 
accounts for much of the antiarrhythmic effect in vivo 
as well as side effects like QT interval prolongation. 
Up to date there are only two small randomized con-
trolled trials analyzing its role in the acute treatment 
of tolerated VT. In the study by Gorgels et al[28], pro-
cainamide demonstrated its superiority to lidocaine in 
acute VT termination in 29 patients while in the more 
recent PROCAMIO trial, intravenous administration of 
procainamide was shown to be safe and more effective 
compared to amiodarone in the treatment of tolerated 
monomorphic VT[29,30]. The most important acute adverse 
reaction is hypotension (up to 30% patients) which 
requires drug discontinuation in 11% of cases[28-30]. Data 
regarding the long-term efficacy of procainamide in 
preventing VT are lacking, moreover chronic therapy is 
limited by a number of systemic side effects including 
lupus-like syndrome, gastrointestinal disturbances, and 
autoimmune blood impairments. Plasma procainamide 
concentrations can be useful in initial dose titration; 

however, monitoring of QRS and QT interval is a valid 
alternative to prevent drug toxicity.

Lidocaine and mexiletine
Lidocaine and mexiletine are both class IB AADs, acting as 
rapid sodium channel blockers binding to the receptor in 
a use-dependent fashion. The main difference between 
them is the bioavailability of mexiletine (80%) that allows 
its oral administration. The use of lidocaine in ES is more 
limited due to its lower efficacy in terminating scar-related 
VTs. During ischemic VT, the altered membrane potential 
as well as pH reduction increase the rate of drug binding, 
making lidocaine more effective in terminating VAs[31]. For 
this reason lidocaine is currently recommended mostly for 
the suppression of VAs in the setting of acute ischemia[32]. 
Mexiletine has shown to reduce the burden of VAs but 
with a trend toward increased mortality and is mostly used 
as a an adjunctive therapy to amiodarone being able to 
reduce appropriate therapies in patients with ICD in case 
of amiodarone inefficacy[33,34]. Side effects of lidocaine 
and mexiletine are dose dependent and predominantly 
related to central nervous system accumulation (particularly 
in patients with HF) including tremors, seizures and hallu-
cinations. They are generally rapidly reversible with drug 
reduction or discontinuation. 

Sotalol
The commercially available form of Sotalol is a racemic 
mix of d-isomer (acting as a class Ⅲ potassium channel 
blocker) and l-isomer (acting as a non-selective β-blocker). 
Most of its antiarrhythmic (as well as pro-arrhythmic) 
effects result from its action on potassium channels 

Acute management Long-term treatment Desired plasma concentration

β-blockers Propranolol Bolus: 0.15 mg/kg IV over 10 min 10-40 mg by mouth three-four 
times a day

NA

Metoprolol Bolus: 2-5 mg IV every 5 min up to 3 
doses in 15 min

25 mg by mouth twice a day up to 
200 mg a day

NA

Esmolol Bolus: 300 to 500 mg/kg IV for 1 min Not recommended NA
Infusion: 25-50 mg/kg per minute up 
to a maximum dose of 250 mg/kg per 

minute (titration every 5-10 min)
Class Ⅲ agents Amiodarone Bolus: 150 mg IV over 10 min, up to total 

2.2 g in 24 h
Oral load: 800 mg by mouth twice 

a day until 10 g total
1.0-2.5 µg/mL

No efficacy proven for plasma 
concentrations < 0.5 µg/mL

Infusion: 1 mg/min for 6 h, then 0.5 
mg/min for 18 h

Maintenance dose: 200-400 mg by 
mouth daily

Serious toxicity risk for plasma 
concentrations > 2.5 µg/mL

Sotalol Not recommended 80 mg by mouth twice a day, up to 
160 mg twice a day (serious side 

effects > 320 mg/d)

1-3 µg/mL (not of great value, usually 
monitored by QT prolongation with 

indication to reduction/discontinuation 
if prolongation > 15%-20%)

Class Ⅰ agents Procainamide Bolus: 10 mg/kg IV over 20 min 3-6 g by mouth daily fractionated 
in ≥ 3 administrations

4-12 µg/mL
Infusion: up to 2-3 g/24 h

Lidocaine Bolus: 1.0 to 1.5 mg/kg IV, repeat dose 
of 0.5-0.75 mg/kg IV up to a total dose of 

3 mg/kg 

Not recommended 2-6 µg/mL

Infusion: 20 µcg/kg per minute IV 
Mexiletine Not recommended 200 mg by mouth three times a 

day, up to 400 mg by mouth three 
times a day

0.6-1.7 µg/mL

Table 2  Anti-arrhythmic medications for acute and long-term treatment of electrical storm
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resulting in prolongation of repolarization and the QT 
interval. While sotalol has shown to reduce the frequency 
of ICD-shocks among patients implanted for secondary 
prevention, it has failed to demonstrate his superiority to 
β-blocker therapy in preventing recurrent ICD-shocks in 
several randomized-controlled trials[22,35,36]. Moreover, an 
increased rate of arrhythmic deaths has been observed 
among patients with LV dysfunction and previous myo-
cardial infarction treated with sotalol d-isomer alone for 
primary prevention of sudden death[37]. Basing upon this 
data it seems appropriate to consider sotalol only for 
VAs irresponsive to β-blockers. However, in patients with 
chronic kidney disease and severely depressed LVEF, it 
still should be avoided in favor of other medications like 
amiodarone[22]. 

GENERAL ANESTHESIA AND 
MECHANICAL HEMODYNAMIC SUPPORT
Sedation should be considered in all patients presenting 
with ES in order to minimize pain related to ICD-shocks 
and reduce the sympathetic surge triggered by repeated 
ICD therapies. Benzodiazepines such as midazolam in 
addition to short-acting analgesics such as remifentanil 
should be the first choice being able to suppress the 
sympathetic hyperactivity and provide analgesia without 
negative inotropic effects[38,39]. Propofol has been reported 
to suppress ES but must be used carefully since its 
negative inotropic effects can lead to cardiogenic shock[40]. 
Dexmedetomidine is an α2-presynaptic receptor agonist 
that reduces sympathetic activity by enhancing central 
vagal tone and inhibiting presynaptic catecholamine 
release. It should be used cautiously, however, since it may 
result in severe hypotension and bradycardia[41,42]. General 
anesthesia and mechanical ventilation should be preferred 
for patients with hemodynamic unstable VTs, because 
drugs used for anesthesia induction and maintenance can 
further depress cardiac function[43]. Patients with unstable 
VTs may also benefit from mechanical hemodynamic 
support like IABP, LVAD and ECMO. Hemodynamic support 
can reduce the arrhythmic burden by increasing coronary 
perfusion, reducing afterload and therefore myocardial 
wall stress and prevent multiple organ failure guarantying 
and adequate cardiac output[44-46]. 

NEURAXIAL MODULATION
Sympathetic hyperactivity plays a critical role in the 
onset and maintenance of VAs. Therefore, modulation 
of neuraxial efferents to the heart with epidural anes-
thesia or cardiac sympathetic denervation (CSD) may 
be a valuable option in selected patients refractory to 
standard medical treatment and CA[47,48]. Sympathetic 
denervation has been effectively used in the setting of 
inherited arrhythmic syndromes like long QT syndrome 
and catecholaminergic polymorphic VT[49,50]. However, 
it has been recently applied even to ES in patients with 
structural heart disease[47,48]. Surgical CSD is usually 

performed on the left side through a video-assisted 
thorascopic approach and entails removal of the lower 
third of the stellate ganglion (to avoid Horner syndrome) 
and T2-T4 thoracic ganglia. It has shown to suppress/
significantly decrease the arrhythmic burden in 56% of 
patients refractory to AADs and CA[47]. Bilateral CSD may 
be considered in cases of failure of left CSD. In a small 
study involving 6 patients undergoing bilateral CSD after 
failed medical therapy, CA and epidural anesthesia, a 
complete response was observed in 4 (67%) of them and 
a partial response in another one (17%)[48]. In a recent 
series of 41 patients with refractory VT undergoing either 
left (14) or bilateral (27) CSD, a significant reduction 
of ICD-shocks during a mean follow-up of 367 ± 251 d 
was observed in 90% of the patients with a significantly 
higher ICD-shock free survival of 48% in the bilateral 
CSD group compared to 30% in the left CSD group[51]. 

CATHETER ABLATION
The last decade has seen a growing role for catheter 
ablation (CA) in the management of VT. Even if a morta-
lity benefit has never been demonstrated in randomized-
controlled trials, CA has repeatedly shown its superiority to 
medical therapy in reducing the arrhythmic burden[11,52,53]. 
Moreover, freedom from recurrent VT after CA ablation 
has been associated with improved survival[54,55]. For these 
reasons, CA should not be considered a bailout therapy 
but a valuable option in all patients presenting with ES 
related to structural heart disease. Radiofrequency CA is 
effective not only in the acute management of ES, leading 
to a control of VAs in up to 80%-90% of the patients 
but also over the long-term follow-up improving either 
VT- and ES-free survival (Table 3)[56,57]. In the recently 
published VANISH trial, a trend towards a 34% relative 
risk reduction of ES recurrences was observed in patients 
treated by CA compared to escalation of AADs[52]. In 
a pooled meta-analysis including 471 patients with ES 
treated invasively by different ablation strategies (i.e., CA, 
ethanol ablation and surgical ablation), acute elimination of 
all inducible VAs was reached in 72% of the cases with the 
clinical arrhythmia effectively suppressed in 91% of the 
patients and a complication rate of 2% with a procedure-
related death < 1%. In terms of long-term outcomes, 
after a median follow-up of 1.2 years, 94% of the patients 
were free from ES and 72% were free from any VT. 
Overall mortality was 17% at 1.2-years follow-up with 
most of the deaths related to progressive HF (62%)[58]. 
Similar positive results have recently been found by our 
group in a large series of 267 patients undergoing CA for 
drug-refractory ES with an acute procedural success (non 
inducibility of any VT with cycle length < 250 ms at the 
end of the procedure) of 73%, a 54% VT-free survival 
and a 93% ES-free survival at 60-mo follow-up. We also 
observed a significant reduction of VT burden in patients 
experiencing VT recurrence after CA[59]. Regardless, 
patients with ES tend to have worse prognosis after CA 
compared vs patients without ES, as evidenced by the 
fact that those with ES have higher VT recurrence rates 
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and are more likely to die or require heart transplantation 
or surgical LVAD over long-term follow-up after CA[60]. 

As patients with chronic HF are living longer with 
their condition, technological advances to CA and better 
understanding of VT substrate has led to an increased 
number of procedures performed in high risk patients. 
Patients with advanced HF, several comorbidities as 
well as patients with unstable VTs are at highest risk 
of hemodynamic collapse during the ablation procedure 
and subsequent post-procedural mortality[43,61]. In a 
preliminary study of our group, a simple score (PAINESD 
score) accounting for baseline patient characteristics such 
as pulmonary chronic obstructive disease, age, Ischemic 
cardiomyopathy, NYHA class, LVEF, ES at presentation 
and diabetes has been demonstrated able to predict 
acute decompensation during VT ablation procedures 
and therefore has been proposed to select patients who 
may benefit from prophylactic mechanical support (Figure 
2)[43]. Recently, the PAINESD score has been validated in 
a study assessing the outcomes of prophylactic vs rescue 
percutaneous LVAD in a cohort of 93 patients undergoing 
CA for VT related to structural heart disease[61]. The 
authors reported a higher 30-d mortality in patients who 
underwent rescue LVAD (58%) compared to patients 
who underwent prophylactic LVAD (4%) placement 

and patients who were ablated without LVAD (3%). 
Interestingly, patients who underwent rescue LVAD 
had similar PAINESD scores compared to those who 
underwent prophylactic LVAD insertion (mean 17.8 vs 
16.5) while had a significantly higher score compared to 
the control group (mean 13.4), highlighting the importance 
of prophylactic mechanical support in high risk patients 
in order to improve post-procedural mortality[61]. Mecha-
nical support is helpful in that it allows for prolonged 
mapping and ablation of inducible unstable arrhythmias. 
However, we have also found it to be useful when used 
prophylactically in high-risk patients with large areas of VT 
substrate undergoing a purely substrate-based ablation 
approach in which the long procedural times necessarily 
for complete substrate ablation and the consequent fluid 
overload related to irrigated CA may precipitate acute 
decompensation[43]. Importantly, some patients with 
advanced HF have significant biventricular dysfunction 
and LVAD support may be inadequate. In these cases, 
devices providing biventricular support like ECMO should 
be considered. In a recent study involving 64 patients 
undergoing CA of unstable VTs, the prophylactic use 
of ECMO has shown to allow to safely complete the 
procedure in 92% of the patients reaching the endpoint 
of VT non inducibility in 69% of them with a 88% overall 
survival after a median follow-up of 21 mo[46]. 

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
In cases in whom radiofrequency CA has failed or is 
challenging (i.e., presence of mitral and aortic mechanical 
valves), alternative approaches like trans-coronary ethanol 
ablation and surgical cryoablation has been described[62]. 
Our group has recently reported a 73% VT-free survival 
at 1-year follow-up in a series of 20 consecutive patients 
with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy and VT refractory to 
conventional therapy who underwent surgical cryoabla-
tion[63]. Trans-coronary ethanol ablation performed through 
selective coronary angiography to identify the branches 

PAINESD risk score
Variable Score
Pulmonary disease (chronic obstructive) 5
Age > 60 yr 3
Ischemic cardiomyopathy 6
NYHA class Ⅲ ot Ⅳ 6
Ejection fraction < 25% 3
Storm (VT) 5
Diabetes mellitus 3

Low risk

High risk

Intermediate
risk

≤ 8

≥ 15

9-14

Figure 2  Proposed scoring system to identify patients at high risk of 
hemodynamic decompensation undergoing catheter ablation that may 
benefit from prophylactic mechanical circulatory support. Modified from 
Santangeli et al[43]. VT: Ventricular tachycardia.

Ref. No. of 
patients

Left ventricular 
ejection fraction

Epicardial 
procedures

Acute success VT recurrence ES recurrence Death Follow-up 
duration, mo

Sra et al[64]   19 27 ± 8   0%   87% 37% -   0% 7 ± 2
Silva et al[65]   14   31 ± 13 20%   80% 13% - 27% 12 ± 17
Carbucicchio et al[56]   95   36 ± 11 11%   89% 34%   8% 16% Median 22
Arya et al[66]   13 33 ± 9 31% 100% 38% - 31% Median 23
Pluta et al[67]   21 -   0%   81% 19%   0%   0% 3
Deneke et al[68]   31   28 ± 15   9%   94% 25% 12%   9% Median 15
Kozeluhova et al[69]   50   29 ± 11   0%   85% 52% 26% 29% 18 ± 16
Koźluk et al[70]   24 27 ± 7   7% - 34% 12% 13% 28 ± 16
Di Biase et al[57]   92 27 ± 5 47% 100% 34%   0%   2% 25 ± 10
Izquierdo et al[71]   23   34 ± 10   0%   56% - 35% 30% Median 18
Jin et al[72]   40 21 ± 7   0%   80% 53% - 25% 17 ± 17
Kumar et al[73] 287 27 ± 10 in ICM and 

33 ± 16 in NICM
3.8% in ICM and 

24% in NICM
60% in ICM 
and 50% in 

NICM

49% in ICM and 
64% in NICM

17% in ICM and 
27% in NICM

25% in ICM 
and 28% in 

NICM

Median 42 

Muser et al[59] 267   29 ± 13 22% 73% 33%   5% 29% Median 45

Table 3  Principal studies analyzing the role of catheter ablation in controlling electrical storm

VT: Ventricular tachycardia; ES: Electrical storm.
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supplying the putative VT site of origin has been recently 
reported in a series of 46 patients with VT related to 
structural heart disease and refractory to CA[62]. At least 
partial procedural success was reached in 66% of the 
patients with a 74% and 82% VT recurrence rate at 6- 
and 12-mo follow-up, respectively and a complication 
rate of 32% (1 procedure related death). 

CONCLUSION
Electrical storm is a life-threatening condition with an 
increasing incidence related to the wider use of ICD and 
the improved survival of patients with advanced HF. 
Management of ES requires a multimodality approach 
including optimal ICD-reprogramming, treatment of 
underlying conditions, anti-arrhythmic drug therapy, 
sedation and CA. Radiofrequency CA appears to be the 
most effective treatment option, being able to control 
arrhythmia burden in the acute phase and improve long-
term arrhythmia free survival and therefore should be 
considered in all patients presenting with ES. A growing 
evidence supports the use of prophylactic mechanical 
hemodynamic support as a bridge to ablation and/or 
recovery in high risk patients. 
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Abstract
The implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) is 
effective to prevent sudden cardiac death (SCD) in 
selected patients with heart disease known to be 
at high risk for ventricular arrhythmia. Nevertheless, 
this invasive and definitive therapy is not indicated in 
patients with potentially transient or reversible causes 
of sudden death, or in patients with temporary contra-
indication for ICD placement. The wearable cardioverter 
defibrillator (WCD) is increasingly used for SCD pre-
vention both in patients awaiting ICD implantation or 
with an estimated high risk of ventricular arrhythmia 
though to be transient. We conducted a review of current 
clinical uses and benefits of the WCD, and described its 
technical aspects, limitations and perspectives.

Key words: Wearable cardioverter/defibrillator; Sudden 
cardiac death; Secondary prevention; Primary prevention; 
Ventricular arrhythmias
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Core tip: The wearable cardioverter defibrillator is 
increasingly used for sudden cardiac death prevention 
in patients thought to have a transient and/or reversible 
high risk for life-threatening ventricular arrhythmia. 
Evidences sustaining the use of this external device are 
growing. We provided an evidence base review in the 
light of new data.
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INTRODUCTION
Sudden cardiac death (SCD) is an unpredictable event 
which leads to death in the absence of immediate re
suscitation maneuvers and adequate therapies. Up to 23% 
of SCD are attributable to ventricular arrhythmias (VA)[1]. 
The implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) has proved 
to be highly effective for SCD secondary prevention. 
Otherwise, it has also been demonstrated to prevent 
SCD in selected patients with heart disease known to 
be at high risk for lifethreatening VA[24]. However, long
term ICD-related complications, cost issues, social impact 
and quality of life force a rigorous evaluation of patients 
before ICD placement. Furthermore, some situations 
at high risk of VArelated SCD are known to be limited 
in time. For example, although SCD rate was 2.3% in 
patients with low left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) 
during the first month following myocardial infarction 
(MI), ICD implantation during the first 40 d post-MI failed 
to reduce total mortality. This result was essentially due 
to a large amount of nonarrhythmic death during this 
period[5]. In addition, up to 40% of patients with coronary 
artery disease and low LVEF do not meet the current 
criteria for ICD implantation after complete myocardial 
revascularization and/or optimization of medical therapy[6]. 

The wearable cardioverter defibrillator (WCD) is 
increasingly used for SCD prevention both in patients 
awaiting ICD implantation or with an estimated high 
risk of VA though to be transient. This external device, 
which has been demonstrated to effectively terminate 
spontaneous and induced VA by automatic defibrillation 
shock delivery, requires no surgical intervention and is 
entirely removable. We conducted a review of current 
clinical uses and benefits of WCD, and described its 
technical aspects, limitations and perspectives.

TECHNICAL ASPECT
Currently available WCD is the Lifevest 4000® [ZOLL 
Lifecor Corporation (ZOLL), Pittsburgh, PA, United 
States]. With the LifeVest 4000®, the chest is surrounded 
by an elastic belt including an electrocardiographic 
(ECG) monitoring system with four dry, nonadhesive 
electrodes and the defibrillation system consisting in 
two posterior and one apical electrodes (Figure 1). The 
whole is maintained by shoulder straps forming a light 
washable vest and connected to a monitor unit including 
the battery, an LCD screen for message display and 
two “response buttons” for patient defibrillation shock 
withholding. The monitor unit is held in a holster or 
around the waist (Figure 2). Two batteries are delivered 
with the WCD; each one lasts for 24 h so that one is 
always in charge during the use of the other Total device 
weight is about 600 g. ECG electrodes provide two left-
right and front-back bipolar ECG signals (Figure 3). The 
ECG is continuously recorded and analyzed. Following 
parameters can be programmed: (1) rate intervals 
for ventricular fibrillation (VF) zone: 120 to 250 bpm, 
default 200 bpm and ventricular tachycardia (VT) zone: 

120 bpm to VF zone; (2) shock delay, i.e., time from 
arrhythmia detection to shock delivery: 60 to 180 s in VT 
zone and 25 to 55 s for VF zone. Further delay up to 30 s 
may be added at night; and (3) shock energy: 75 to 150 J.

The WCD automatically delivers, i.e., without neither 
patient nor witness intervention, defibrillation shocks for 
termination of lifethreatening VA. Arrhythmia detection 
and discrimination (for arrhythmia detected in the VT 
zone) occur within few seconds after the rhythm disorder 
onset. In case of VA detection within the programmed VT 
or VF zone, the device alerts the patient of the imminence 
of a shock starting by vibrations of the defibrillation 
electrodes during 5 s, followed by a low monotonal 
sound signal then high bitonal sound signal. Finally, a 
voice warning during the few lasts s precedes the shock 
delivery. During this period, the patient, if still conscious, 
can withhold shock delivery by pressing the two response 
buttons on the monitor unit. Without this welldone 
intervention, defibrillation shock is delivered, synchro
nized to the R-wave signal in case of monomorphic VT. In 
order to improve shock impedance, and to prevent skin 
burns, the defibrillation electrodes release a conductive 
gel contained in small capsules before shock delivery 
(Figure 4). Up to five shocks can be delivered for the 
same episode. ECG signal is continuously recorded and 
reviewable 30 s prior to the detection of arrhythmia to 
15 s after the alarms stop (Figure 5). Total duration from 
the onset of the arrhythmia to shock delivery, (including 
time of fulfilling detection criteria, confirmation, alarms 
and capacitor charging) is about 50 s. Daily remote 
monitoring advices medical staff about VA occurrence 
and therapies, daily ECGs, as well as patient compliance 
(assessed by the daily wear time).

PATIENT EDUCATION AND COMPLIANCE
Patient education by specialized healthcare givers on 
how to properly wear the device, change the battery and 
disable shock delivery is a crucial step. In our experience, 
10% to 15% patients eligible for this therapy are not 
able to understand instructions to withhold therapies or 
change battery and therefore are not treated with the 
WCD. In order to improve patient knowledge and handle 
of the WCD, we systematically schedule an additional 
patient education session 10 to 15 d after hospital discharge.

Similarly, understanding and knowledge of his cardiac 
disease and potentials benefits associated with the use 
of the WCD is a critical part of patient care, aiming high 
device compliance which is the prerequisite of effective 
SCD protection. Lack of compliance might have dramatics 
consequences. Indeed, in various studies, the majority 
of SCD observed during followup were observed in 
patients not or notcorrectly wearing the WCD[7,8]. Weight 
and footprint of the device were the main reasons for 
low compliance. On the other hand, as high as 22.5% 
of patients discontinued the use of WCD due to comfort 
or lifestyle issues in study from Feldman et al[8]. A 40% 
reduction of size and weight of the device was associated 
with a significant decrease in the rate of WCD therapy 
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interruption (14.2%) in a more recent report[9].
Overall, national registries showed good compliance 

with the actual WCD[6,10]. In United States’ experience, of 
3569 patients wearing WCD, > 50% of patients achieved 
a 90% wear time compliance[9]. In the German registry, 
this number grows to 72%[11]. In both studies, long period 
of therapy was associated with higher time of wearing. 
Otherwise, remote monitoring allows measurement of 
daily WCD wear time and medical staff is alerted in case 
of low patient compliance so that prompt corrective me
asures can be taken.

CLINICAL STUDIES
Efficacy
Auricchio et al[12] were the firsts to report the efficacy of 
the first generation WCD (WCD™ device, LIFECOR, Pitt-
sburgh, Pennsylvania) for termination of lifethreatening 
VA. This device reliably stopped induced VT or VF by 
automatically delivering a 230 J defibrillation shock in 15 
SCD survivors. The firsts prospective multicenter studies 
demonstrating clinical benefit of the WCD were the Wear-
able Defibrillator Investigate Trial (WEARIT) and Bridge 
to ICD in Patients at Risk Of Arrhythmic Death (BIROAT) 
studies[8]. Inclusion criteria for the WEARIT study was 

symptomatic NYHA Ⅲ or Ⅳ ambulatory heart failure and 
LVEF < 0.30. Differently, the BIROAD study enrolled: 
(1) patients after a recent MI or coronary artery bypass 
grafting (CABG) and having complications such as VA, 
syncope or low LVEF < 0.30, but not receiving an ICD 
for up to 4 mo; and (2) patients who met criteria for an 
ICD but refused therapy or had to wait for at least 4 mo 
before implantation. A total of 289 patients were enrolled 
in both studies, united into one at the request of the 
Federal Drug Administration, and followed during a total 
of 901 mo of patient use. During the follow-up, 6 of 8 
defibrillation attempts were successful. No patient died 
while correctly wearing the WCD. 

Thereafter, some large studies validated the clinical 
benefit of this therapy and evaluated the occurrence of 
VA during the period of the WCD use in patients with 
low LVEF in the setting of ischemic heart disease. Rate 
of patients receiving appropriate shock within the 3 mo 
following percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or 
CABG varied from 1.3% to 1.7%[9,10]. Prolonging WCD 
wearing period to 15 mo resulted in increasing rate of 
appropriate WCD shock to 4.1%[13]. In the United States’ 
experience, first shock success was of 99% for all VT/VF 
events, and survival after VT/VF events was 89.5%[9]. 
Importantly, no death could be attributed to WCD tech-
nical failure since its introduction. For note, at the end 
of the WCD period use, about 60% of patients were not 

Figure 1  Wearable cardioverter defibrillator. The two defibrillator electrodes 
are worn on the back of the garment, when the four monitoring electrodes are 
placed on the elastic belt around the chest. Both systems are connected to the 
monitor unit.

ANT

Left Right

POST

Figure 3  Four electrocardiographic electrodes position, and two left-right 
and front-back bipolar electrocardiographic vectors.

Figure 4  One defibrillator electrode with ten gel capsules inserted in, and 
one non-adhesive electrocardiogram electrode. 

Barraud J et al . Wearable cardioverter defibrillator review

Figure 2  Wearable cardioverter defibrillator worn by a patient under 
clothes; monitor unit is worn on waist belt or in a holster.
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eligible anymore for ICD implantation, mainly because of 
left ventricular ejection fraction improvement[6]. 

Inappropriate shock
From 0.4% to 3% of patients experienced inappropriate 
WCD shock[6,9,10,14]. The WCD is an external device, which 
is dramatically exposed to noise detection. Inappropriate 
shocks are mainly related to noise artifacts or T wave 
oversensing[15]. Compared to conventional transvenous 
ICD, the rate of inappropriate shock with the WCD is low. 
This fact is explained by the possibility for the patient 
to withhold shock delivery while pressing the response 
buttons. Incidence of false alarms attributable to artifacts 
is unknown.

Current indications
According to current guidelines for management of patients 
presenting with VA and the prevention of SCD, “the WCD 
may be considered for adult patients with poor LV systolic 
function who are at risk of sudden arrhythmic death for 
a limited period, but are not candidates for an implant
able defibrillator (e.g., bridge to transplant, bridge to 
transvenous implant, peripartum cardiomyopathy, active 
myocarditis and arrhythmias in the early postmyocardial 
infarction phase). In patients presenting with high risk of 
SCD, but non-indicated for an ICD implantation because 
of temporary contra-indication, in expectation of a diag-
nosis, or if the arrhythmic risk may evolve”[16]. For the 
Heart Rhythm Society, the use of WCD is reasonable in 
patients with a clear indication of ICD placement but with 
temporary contra indication to the procedure (infection for 
example) or as a bridge therapy to heart transplantation. 

Otherwise, the use of the WCD should be considered in 
additional clinical situations: In patients with high risk for 
SCD due to LV dysfunction that may resolve over time 
(following myocardial revascularization, myocarditis…) or 
with a potentially treatable cause (arrhythmiainduced or 
chemotherapyinduced LV dysfunction)[17].

Well-validated clinical situation to consider the WCD
After acute myocardial infarction: Sudden cardiac 
death occurred in 2.3% of patients with severely de
pressed LVEF during the first month post-MI[18]. However, 
the risk of lifethreatening VA significantly decreases 
with LVEF recovery after acute event[19]. Furthermore, 
in primary prevention studies, ICD benefit occurred 
years after implantation[3,20]. Former studies showed no 
impact of early implantation of ICD after AMI on overall 
mortality[5,21]. The DINAMIT was an open-label trial 
including 674 patients 6 to 40 d after an AMI, with LVEF 
> 0.35 and impaired cardiac autonomic function. Patients 
were randomized in a 1/1 fashion for medical treatment 
or medical treatment and ICD placement. This study 
did not found statistical difference in overall mortality 
between the 2 groups. Indeed, a smaller proportion of 
SCD observed in the ICD group was offset by an increase 
in the rate of nonarrhythmic deaths among these patients. 
These results are consistent with findings from the IRIS 
study[21]. The United States’ experience with the WCD 
was derived from a national database and included 8453 
patients with ejection fraction < 0.35 early after acute MI[10]. 
One point four percent of patients were correctly treated by 
WCD, whose 75% in the first month of use. The median 
time to first WCD therapy was 9 d. The resuscitation 

Figure 5  Ventricular tachycardia correctly diagnosed and treated by wearable cardioverter defibrillator. Red line corresponds to sound signal. A 150-J 
defibrillation shock, automatically delivered by the device, terminated the arrhythmia.
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survival rate was of 91%. The VEST Prevention of Early 
Sudden Death Trial and VEST Registry (VEST) is a 
randomized simple blind trial currently enrolling patients 
with LVEF < 0.35 following AMI. This study aims to 
demonstrate a reduction of SCD within the first three 
mo following AMI. Enrollment exceeded 1700 patients in 
2015, results are awaited[22].

After revascularization procedures: Lifethreatening 
VA are a frequent cause of SCD after elective revascu
larization CABG or PCI[23]. ICD implantation is mandated 
in patients with reduced LVEF < 0.35 evaluated at least 3 
mo after revascularization because of possible LV systolic 
function recovery. In the setting of LV dysfunction <0.35 
after CABG or PCI, Zishiri et al[24] found a significant 
reduction in early mortality hazard in patients treated 
with the WCD (3% vs 7%, P < 0.05). In this subset of 
patients, appropriate therapy rate was 1.3%. 

Terminal cardiomyopathy listed for heart trans
plantation: The risk of SCD in patients awaiting heart 
transplantation is about 10% at one year[25]. Although 
ICD is largely used in this population of patients, com-
plications, such as infection, are frequent, particularly 
in LV assist devices receivers[26]. The WCD was found to 
be a safe and efficient transitory solution to protect this 
population as a bridge to transplantation[27].

ICD infections, before reimplantation: Cardiac 
implanted electronic devices infections require complete 
system removal, associated with antibiotic therapy for 
2 to 6 wk. Period before reimplantation is long, so that 
patients could beneficiate from WCD protection without 
deleting hospital discharge, as the risk of SCD remains 
unchanged[7] during this period. Highest incidence rate 
of appropriate therapies remains to patients after ICD 
explantation for infection in expectation of reimplantation 
compared with other indications[14]. Therefore, the AHA 
guidelines sustain its use in this clinical setting with a 
Class ⅡA recommendation (level of evidence C)[17]. 

Nonischemic cardiomyopathy: Benefice of ICD 
in prevention of SCA in nonischemic cardiomyopathy 
(NICM) patients is still a matter of debate. Low LVEF 
< 0.35 remains the only criterion validated to stratify 
the risk of SCD among these patients[4,28,29]. Plurality of 
etiologies, absence of criteria that define the likelihood 
of reversibility and potential for recovery after optimal 
medical therapy[30] make difficult the assessment of the 
long term risk of VA in this population of patients. Early 
ICD implantation, within the firsts mo after diagnosis 
failed to improve long term survival[28,31]. Therefore, LVEF 
assessment for SCD risk stratification is recommended 
at least 3 mo after optimal medical treatment[16], and 
some studies tend to delay ICD placement to 9 mo[3234]. 
Furthermore, in a recent large randomized study, pro-
phylactic ICD implantation in patients with symptomatic 
NICM showed no impact on mortality[35]. Indeed, the 

DANISH study included 556 patients with symptomatic 
systolic NICM and LVEF ≤ 0.35 who were assigned to 
receive an ICD, and 560 patients assigned to receive 
medical care, both group receiving CRT if indicated. 
Primary evaluation criteria was death from any cause. No 
difference was observed between the two groups after a 
median followup period of 67 mo. Only patients younger 
than 68 years of age showed a lower rate of death after 
ICD implantation, independent of CRT status. 

Small cohorts aimed to evaluate the benefit of WCD 
in patients with NICM. Incidence of appropriate therapies 
varied from 0% to 5.5%[6,8,9,15,36]. Prospective studies are 
lacking in this heterogeneous population to specify real 
benefit.

Unfrequent clinical presentation
Takotsubo cardiomyopathy: Takotsubo cardiomyo
pathy is a heterogeneous provider of SCD, and life
threatening VA occur during the first wk after disease onset. 
Prevalence of VA varies between 8% and 13.5%[37,38]. 
Patients with QT prolongation after stress cardiomyopathy 
demonstrated a higher risk of VA. This subset of patients 
might have substantial benefit of the WCD use[39,40].

Peripartum cardiomyopathy: Peripartum cardio
myopathy patients with severely reduced LVEF have 
an elevated risk of VA[41,42]. Up to 38% of deaths in this 
population are sudden and most of them (87%) occur 
within the 6 mo following the diagnosis[43]. The WCD 
was found to correctly treat these VA during the first mo 
after diagnosis, until ICD implantation or systolic function 
recovery[44].

Prediction of cardiomyopathy and evaluation of SCD 
risk after acute myocarditis is difficult. Assessment of 
the LVEF appears to be an insufficient criterion[45,46]. 
Similarly to Takotsubo cardiomyopathy or peripartum car
diomyopathy, myocarditis has a potentially high likelihood 
of cardiac recovery so that the WCD may be limited to 
patients in secondary prevention or with particularly high
risk features[17].

Pharmacologyinduced cardiomyopathies (alcohol, 
methamphetamine, trastuzumab) are associated with 
a great potential of recovery of LV systolic function after 
withdrawal of the putative agent and optimal medical 
therapy. 

In all these various clinical settings known to result 
in both potentially transient LV dysfunction and high 
SCD risk, the WCD might be a valuable tool in both for 
SCD prevention and to provide additional information for 
subsequent SCD risk stratification.

Clinical perspectives
Unexplained syncope: The diagnostic of syncope 
encompass various causes. First, it can be the precursor 
event of SCD. Then it is a major step in the rhythmic risk in 
patients presenting with inherited arrhythmia syndromes 
or structural heart diseases such as hypertrophic cardio
myopathy. During this time of evaluation, no rhythmic 
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protection can be offered by classical monitoring appro
aches, such as implantable cardiac monitors. The WCD 
may bridge this vulnerable period until diagnostic has been 
established. The Ambulatory PostSyncope Arrhythmia 
Protection Feasibility Study currently enrolling patients, 
aims to assess utility of WCD in patients with high 
rhythmic risk after unexplained syncope[47].

Endstage renal disease: Hemodialysed (HD) patients 
are known to be at high risk of SCD[48]. In a retrospective 
study, 75 hemodialysed patients presenting with SCD 
while wearing a WCD were included[49]. Seventyeight 
point six percent of SCD were linked to VT/VF episodes. 
One-year survival after SCA was 31.4%. In comparison 
with historical data, the WCD therapy was associated 
with an improved survival ref. The ICD was associated 
with better survival in HD patients yet[50], but is more 
exposed to complications such as device infections[51].

Limitations of the WCD
Although the WCD is able to automatically terminate 
VA, daily maintenance is necessary. A nonnegligible 
proportion of patients are unable to correctly use and 
handle the device, change battery or respond to device 
alarms. This issue might be kept in mind before patient 
selection. The WCD cannot deliver antitachycardia and/or 
anti-bradycardia pacing. In patients with cardiac pace-
makers, bipolar pacing mode should be programmed in 
order to avoid oversensing of pacing artifacts during VF 
leading to termination of the treatment algorithm[52]. In 
contrast, time to shock delivery, which is substantially 
longer compared to ICD, doesn’t seem to be a limitation. 
As shown in the MADIT-RIT trial[53], prolonged delays 
in therapy delivery were associated with reductions in 
inappropriate therapies and overall mortality. Finally, 
cost impact of this device has to be underlined. Few 
studies evaluated the costeffectiveness of the WCD. 
After ICD removal for infection, WCD seemed to be cost-
effective for SCD prevention compared to inhospital 
monitoring or discharge to a skilled nursing facility before 
reimplantation[54]. 

CONCLUSION
The WCD is a lifesaving therapy as it has been demon
strated to promptly detect and terminate VT/VF by 
automatically delivering defibrillation shock. This device 
represents a safe, easy to handle, noninvasive and 
reversible way to prevent SCD in patients with SCD 
risk though to be high for a limited period or having a 
transient contraindication to permanent ICD implantation. 
Data sustaining the use of the WCD therapy in patients 
with low LVEF following myocardial revascularization are 
strong. Similarly, current guidelines sustain the use of 
the WCD in patients with ICD infection requiring device 
removal. Further prospective and randomized studies are 
awaited to better guide its indications and its benefit in 
other clinical settings.
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Abstract
AIM
To evaluate the long-term outcome of catheter ablation 
of atrial fibrillation (AF) facilitated by preprocedural three-
dimensional (3-D) transesophageal echocardiography.

METHODS
In 50 patients, 3D transesophageal echocardiography 
(3D TEE) was performed immediately prior to an ablation 
procedure (paroxysmal AF: 30 patients, persistent AF: 
20 patients). The images were available throughout 
the ablation procedure. Two different ablation strategies 
were used. In most of the patients with paroxysmal 
AF, the cryoablation technique was used (Arctic Front 
Balloon, CryoCath Technologies/Medtronic; group A2). 
In the other patients, a circumferential pulmonary vein 
ablation was performed using the CARTO system [Biosense 
Webster; group A1 (paroxysmal AF), group B (persistent 
AF)]. Success rates and complication rates were analysed 
at 4-year follow-up.

RESULTS
A 3D TEE could be performed successfully in all patients 
prior to the ablation procedure and all four pulmonary 
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vein ostia could be evaluated in 84% of patients. The 
image quality was excellent in the majority of patients 
and several variations of the pulmonary vein anatomy 
could be visualized precisely (e.g. , common pulmonary 
vein ostia, accessory pulmonary veins, varying diameter 
of the left atrial appendage and its distance to the left 
superior pulmonary vein). All ablation procedures could 
be performed as planned and almost all pulmonary 
veins could be isolated successfully. At 48-mo follow-
up, 68.0% of all patients were free from an arrhythmia 
recurrence (group A1: 72.7%, group A2: 73.7%, group 
B: 60.0%). There were no major complications.

CONCLUSION
3D TEE provides an excellent overview over the left 
atrial anatomy prior to AF ablation procedures and these 
procedures are associated with a favourable long-term 
outcome.

Key words: Pulmonary veins; Catheter ablation; Atrial 
fibrillation; Transesophageal echocardiography; Three-
dimensional echocardiography

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Three-dimensional (3-D) transesophageal echo-
cardiography has been shown to be a useful tool for 
analysing the individual left atrial morphology prior to an 
ablation procedure. The aim of this study was to evaluate 
whether favourable long-term results can be obtained 
by catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation after prior 
pulmonary vein imaging using 3-D transesophageal 
echocardiography. In 50 patients, 3-D transesophageal 
echocardiography was performed immediately prior to 
an ablation procedure. The image quality was excellent 
in the majority of patients and several variations of the 
pulmonary vein anatomy could be visualized precisely. At 
48-mo follow-up, 68.0% of all patients were free from an 
arrhythmia recurrence.

Kettering K, Gramley F, von Bardeleben S. Catheter ablation of 
atrial fibrillation facilitated by preprocedural threedimensional 
transesophageal echocardiography: Longterm outcome. World J 
Cardiol 2017; 9(6): 539546  Available from: URL: http://www.
wjgnet.com/19498462/full/v9/i6/539.htm  DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4330/wjc.v9.i6.539

INTRODUCTION
Catheter ablation is an important therapeutic option in 
patients with symptomatic atrial fibrillation (AF)[1-21]. 
However, these procedures can be quite challenging 
because of the variability of the individual left atrial 
anatomy.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or multi-detector 
spiral computed tomography (MDCT) are frequently 
used prior to an ablation procedure. These three-

dimensional (3D) imaging systems provide insights 
into the morphology of the left atrium (LA). Obviously, 
the precise knowledge of the left atrial anatomy 
facilitates the ablation procedures and enhances the 
saftey of these interventions. However, these imaging 
techniques are associated with significant limitations 
[e.g., radiation exposure (MDCT), impaired image 
quality in patients suffering from AF with fast AV-nodal 
conduction (especially MRI) and addtitional costs]. Three-
dimensional transesophageal echocardiography (3D TEE) 
provides excellent insights into the left atrial anatomy of 
individual patients and is free from most of the difficulties 
associated with MRI or MDCT[22-26]. It has been shown to 
be associated with a favourable short-term outcome after 
catheter ablation of AF[27]. 

The target of this study was to analyse the long-
term outcome of AF ablation procedures facilitated by 
preprocedural 3D TEE with regard to success rates and 
complication rates. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient population 
A total of 50 patients [35 men, 15 women; mean age 60.8 
years (SD ± 9.2 years)] were enrolled in this study. All of 
them underwent 3D transesophageal echocardiography 
immediately before the ablation procedure, so that a 3D 
TEE reconstruction of the left atrium and the pulmonary 
veins (PVs) could be generated. 

Catheter ablation was performed for paroxysmal 
AF in 30 patients and for persistent AF in 20 patients. 
All patients were highly symptomatic and at least one 
failed attempt of an antiarrhythmic drug therapy was 
a prerequisite for being accepted for catheter ablation. 
Table 1 summarizes clinical characteristics of the patients 
enrolled in our study. For all patients, this was the first AF 
ablation procedure. 

The ablation procedures were performed at our 
University Hospital Center between October 2007 and 
May 2011.

Inclusion criteria were: (1) documented episodes of 
recurrent AF (≥ 30 s); (2) severe symptoms despite 
antiarrhythmic drug therapy (including beta-blockers) 
or prior attemps of electrical cardioversion; (3) ability 
and willingness to give informed consent; and (4) age 
between 18 and 85 years. Patients were not accepted 
for catheter ablation if one of the following conditions 
was present: Severe valvular heart disease or any other 
concomitant cardiac disease requiring surgery, severely 
impaired left ventricular function (left ventricular ejection 
fraction < 20%), left atrial diameter > 65 mm (parasternal 
long-axis view), left atrial thrombus, hyperthyroidism, 
severe renal insufficiency (creatinine ≥ 3 mg/dL) or 
another severe concomitant illness. 

Cardiac imaging
In all patients, a 3D TEE was performed immediately 
before the ablation procedure (X7-2t, 7 MHz/IE 33; 
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Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands). The images 
were available throughout the ablation procedures. They 
were displayed in a synchronised way with the geometry 
created with the 3D mappig system (if available). 

The echocardiographic examination was performed 
extensively to acquire all relevant information about 
the left/right atrium, all cardiac valves, the left/right 
ventricular function and the aorta. In addition, 3D recon-
structions of the left atrium and the pulmonary vein ostia 
were generated. The image quality was classified as: (1) 
good; (2) acceptable; or (3) not appropriate (for each 
pulmonay vein ostium). If it was not possible to visualize 
the right-sided or left-sided PVs at all this was noted as 
well. The variations of the PV anatomy are summarized 
in Table 2. A detailed analysis of the 3D TEE findings 
concerning the left atrial anatomy has been published 
elsewhere[27].

No other imaging techniques (MDCT or MRI) were 
used before or after the ablation procedures routinely. 

Ablation procedure 
The ablation strategy was depending on the type of AF.

In patients with paroxysmal AF, two strategies 
were used. In some patients with paroxysmal AF, a 
cicumferential pulmonary vein ablation was performed in 
combination with a potential-guided segmental approach 
in order to achieve complete pulmonary vein isolation 
[group A1; CARTO system (Biosense Webster, Diamond 
Bar, CA, United States)]. In most of the patients with 
paroxysmal AF, the cryoballoon technique (Medtronic, 
Minneapolis, MN, United States) was used (group A2). 
We refrained from using the cryoballoon technique if any 
variations of the pulmonary veins were detected by 3D 
TEE (e.g., common ostium, accessory pulmonary vein). 
In patients with persistent AF, a circumferential pulmonary 
vein ablation was performed in combination with a 

potential-guided segmental approach to achieve complete 
pulmonary vein isolation (group B). Furthermore, a linear 
lesion was created at the roof of the left atrium in some 
patients. In addition, catheter ablation of the mitral 
isthmus was performed in selected cases [CARTO system 
(Biosense Webster)]. The ablation strategies have been 
described in detail in previous publications[20,27]. 

In addition, catheter ablation of the right atrial 
isthmus was performed in patients with inducible or 
clinically documented episodes of typical atrial flutter. 
The completeness of the right atrial isthmus lines was 
confirmed by differential pacing maneuvers in all cases. 

Follow-up 
After hospital discharge, patients were seen regularly on 
an outpatient basis. One month after the procedure, a 
physical examination, a resting electrocardiogram (ECG) 
and a transthoracic echocardiogram were performed. 
The patients were questioned whether there was any 
evidence for an arrhythmia recurrence. In addition, a 
long-term ECG recording (24-h) was performed. 

Three months after the ablation procedure, the 
patients were re-examined in the same way except for 
the fact that a 7-d Holter monitoring was performed and 
that each patient underwent a repeat 3D TEE to rule 
out a pulmonary vein stenosis. Then, the patients were 
seen at 3-mo intervals if asymptomatic. If there was 
an arrhythmia recurrence or other problems occurred, 
the further follow-up and future strategy (e.g., medical 
therapy, electrical cardioversion, repeat ablation pro-
cedure) were planned on an individual basis. 

Twelve months, twenty-four and fourty-eight months 
after the ablation procedure another 7-d Holter moni-
toring was performed (or the results of repeated 24-h 
recordings obtained by the referring physicians were 
reviewed). A blanking period of 3 mo was employed after 

Group A Group A1 Group A2 Group B P

Patients 30 11 19 20 0.07
Men:Women 18:12 5:6 13:6 17:3

Age (yr), mean (SD) 60.0 (9.7) 61.6 (8.0) 59.1 (10.7) 62.1 (8.4) 0.57
Cardiac disease 0.05

None 13   8   5   2
CAD   3   1   2   9
DCM   0   0   0   1
Valvular heart disease1   5   1   4   5
Arterial hypertension   9   1   8   2
Other   0   0   0   1
Previous cardiac surgery   1   0   1   0 0.43

Left ventricular ejection fraction, mean (SD) 58.0% (5.8%) 59.1% (7.4%) 57.4% (4.8%) 52.6% (9.9%) 0.06
Antiarrhythmic drug therapy prior to the ablation procedure 0.68
Class Ⅰc (e.g., flecainide, propafenone)   1   0   1   2
Class Ⅲ (e.g., amiodarone, sotalol)   5   0   5   2
Beta-blocker in combination with a class Ⅰc or class Ⅲ antiarrhythmic drug 16/7 7/3 9/4 3/7
Beta-blocker   1   1   0   6
Digitalis   0   0   0   0
Other   0   0   0   0

Table 1  Clinical data

1Not requiring surgery. CAD: Coronary artery disease; DCM: Dilated cardiomyopathy (left ventricular ejection fraction < 40%).
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ablation when evaluating the follow-up results.
Oral anticoagulation was continued for at least 3 mo 

after the procedure in all patients and was discontinued 
only in patients with a CHADS2 score ≤ 1 thereafter. 
Since October 2010 the CHADS2-VASc score was used 
for risk assessment and oral anticoagulation was only 
discontinued in patients with a CHADS2-VASc score ≤ 
1 three months after the ablation procedure (vitamin 
K antagonist/novel oral anticoagulants). During the 
first three months after catheter ablation the patients 
received the same antiarrhythmic medication as prior 
to the ablation procedure. If there was no evidence for 
an arrhythmia recurrence all antiarrhythmic drugs were 
discontinued thereafter except for beta-blockers. 

Statistical analysis 
Clinical characteristics of the three study groups were 
compared at baseline to discover potential sources of 
bias. All parameters with a normal distribution are given 
as mean (± 1 SD). Age, left ventricular ejection fraction, 
total procedure time, fluoroscopy dosage and follow-up 
duration were compared using an one-way ANOVA. All 
other parameters (underlying cardiac disease, gender) 
were analysed using the χ2 test. The χ2 test was also 
used for analysing the clinical endpoints (arrhythmia 
recurrence rate at 48-mo follow-up). Significance was 
accepted if the P value was ≤ 0.05. The statistical 
package of JMP (Version 3.2.6, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, 
United States) was used for data analysis. The data 
evaluation was reviewed by an expert in biostatistics of 
our institution.

RESULTS
The study cohort consistent of fifty patients who were 
enrolled between October 2007 and May 2011. They 
had recurrent episodes of persistent or paroxysmal AF. 
Catheter ablation was performed in these patients after 
prior 3D TEE data acquisition. In all patients, this was the 
first AF ablation procedure. Catheter ablation of AF could 
be carried out as intended in all of them. 

Ablation strategy
In some patients with paroxysmal AF a circumferential 
pulmonary vein ablation in combination with a potential-
guided segmental approach was carried out [group A1: 
11 patients; Carto system (Biosense Webster)]. 

In the remaining 19 patients with paroxysmal 
AF, the cryoballoon technique was used (group A2; 
Medtronic). In all of them, a 28-mm cryoballoon was 
chosen at the beginning of the procedure. In 4 patients, 
a second cryoballoon (23 mm; n = 1; poorly accessible 
right inferior pulmonary vein) or a standard cryoablation 
catheter (Freezor Max, Medtronic; n = 3; rather large 
left-sided PVs as identified by 3D TEE) had to be used 
to achieve complete isolation of the PVs.

In all twenty patients with persistent AF, a circum-
ferential pulmonary vein ablation in combination with a 
potential-guided segmental approach was the standard 
strategy (group B). Moreover, linear ablation across the 
left atrial roof was carried out in 7 patients with persistent 
AF. A mitral isthmus line was created in two patients in 
group B.

Additionally, catheter ablation of the cavotricuspid 
isthmus was carried out in 5 patients in group A (A1: 4 
patients, A2: 1 patient) and in 2 patients in group B. 

Procedural results
The procedural results were published elsewhere[27]. 
In brief, a circumferential pulmonary vein ablation was 
carried out in all patients in group A1. This was combined 
with a potential-guided segmental approach if necessary. 
This resulted in the complete isolation of all 4 PVs in all 
patients in group A1. 

In group A2, all cryoablation procedures could be 
completed successfully using this technique (mean 
number of successfully isolated PVs per patient: 3.9 (SD 
± 0.7 PVs). 

The circumferential ablation strategy encircling the 
lateral and the septal PVs could be carried out successfully 
in all patients in group B [sometimes in combination with 
with a potential-guided segmental approach (12 out of 20 
patients)]. This resulted in complete isolation of a mean 
number of 3.8 PVs/patient [(SD ± 0.9 PVs); group B]. 
A complete linear lesion across the left atrial roof could 
be created in 7 patients in group B (7/7 patients). In 
addition, a continuous mitral isthmus line was achieved 
in two patients (10%) in this group B. 

Successful ablation of the cavotricuspid isthmus was 
carried out in a total of 7 patients (group A1: 4 patients, 
group A2: 1 patient, group B: 2 patients). 

In both groups, no major complications (e.g., neuro-
logic disorders, significant pericardial effusion, PV stenosis 
≥ 70%, periprocedural death) were observed during the 
procedure. 

Clinical outcomes 
In group A, the mean follow-up duration was 1526 d (SD 
± 423 d). In group B, the mean follow-up duration was 
1697 d (SD ± 208 d; P = 0.1). Thus, the mean overall 

 Total

Common PV ostium1,2 (left PVs/right PVs) 2 (1/1)
Accessory PVs1,2 (left PVs/right PVs) 1 (0/1)
Early PV branching2 3

LSPV 0
LIPV 0
RSPV 2
RIPV 1

Extremely short distance between the LAA and the LSPV1 3
Very prominent left atrial appendage1 2

Table 2  Left atrial anatomy

13D TEE; 2Invasive PV angiography. LAA: Left atrial appendage; LIPV: 
Left inferior pulmonary vein; LSPV: Left superior pulmonary vein; PV(s): 
Pulmonary vein(s); RIPV: Right inferior pulmonary vein; RSPV: Right 
superior pulmonary vein.
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follow-up duration was 1595 d (SD ± 360 d) (Table 3). 
At 4-year follow-up, 73.3% of the study population in 

group A [22/30; A1: 72.7% (8/11)/A2: 73.7% (14/19)] 
and 60.0% of the study population in group B (12/20) 
were free from atrial tachyarrhythmias (P = 0.62). Thus, 
the overall rate of freedom from arrhythmia recurrences 
was 68.0% (no more atrial tachyarrhythmias in 34 out of 
50 patients). 

Four years after the procedure, 39/50 patients (78%) 
were clinically asymptomatic. 

No major complications were observed within a 
follow-up period of 48 mo. Minor complications were 
observed in 10 patients (group: A1/A2/B: 3/2/5 patients; 
groin hematoma: 3 patients, pulmonary vein stenosis 
30%: 1 patient, noninfectious pericarditis: 3 patients, 
minor pericardial effusion: 1 patient, hyperthyroidism; 1 
patient, residual defect of the atrial septum; 1 patient). 

In patients with recurrent atrial tachyarrhythmias, 
7-d Holter monitoring demonstrated recurrent episodes 
of paroxysmal AF in 12 patients [group A: 9 patients 
(A1: 7/A2: 2); group B: 3 patients] and persistent AF 
in 4 patients [group A: 2 patients (A1: 1/A2: 1 ); group 
B: 2 patients]. No modification of the antiarrhythmic 
drug regimen and no redo procedure was necessary 
in 5 patients (group A1/A2/B: 1/1/3 patients) with 
recurrent atrial arrhythmias because they were almost 
free of symptoms. In 4 patients (group A1/A2/B: 1/0/3) 
relief of symptoms could be achieved by changing the 
antiarrhythmic drug regimen or an electrical cardio-
version. In seven symptomatic patients a repeat ablation 
was necessary (group A1/A2/B: 1/4/2 patients). 

Cardiac imaging 
A 3D transesophageal echocardiography was carried out 

in all 50 patients. All pulmonary veins could be visualized 
in 42/50 patients (84%; group A1/A2/B: 8/16/18 
patients). In 8 patients (group A1/A2/B: 3/3/2), the right 
PVs could not be evaluated (RSPV: 0 patients; RIPV: 2 
patients; RSPV+RIPV: 6 patients). The left-sided PVs 
could not be evaluated in 5/50 patients (group A1/A2/B: 
3/0/2 patients). In all of these patients, both left-sided 
PVs could not be evaluated (Figures 1 and 2). 

Some variations of the left atrial morphology were 
revealed (such as a right-sided accessory pulmonary 
vein or a common ostium of the left-sided or the right-
sided PVs) (Table 2).

Based on the detailed knowledge of the individual 
left atrial anatomy the ablation strategy could be modified 
appropriately if necessary[27]. Threreby, major compli-
cations were avoided. 

DISCUSSION
Catheter ablation is an important therapeutic tool 
in patients with recurrent symptomatic episodes of 
paroxysmal or persistent AF. This technique is effective 
in restoring and maintaining sinus rhythm even if 
antiarrhythmic drugs have failed or should be avoided. 
However, these ablation procedures are quite challenging. 
This is due to the fact that there are a lot of variations 
concerning the pulmonary vein and left atrial anatomy. 
3D TEE provides detailed insights into the pulmonary 
vein anatomy of individual patients. In contrast to 
MDCT or MRI it is not associated with problems such as 
radiation exposure or impaired image quality if AF with 
rapid atrioventricular nodal conduction is present[27]. 

The study was performed to evaluate whether catheter 
ablation of atrial fibrilllation facilitated by preprocedural 
3D TEE is associated with a favourable long-term outcome. 

Main results
The ablation procedures could be performed sucessfully 
in all patients in both groups after prior pulmonary vein 
imaging using 3D transesophageal echocardiography. 

During a follow-up duration fo 4 years, 73.3% of 
patients in group A (22/30) remained free from recurrent 
atrial tachyarrhythmias. In group B, 60.0% of patients 
(12/20, P = 0.62) remained free from an arrhythmia 
recurrence during a follow-up duration of 4 years. Thus, 
the overall rate of patients free from an arrhythmia 
recurrence was 68% at 4-year follow-up. No major 
complications were observed in both groups during long-
term follow-up.

The data provided by our study shows that radio-

LAA

LSPV

3-D TEE

LAA

LSPV

CT

Figure 1  Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography-recon-
struction providing an overview over the left atrial anatomy. LSPV: Left 
superior pulmonary vein; LAA: Left atrial appendage; CT: Computed tomography; 
3-D TEE: Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography.

Group A Group A1 Group A2 Group B Total P

Midterm follow-up (12 mo) 26/30 10/11 16/19 15/20 41/50 0.82
No. of patients without any arrhythmia recurrence (86.7%) (90.6%) (84.2%) (75.0%) (82.0%)
Long-term follow-up (4 yr) 22/30 8/11 14/19 12/20 34/50 0.62
No. of patients without any arrhythmia recurrence (73.3%) (72.7%) (73.7%) (60.0%) (68.0%)

Table 3  Long-term follow-up data
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frequency catheter ablation as well as cryoablation of 
AF can be performed effectively and safely after pre-
procedural 3D TEE imaging. Pulmonary vein imaging prior 
to an ablation procedure using 3D TEE is associated with 
favourable long-term follow-up results concerning safety 
as well as efficacy of the procedures. Transesophageal 
echocardiography is recommended prior to catheter 
ablation of AF anyway (to rule out left atrial thrombus 
formation). Therefore, a 3D transesophageal echocar-
diography does not result in additional discomfort for the 
patient or additional cost. Furthermore, it is less time-
consuming than performing an additional MDCT or MRI. 

Limitations
This is the long-term follow-up data of a feasibility 
study analysing our initial experience with AF ablation 
procedures facilitated by pre-procedural 3D TEE imaging. 
The target of our present study was to evaluate the 
usefulness of 3D TEE for LA visualization prior to an 
ablation procedure and to show that it is associated with 
a favourable outcome after catheter ablation of AF. The 
study was not designed to prove that this technique is 
equivalent to or superior to other imaging techniques 
(MDCT/MRI). Therefore, no comparison to MDCT or MRI 
data is provided. 

Furthermore, this study was not designed to prove 
that pulmonary vein imaging (3D TEE, MDCT or MRI) 
does significantly improve the long-term outcome in 
comparison to patients not undergoing preprocedural 
PV imaging in a propective randomized way.

Moreover, there are some technical limitations of 
3D transesophageal echocardiography: First, the right 
pulmonary veins are sometimes difficult to visualize. 
Second, the 3D TEE images can only be displayed in a 
synchronized way during the ablation procedure and no 
direct image fusion with the geometry created with a 3D 
mapping system [Navx/Ensite (St. Jude Medical, Saint 
Paul, MN, United States) or CARTO (Biosense Webster)] 
is available so far. 

In conclusion, Catheter ablation of AF can be 
performed with favourable results with regard to the 

success rate as well as to the complication rate based on 
prior 3D TEE imaging. Three-dimensional TEE-models 
provide a good overview over the left atrial anatomy, 
thereby facilitating the procedure. Typical problems (such 
as atypical PV anatomy, variable relationship between 
the left atrial appendage and the left superior pulmonary 
vein) can be revealed. Then, the ablation strategy can be 
modified and complications can be avoided. 

The results of our study demonstrate that pulmonary 
vein imaging prior to catheter ablation of AF is associated 
with a favourable long-term outcome with regard to a 
relatively high success rate and a very low complication 
rate. However, large randomized studies are needed to 
prove that this approch is superior to standard ablation 
procedures (either using 3D MRI-/MDCT reconstructions 
or no preprocedural imaging) with regard to various out-
come parameters (e.g., success and complication rates, 
procedure duration, radiation exposure). 

COMMENTS
Background
Catheter ablation is an important therapeutic tool in patients with symptomatic 
atrial fibrillation (AF). However, these ablation procedures are quite challenging. 
This is due to the fact that there are a lot of variations concerning the 
pulmonary vein and left atrial anatomy. Three-dimensional transesophageal 
echocardiography (3D TEE) might be useful for analysing the individual left 
atrial morphology prior to an ablation procedure.

Research frontiers
However, it is a matter of discussion whether the use of this technique is 
associated with a favourable long-term outcome with regard to the safety and 
efficacy of the procedures.

Innovations and breakthroughs
A 3D TEE was performed successfully before the ablation procedure in all 
patients. All four pulmonary veins could be visualized in 84% of patients. The 
image quality was excellent in the majority of patients. Several pitfalls of the 
pulmonary vein morphology could be revealed (e.g., accessory pulmonary 
veins, common pulmonary vein ostia, variable relationship between the left 
atrial appendage and the left superior pulmonary vein). All ablation procedures 
could be performed as planned. At 48-mo follow-up, 68.0% of all patients 
remained free from atrial tachyarrhythmias (group A1: 72.7%, group A2: 73.7%, 
group B: 60.0%). There was no major complications.

LIPV LIPV

Figure 2  Three-dimensional transesophageal echocardiography performed 3 years after catheter ablation of atrial fibrillation. Slightly increased flow velocity 
in the left inferior pulmonary vein (LIPV) ostium indicating a minor pulmonary vein stenosis [pulmonary vein diameter at 3-year follow-up: 2.1 mm (compared to 2.6 
mm at baseline)].
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Applications
The results of the study demonstrate that 3D TEE allows detailed insights into 
the left atrial anatomy. Catheter ablation of AF can be performed safely based 
on prior 3D TEE imaging.

Terminology
Catheter ablation: Therapeutic option for the treatment of cardiac arrhythmias 
(catheter-based); atrial fibrillation: Atrial arrhythmia with a disorganized 
activation sequence.

Peer-review
This is an interesting article. The authors have provided us with a semi-invasive 
method (first line or complementary) for monitoring the procedure during 
catheter ablation of paroxysmal and persistent AF. 
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Abstract
AIM
To describe the long-term follow-up of patients with 
complex congenital heart disease who underwent sub-
cutaneous implantable cardiac defibrillator (S-ICD), 
focusing on local complications, appropriate and inappro-
priate shocks.

METHODS
Patients with complex congenital heart disease under-
went S-ICD implant in two centers with the conventional 
technique. Data at follow-up were retrieved from clinical 
notes and institutional database. 

RESULTS
Eight patients were implanted in two centres between 
2010 and 2016. Median age at implant was 37.5 years 
(range 13-57). All patients who were deemed suitable 
for S-ICD implant passed the pre-procedural screening. 
Three patients were previously implanted with a anti-
bradycardia device, one of whom with CRT. In one patient 
the device was explanted due to local infection. During 
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the total median follow-up of 874 d, one patient had 
an appropriate and one inappropriate shock triggered 
by fast atrial tachycardia. None of the patients had 
inappropriate shocks secondary to T wave oversensing 
or electrical interference with anti- bradycardia devices.

CONCLUSION
S-ICD appears to be effective and safe in patients with 
complex congenital heart disease.

Key words: Subcutaneous defibrillator; Congenital heart 
disease; Outcomes

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Implantation of subcutaneous implantable 
cardiac defibrillator in patients with complex congenital 
heart disease appears to be effective and reliable at 
long term follow-up. The high proportion of grossly 
abnormal baseline electrocardiogram and the significant 
incidence of atrial arrhythmias does not seem to affect 
the rate of inappropriate shocks.

Ferrero P, Ali H, Barman P, Foresti S, Lupo P, D’Elia E, Cappato 
R, Stuart AG. Entirely subcutaneous defibrillator and complex 
congenital heart disease: Data on long-term clinical follow-up. 
World J Cardiol 2017; 9(6): 547-552  Available from: URL: 
http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8462/full/v9/i6/547.htm  DOI: http://
dx.doi.org/10.4330/wjc.v9.i6.547

INTRODUCTION
Arrhythmic complications are common in patients with 
congenital heart disease (CHD) requiring implantation 
of an anti-tachycardic device[1]. Traditional endocardial 
approach can be particularly challenging in these patients 
due to limited vascular access, intracardiac shunts or 
abnormal cardiac chambers[2]. Furthermore the trans 
venous implantable cardiac defibrillator (ICD) implant 
carries a risk of long term lead related complication, 
which have been reported in up to 20% of cases at 10 
years[3]. This figure is thought to be even higher in the 
pediatric and CHD population. Most of the long-term 
event in this clinical setting are lead related[4]. Alternative 
implant techniques have been devised in this population, 
including surgical epicardial or subcutaneous coils implant. 
Unfortunately, these non trans-venous approaches are 
associated with a higher procedural risk and have a 
significant failure rate during follow-up[5]. The entirely 
subcutaneous ICD (S-ICD) proved to be effective and safe 
in patients fulfilling both primary and secondary prevention 
indication[6]. This technology is particular appealing for 
CHD subjects, as it does not involve the implantation 
of lead within the cardiac chambers. Data about the 
performance of S-ICD in this subset of patients are still 
scant, particularly as far as the long-term outcomes are 
concerned. A major theoretical concern of the S-ICD in 

this population is related to the presence of significant 
ventricular hypertrophy causing profound anomalies 
of both depolarization and repolarization phase on the 
surface electrocardiogram (ECG) and the high incidence 
of atrial tachycardia[7]. In theory, both these issues could 
lead to an inappropriate shock in the long-term follow-
up. Furthermore, a significant proportion of patient with 
CHD develop atrial-ventricular conduction impairment 
either as the result of their specific congenital lesion 
or after cardiac surgery requiring long term pacing. A 
recent sub analysis from a pooled analysis of the IDE 
and EFFORTLESS registry showed the safety of S-ICD in 
patients with CHD[8]. However, during the median follow-
up of 567 d none of the patients had any appropriate 
shocks, consequently no observations about the efficacy 
of this technology could be performed[9]. 

In this article, we report medium and long term follow-
up in eight patients with complex CHD implanted with a 
S-ICD, reflecting the experience of two adult CHD referral 
centres. The details of previous surgical history, the occur-
rence of either appropriate or inappropriate shocks, local 
complications, and interference with previously implanted 
anti-bradycardia and CRT devices are described. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients with CHD were implanted with a S-ICD in two 
centres between 2010 and 2016. All patients underwent 
pre-implant eligibility screening. Suitability for S-ICD im-
plantation was pre-assessed by a standardized protocol 
recommended by the manufacture, as previously pub-
lished. This included assessment of the QRS and T wave 
amplitude ratio in at least two different postures (supine 
and standing), and during exercise on a treadmill[10]. 
Implant was performed under general anaesthesia with 
the conventional technique. Briefly, the device and lead 
positioning was guided by standard chest anatomical 
landmarks and fluoroscopy to ensure proper vector 
configuration across the cardiac silhouette. All devices but 
one were programmed from the beginning with a shock 
conditional zone (180-240 beats per minute, bpm) and a 
shock only zone above 240 bpm. All patients underwent 
defibrillation testing by induction of ventricular fibrillation 
using 50 Hz current to assess accurate detection and 
effective termination of the arrhythmia. Clinical and 
surgical details were retrieved from institutional databases. 
All patients implanted underwent regular follow-up at 1 
and 6 mo thereafter. Data about patient clinical status, 
occurrence of local complication, arrhythmic burden, in-
appropriate and appropriate shocks were recorded.

RESULTS
Pre implant clinical details
Eight patients were implanted with a S-ICD device between 
2010 and 2016 in two centres. Median age at implant 
was 37.5 years (range 13-57). Seven patients had a 
secondary prevention indication while one patient was 
implanted after one episode of syncope and documented 
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not-sustained ventricular tachycardia. The anatomical 
diagnoses were: Tetralogy of Fallot, repaired ventricular 
septal defect with subaortic obstruction, transposition of 
the great arteries that underwent Mustard repair, double 
inlet left ventricle with Eisenmenger physiology, atrial 
septal defect associated with cardiomyopathy. Three 
patients (37.5%) had previously undergone endocardial 
pacemaker implantation due to brady-tachyarrhythmic 
syndrome in two cases, and a CRT device in the other one 
(Figures 1A, B and 2). Four patients (50%) had a previous 
history of documented paroxysmal atrial tachyarrhythmia. 
The reasons for S-ICD vs conventional endocardial 
approach were limited or difficult access to the cardiac 
chambers in five patient, high infective risk in two patients 
and presence of right to left shunt in one patient (Table 1). 
In all patients, the option of conventional ICD was offered 
and discussed as part of the preoperative consent process. 

Pre implant ECG and screening details
Pre implant ECG showed right bundle branch block in 
3 patients (37.5 %), non specific interventricular con-
duction delay in two patients (28%), narrow QRS with 
left ventricular (LV) hypertrophy in one patient (12.5%), 
and paced QRS in two patients. Overall the QRS duration 
ranged from 110 ms to 180 ms (Table 1). All patients 
clinically deemed as good candidate for S-ICD passed the 
pre-implant screening (100% success rate). We did not 

observe any difference in the QRS/T ratio between the 
left and right position of the electrodes. 

Operative issues
Median procedural time was 65 min (range 58-90 min). 
The use of fluoroscopy was limited to check the proper 
position of the device and coil relative to the cardiac 
silhouette. In the patient with an epicardial pacing 
system, the coil was tunnelled in the usual way without 
creating any mechanical interference with the previously 
implanted pacing lead (Figure 2). In one patient with 
a systemic right ventricle following Mustard operation 
the defibrillation test was effective only at 80 J despite 
repositioning of the pulse generator. None of the patients 
had significant bleeding during the procedure.

Follow-up and outcomes
Median follow-up was 812 d (range 90-1890). In four 
patients (50%) a follow-up longer than three years was 
available. Figure 3 depicts a summary of the events 
occurred in each individual patient according to the 
background anatomy. During follow-up, one patient 
underwent device extraction due to local infection 
secondary to hematoma eight months after the implant. 
This patient did not develop any signs of systemic 
infection and underwent subsequent surgical epicardial 
implantation. Three patients had multiple episodes of 

Anatomical diagnosis Sex Age at im-
plant (yr) 

Pre implant ECG Indication Reason for SICD Prev implant F.U (d)

TOF F 47 RBBB + RVH VT Tricuspid mech valve No   360
VSD subaortic obstr. M 52 LVH Out hospital card arrest Previous endocarditis No   334
TGA, Mustard M 36 RBBB + RVH VF SVC baffle stenosis Yes   486
DILV TGA Eisemenger M 57 IVCD (aspecific) Sustained VT Right to left shunt No 1139
ASD DCM M 39 Paced LV endo Syncope sustained VT Previous leads implanted Yes 1827
TGA, Mustard M 24 Paced sub pulm vent. Syncope NOT Sustained VT SVC baffle occlusion No 1890
HLVS Fontan M 13 IVCD + RVH Sustained VT Extracardiac Fontan No 1499
TGA VSD M 23 RBBB + RVH Sustained VT TV repair Yes     90

Table 1  Pre implant clinical and anatomical characteristics

TOF: Tetralogy of Fallot; VSD: Ventricular septal defect; TGA: Transposition of great arteries; DILV: Double inlet left ventricle; ASD: Atrial septal defect; 
HLVS: Hypoplastic left ventricle syndrome; ECG: Electrocardiogram; RBBB: Right bundle branch block; RVH: Right ventricular hypertrophy; LVH: 
Left ventricular hypertrophy; IVCD: Inferior vena cava diameter; VF: Ventricular fibrillatio; LV: Left ventricular; DCM: Dilatative cardiomyopathy; VT: 
Ventricular tachycardia; SICD: Subcutaneous implantable cardiac defibrillator; SVC: Superior vena cava; TV: Tricuspid Valve.

A B C

Figure 1  A new transeptal endocardial lead was implanted in the left ventricle and the atrial septal defect was thereafter successfully closed with an occlude 
device. A: Subcutaneous implantable cardiac defibrillator and endocardial pacing system in a patient post Mustard operation; B: Patient with ASD and dilatative DCM who 
previously underwent left ventricle lead implant; C: Patient with Eisenmenger syndrome. ASD: Atrial septal defect; DCM: Dilatative cardiomyopathy.

Ferrero P et al . S-ICD in congenital heart disease
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documented sustained atrial tachycardia (four clinically 
relevant episodes requiring admission and arrhythmia 
termination), triggering an inappropriate shock in one 
patient 18 mo after the implant (inappropriate discharge 
overall rate 12.5%). These patients had a history of atrial 
tachycardia before the implant. The same patient had 
an effective, appropriate shock due to fast ventricular 
tachycardia that occurred after eight months (appropriate 
discharge overall rate 12.5%). None of the patients had 
inappropriate shocks related to over-sensing. One patient 
underwent uncomplicated pulse generator replacement 
owing to battery depletion. One patient with large atrial 
septal defect associated with cardiomyopathy developed 
progressive LV dysfunction and underwent upgrading 
to biventricular stimulation. The trans-coronary sinus 
left LV lead was then switched off as it was causing 
diaphragmatic capture in the bipolar configuration and 
interference with the S-ICD in the unipolar one. A new 
transeptal endocardial lead was implanted in the left 
ventricle and the atrial septal defect was thereafter 
successfully closed with an occlude device (Figure 1). In 
the remaining two patients with conventional endocardial 
pacing system we did not observe any electrical inter-
ference during follow-up. 

DISCUSSION
Abnormal cardiac rhythm is the most common cause of 
hospital admission in adults with CHD. The absolute risk 
of sudden death and/or ventricular arrhythmias increases 
with prolonged follow-up, particularly in the subset of 
patients with reduced systemic ventricular function and 
evidence of extensive scar within the ventricular mass[11]. 
The risk of sudden death in the adult CHD population 
ranges from 0.1% and 0.5% per year[12,13]. However, 
there is no established guidance for ICD implantation 
in this group of patients apart from those fulfilling a 
secondary prevention indication. It is well recognized 
that ICD implantation in adult CHD might be particularly 
technically challenging due to vascular access issues or 
to the complex anatomy. Furthermore, complications 
at follow-up are significantly higher when compared to 
the general population of ICD recipients. These include 

endocarditis in patient with prosthetic valve or residual 
native valve disease, baffle obstruction in patients who 
underwent atrial switch, and thromboembolism in patient 
with intracardiac shunts. S-ICD represents an attractive 
alternative for this population and may offer an effective 
protection against sudden death in a higher proportion of 
patients with reduced morbidity. 

Screening issues
Effective screening plays a pivotal role in selecting CHD 
subjects for the S-ICD. In congenital heart patients, a 
particular concern is the presence of a large percentage of 
T wave inversion or enlargement throughout the precordial 
leads, secondary to ventricular hypertrophy, right bundle 
branch block, or a paced QRS complex. These features, 
have been reported as a risk factor for ECG screening 
failure in the S-ICD[14,15]. Despite the fact that most of 
our patient had right bundle branch block and two had 
a paced ventricular complex, all passed the preimplant 
screening. Contrary to experience reported previously, all 
patients passed the screening with electrodes positioned 
on the left parasternal edge[16]. This finding should 
be interpreted cautiously owing to the small sample 
size, and might simply reflect the variability in ECG pre-
sentation in this population or the highly unpredictable 
vector configuration. 

Long-term outcomes
As expected, a significant proportion of patient (37%) 
had multiple episodes of sustained atrial tachycardia 
that were correctly discriminated by the device. Overall 
two patients had device related complications (an early 
local hematoma and an inappropriate shock). Only one 
patient had one appropriate and one inappropriate shock, 
accounting for a cumulative incidence of inappropriate 
shock over the follow-up of 1.5%. The device settings 
were optimized by activating the conditional shock 
zone. However, this percentage is consistent with the 
one reported in the IDE and EFFORTLESS, confirming 

Before After

Figure 2  Hybrid implant (subcutaneous implantable cardiac defibrillator 
and epicardial pacing). The patient developed severe tricuspid regurgitation 
related to the endocardial lead previously implanted.

Summary of the events

Follow-upPatients

2010     2011     2012     2013      2014     2015     2016

I
GC LF

LF

LF

LF

LF

LF
LF

AS IS

TOF

TGA, Mustard

ASD DCM

HLVS Fontan

DILV/Eisemenger

TGA, Mustard

VSD/Sub Ao Stenosis

TGA/VSD

Figure 3  Summary of the events during follow-up according to different 
anatomic background. TOF: Tetralogy of Fallot; VSD: Ventricular septal 
defect; TGA: Transposition of great arteries; DILV: Double inlet left ventricle; 
ASD: Atrial septal defect; HLVS: Hypoplastic left ventricle syndrome; I: Infection; 
IS: Inappropriate shock; AS: Appropriate shock; GC: Generator change; LF: 
Last follow-up; DCM: Dilatative cardiomyopathy.
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the reliability of the S-ICD algorhythm in discriminating 
supraventricular from ventricular tachycardias, even in 
this clinical setting charachterized by a high incidence 
of atrial arrhythmias[17]. One patient had an appropriate 
shock during the entire follow-up (cumulative prevalence 
12.5%). Although consistent with the EFFORTLESS 
registry data, this percentage was lower compared 
with the population of patients with endocardial ICD[18]. 
Interestingly, a significant number of self-terminating 
ventricular tachycardia episodes were detected at follow-
up, underscoring the appropriateness of a deliberate high 
cut-off rate and long time to therapy setting in this subset 
of patient. Furthermore, the low percentage of shocks also 
reflects the overall lower arrhythmic risk in patients with 
CHD as compared with patients with cardiomyopathies or 
ischaemic substrates, as already observed[12]. 

S-ICD in patients requiring anti- bradycardic pacing
A theoretical major limitation in the eligibility of CHD 
patient for S-ICD is the high likelihood of developing 
pacing dependency during follow-up. Data about the effect 
of a previously implanted endocardial pulse generator on 
the long term performance of the S-ICD are limited. In 
the EFFORTLESS registry, 2.8% of patients had a anti-
bradycardic pacemaker implanted. In the CHD popula-
tion, the experience of combined implantation of S-ICD 
and pacemaker did not raise concern regarding electrical 
interferences[19]. Although a significant proportion of 
patients had a pacemaker previously implanted, we did 
not reported clinical relevant electrical interferences in 
any patient but one in which the LV lead was temporarly 
programmed in the unipolar configuration. This finding 
suggest the long-term compatibility of the S-ICD with an 
endocardial anti-bradycardic device, provided that pacing 
configuration is bipolar. This safety issue, if consistently 
confirmed, may theoretically extend the indication to 
S-ICD in this particular subset of patients. 

Our data suggest that S-ICD might represent a valid 
option for patient with complex CHD at high risk of 
sudden death. This technology may overcome some of 
the technical constrain and long-term risk related to the 
conventional transvenous ICD, eventually expanding the 
eligibility of this subset of patient for anti-tachycardic 
therapy. 

Limitations
A major limitation of this paper is the low number of 
patients, which reflect the experience of only two centres. 
Furthermore, we do not have a matched group of CHD 
patients who underwent transvenous ICD implant as 
control group. Systematic collection of prospective data is 
needed to support S-ICD as a routine alternative in this 
population.
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Abstract
AIM
To conduct a review of “interferon related pericarditis”. 

METHODS
We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cinahl, and the Co-

chrane Database from the earliest available date through 
September 2016. A search strategy using the Medical 
Subject Headings and text keywords “interferon” and ”
pericarditis” were used. 

RESULTS
Nine case reports were eligible for the present study. Six 
of 8 cases were women and the mean age was 43.8 ± 
13.8 years with chronic hepatitis C in 6 cases, malignant 
melanoma in 2 cases and chronic myelogenous leukemia 
in 1 case. The patients complained of chest pain in 6 cases, 
dyspnea in 5 cases and edema in 2 cases. Pericardial 
friction rub was heard in 3 of 9 cases. Congestive heart 
failure occurred in 3 of 9 cases. Two mechanisms for 
pericarditis were demonstrated, one is autoimmune 
included lupus like syndrome in 2 cases and the other is 
cardio toxicity in 4 cases. Treatment of interferon related 
pericarditis is discontinuation of Interferon treatment. 
Four of 9 cases were treated with prednisone and 4 with 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 

CONCLUSION
Interferon related pericarditis still remains uncertain. 
Treatment of interferon related pericarditis rests mainly 
on early recognition and drug discontinuation. Interferon 
related pericarditis was treated with steroid and/or non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 

Key words: Chronic hepatitis C; Chronic myelogeneous 
leukemia; Interferon; Malignant lymphoma; Pericarditis

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Interferon is considered to be one of the 
treatments for many diseases. However, interferon 
therapy is associated with side effects. Recently some 
reports demonstrated acute pericarditis complicating 
interferon therapy. Two mechanisms for pericarditis 
were demonstrated, one is autoimmune included lupus 
like syndrome and the other is cardio toxicity. However, 
these two mechanisms are controversial. The aim of this 
study is to review of “interferon related pericarditis”. 
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INTRODUCTION
Interferon is considered to be one of the treatments for 
many diseases. However, interferon therapy is associated 
with side effects, the most common being general sym
ptoms such as fever, weight loss and headache. Some 
studies have demonstrated cardiac adverse effects of 
interferon for chronic hepatitis C (CHC)[1,2]. Most frequently 
reported are arrhythmia, congestive heart failure and 
sudden death. Reported with rarer frequency are poly
neuropathy, paranoia and suicidal thoughts, diabetes 
mellitus, retinopathy, optical neuritis, diminution of hearing, 
seizures, loss of libido and cardio toxicity[3]. Recently some 
reports demonstrated acute pericarditis complicating inter
feron therapy[412]. We conducted a review of “interferon 
related pericarditis”. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selection of case reports
We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cinahl, and the Co
chrane Database from the earliest available date through 
September 2016. A search strategy using the Medical 
Subject Headings and text keywords “interferon” and 
“pericarditis” were used. The retrieved studies were 
manually screened to assess their appropriateness for 
this study. All references cited in the studies were also 
reviewed to identify additional published articles not 
indexed in the database. The search was not restricted by 
language. 

RESULTS
Patients
Nine case reports were eligible for the present study; 
seven were in English[4,5,7,8,1012] and two in French[6,9]. 
Clinical characteristics of patients are shown in Table 1. Six 
of 8 cases were women and the mean age was 43.8 ± 
13.8 years with CHC in 6 cases, malignant melanoma in 
2 cases and chronic myelogenous leukemia in 1 case. The 
patients complained of chest pain in 6 cases, dyspnea 
in 5 cases and edema in 2 cases. Pericardial friction 
rub was heard in 3 of 9 cases[5,8,9]. Congestive heart 
failure occurred in 3 of 9 cases[810]. Two mechanisms 
for pericarditis were demonstrated, one is autoimmune 
included lupus like syndrome (AI group) in 2 cases and 
the other is cardio toxicity (CT group) in 4 cases. Three of 
9 articles didn’t mention the mechanisms for pericarditis. 

Clinical history 
Three cases had clinical history. The 28yearold patient 
had allergic asthma since infancy[4]. The 24yearold 
woman following therapy with interferon α was diagnosed 

with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and she was 
treated with prednisone (40 mg/d)[5]. When prednisone 
had been stopped completely for 3 mo, a pericarditis 
occurred. The patient had a recurrence of SLE. The 
63yearold man was diagnosed as diffuse large B cell 
nonHodgkin’s lymphoma and was treated with a full 
course of chemotherapy consisting of cyclophosphamide, 
adriamycin, vincristine and dexamethasone[8]. 

Laboratory findings 
The woman with SLE[5] experienced four episodes of 
fever and pain in the left shoulder while breathing. Anti
nuclear antibody and antids DNA antibody tests were 
negative, whereas circulating immune complexes were 
positive at the second and the third episode. CH50 and 
C4 levels were decreased with slightly elevated C3d level. 
Laboratory results of the 63yearold man with non
Hodgkin’s lymphoma presented antinuclear antibodies 
(titer 1/40)[8]. The blood sample examination of the 
67yearold man with CHC showed antiDNA antibody 
and antids DNA IgM were positive[10]. 

Interferon daily dose and duration of treatment with 
interferon
Figure 1 showed a relationship between the daily dose of 
interferon and the duration of treatment with interferon. 
Autoimmune due to interferon does not dependent on 
the daily dose but developed within one month with 
interferon treatment. Cardio toxicity due to interferon 
does not dependent on the daily dose or the duration of 
treatment with interferon. 

Chest radiography 
Chest radiography demonstrated abnormalities in three 
cases. Chest Xray of the 63yearold man showed an 
enlarged heart silhouette and bilateral pleural effusion[8]. 
Chest radiograph of the 53yearold woman showed 
cardiomegaly[9]. Portable chest radiograph of the 67year
old man revealed pulmonary vascular congestion without 
pleural effusion[10]. 

Electrocardiogram
Electrocardiogram (ECG) demonstrated abnormality in 
one case. ECG showed gradual STsegment elevation in 
leads V1 through V6 without elevated myocardial enzyme 
in the 67yearold man[10]. Coronary angiography showed 
that there was no significant coronary arterial stenosis in 
this case. 

Ultrasound cardiology
Ultrasound cardiology (UCG) demonstrated pericardial 
effusion in 7 of 9 cases; mild in 2 cases[6,12], moderate in 
2 cases[4,10], severe in 1 case[9], and no presentation in 2 
cases[7,11]. The 53yearold female was diagnosed with con
structive pericarditis with pretamponade[9]. 

Re-start and re-challenge test 
The interferon treatment was restarted in three cases[4,6,11]. 
The 28yearold patient suffered a pericarditis relapse at 
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seven months after resumption of interferon α therapy[4]. 
The 42yearold female felt chest pain, after 7 h from 
administration of 1 million interferon α[6]. After the first 
dose of interferon administration symptoms reappeared 
and UCG showed an increase of pericardial fluid in the 
38yearold female[11]. Rechallenge test was performed 
in one case[12]. Within ten hours of the reinitiation of 
interferon therapy, the 39yearold woman developed 
chest pain identical to her previous pain. 

Complications 
Two cases developed other complications. An electro
myography showed signs of polyneuropathy in the 40year
old female[7]. The 67yearold man developed chronic 
inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy during treat
ment with pegylated interferon2a for chronic active hepatitis 
C viral infection[10]. 

Treatment
Treatment of druginduced cardio toxicity rests mainly 
on early recognition and drug discontinuation. Interferon 
treatment was stopped in 7 of 9 cases. Four of 9 cases 
were treated with prednisone from 10 mg per day to 50 
mg/d[4,5,8,10] and 4 with nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs) [5,7,11,12]. All of the AI group was treated with 

prednisone[5,10] and two of the CT group were treated with 
NSAIDs[7,11] and one of the CT group dexamethasone[8]. 
The 53yearold female was treated with medications 
of antituberculosis, but died because multiple organ 
failure[9]. Figure 2 showed an algorithm of the suspected 
interferon related pericarditis management. 

DISCUSSION
Cardiac adverse effects of interferon α for CHC have 
been demonstrated[1,2]. Most frequently reported are 
arrhythmias, congestive heart failure and sudden death. 
These side effects occurred during treatment with in
terferon α. However, pericarditis as a side effect of treat
ment with interferon is rare.

In 1988, the first report concerning interferon related 
pericarditis was presented by anonymity[13]. This report 
demonstrated two patients with continuous interferon 
therapy for chronic myelogenous leukemia had severe 
side effects consisting of pleural effusions and pericarditis. 
Montastruc et al[14] presented that there was an isolated 
pericarditis for which it was necessary to interrupt the 
interferon α treatment. However, these two articles didn’t 
describe in detail. Consequently, 9 articles were enrolled 
in the present study. Two mechanisms for pericarditis 
were demonstrated, one is autoimmune in 2 articles and 

Ref. Age/gender Disease Administered Duration of IFN therapy Mechanism

Fava et al[4]  28/NA  CML  IFNα  13 mo NA 
Boonen et al[5]  24/F  CHC  IFNα  1 mo Autoimmune 
Wisniewski et al[6]  42/F  CHC  IFNα  6 h Cardio toxicity
Gressens et al[7]  40/F  CHC  IFNα2b  3 mo Cardio toxicity
Benjamini et al[8]  63/M  MM  IFNα2b  1 mo Cardio toxicity
Hamdani et al[9]  53/F  CHC PEG IFN α2a  6 mo NA
Nishio et al[10]  67/M  CHC  PEG IFN 2a  15 d Lupus like syndrome
Popescu et al[11]  38/F  CHC  PEG IFN 2a  7 mo Cardio toxicity
Ashraf et al[12]  39/F  MM  IFNα  1 d NA 

Table 1  Case reports of pericarditis associated with interferon

CHC: Chronic hepatitis C; CML: Chronic myelogenous leukemia; F: Female; IFN: Interferon; M: Male; MM: Malignant melanoma; NA: Data not available; 
PEG IFN: Pegylated interferon.
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the other is cardio toxicity in 4 articles. Three of 9 articles 
didn’t mention the mechanisms for pericarditis. 

Prospective study reported on autoimmune pheno
mena in 987 patients treated with interferonα for CHC. 
Twelve patients developed hyperthyroidism, 6 hypo
thyroidism, 3 interstitial pneumonia, 1 SLE, 2 rheumatoid 
arthritis, 2 autoimmune hepatitis and 1 autoimmune 
thrombocytopenic purpura[15]. In the present study, the 
appearance of lupuslike syndrome by the interferon 
treatment has been reported in 1 article and autoimmune 
in 1 article. The mechanism by which interferon α induces 
autoimmune mediated complications is largely unknown. 
However, interferon alpha induses numerous target genes 
in antigenpresenting cells (APCs), such that APCs are 
stimulated and enhance humoral autoimmunity, promote 
isotype switching, and potently activate autoreactive T 
cells. Moreover, interferon alpha can synergistically amplify T 
cell autoreactivity by directly promoting Tcell activation and 
keeping activated T cells alive. Via the latter mechanisms, 
interferon can trigger autoimmune diseases[16]. There 
is a possibility that interferon may damage endothelial 
cells, cause the thickening of capillary walls, and induce 
deposition of immune complexes. Interferon evokes the 
release of several cytokines, including tumor necrosis 
factor alpha, and interleukins 2, 6 and 1, affecting 
autonomic sympathetic nerve activity and vasopressor 
responses[17]. Interferon induces an autoimmune reaction 
through various mechanisms including production of 
gamma globulins and interleukin6 (IL6)[18] and inhibition 
of Allospecific suppressor T lymphocytes, as well as 
activation of natural killer cells[19]. IL6 was significantly 
increased in pericardial effusion[20]. Interferon has been 
associated with exacerbation or induction of a wide 
variety of clinical and serological immune disorders, 
including systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid 
arthritis, autoimmune hepatitis, thyroid disease and 
diabetes mellitus. On the other hand, Orságová et al[21] 
demonstrated that positivity of antinuclear antibodies 
and smooth muscle antibodies or increased rheumatoid 
factor and circulating immune complexes are often found 
in patients with chronic hepatitis B and CHC treated with 
interferon, but their presence does not correlate with the 
development of autoimmune diseases. 

The cardiac toxicity of interferon alpha is also well 
known and uncommon. The mechanism of interferon 
cardio toxicity is unclear and probably multifactorial. 
There are no established predisposing factors for 
interferon cardio toxicity. The secondary effects of 
interferon described include arrhythmia (atrial fibrillation, 
sinus bradycardia, atrioventricular block), ischemic 
cardiomyopathy and cardiomyopathy with the dosage 
levels used in the treatment of hepatitis C[2]. Myocardial 
ischemia is mainly caused by cardio toxicity of interferon 
and antimetabolites[22]. Patients with previous heart 
disease are probably at higher risk for arrhythmia and 
ischemic manifestations[1]. Concerning drug toxicity, there 
have been reported cases of acute pericarditis after the 
administration of: Hydralazine, procainamide, izoniazid, 
phenylbutazone, dantrolene, doxorubicin, and penicillin. 

These situations are extremely rare. Sonnenblick et al[23] 
demonstrated that the cardiac effects of interferon were 
not related to the daily dose, cumulative total dose, or 
period of therapy and cardiac toxicity was reversible 
following the cessation of the drug therapy. Interferon 
inhibits cardiac cell function in vitro[24]. 

The Naranjo adverse drug reactions (ADR) Probability 
Scale[25] is a validated tool used to determine the like
lihood that the adverse drug reaction is caused by the 
implicated medication. The Naranjo algorithm requires 
a series of questions to be answered and scored. The 
total calculated score indicates the likelihood of causing 
an adverse drug reaction. Popescu et al[11] used the 
Naranjo ADR Probability Scale to evaluate the correlation 
of pericarditis with interferon administration. This scale 
indicated a very probable association. 

Treatment of interferoninduced cardio toxicity rests 
mainly on early recognition and drug discontinuation. 
There is a high degree of individual variation in toxicity, 
but most adverse events are reversible upon cessation 
of the drug[8]. In the present study, 4 of 9 patients were 
treated with prednisone and 4 with NSAIDs. 

Chronic hepatitis C viral (HCV) infection and treatment 
with interferon are both associated with serological and 
clinical autoimmune manifestations[26,27]. The serological 
immune response to HCV infection may include the 
development of cryoglobulinemia, rheumatoid factor, anti
cardiolipin, antinuclear, antiliverkidneymicrosome 1 and 
antismooth muscle antibodies. Serological autoimmune 
manifestations were explained by the lymphotropism of 
HCV and the polyclonal activation of B cells. Interferon
based treatment of HCV infection may precipitate or 
exacerbate the associated autoimmune disease. Classically, 
type Ⅱ Cryoglobulinaemia, glomerulonephritis and thy
roiditis are described. 

Interferon related pericarditis still remains uncertain. 
There may be two mechanisms for pericarditis, one is 
autoimmune and the other is cardio toxicity. Treatment 
of interferon related pericarditis rests mainly on early 
recognition and drug discontinuation. Interferon related 
pericarditis was treated with steroid and/or NSAIDs. 

COMMENTS
Background
When the authors examine a new unusual patient that the authors have never 
treated before, the authors need to research previous case reports. However, the 
case report is individual. The authors need to know what kind of examinations 
they need and what kind of treatments they need as soon as possible. This 
manuscript aimed to summarize those previous case reports concerning 
interferon related pericarditis. 

Research frontiers
There may be two mechanisms for interferon related pericarditis, one is 
autoimmune and the other is cardio toxicity. Treatment of interferon related 
pericarditis rests mainly on early recognition and drug discontinuation. 
Interferon related pericarditis was treated with steroid and/or nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs. 

Innovations and breakthroughs
This is the first article that was summarized interferon related pericarditis.
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Applications
Readers will understand the previous case reports concerning interferon related 
pericarditis in a short time.

Terminology
Interferon related pericarditis is one of the side effects of interferon treatment. 

Peer-review
In the current manuscript, the authors reviewed the 9 published interferon-
related pericarditis cases. This interferon regimen complication is rare and this 
review is helpful to understand this rare complication.
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Abstract
We are reporting a case of a 80-year-old lady with effort 
angina who underwent coronary angiography through the 
right radial artery, using a dedicated radial multipurpose 
5 French Optitorque Tiger catheter. The catheter was 
advanced into the left ventricle and a left ventriculogram 
was obtained, while the catheter appeared optimally 
placed at the centre of the ventricle and the pressure 
waveform was normal. A large posterior interventricular 
vein draining into the right atrium was opacified, pre-
sumably because the catheter’s end hole inadvertently 
cannulated an endocardial opening of a small thebesian 
vein, with subsequent retrograde filling of the epicardial 
vein. Our case suggests that caution is needed when 
a dedicated radial catheter with both an end-hole and 
a side hole is used for a ventriculogram, as a normal 
left ventricular pressure waveform does not exclude 
malposition of the end-hole against the ventricular wall. 

Key words: Thebesian vein; Radial access; Transradial; 
Cardiac phlebography

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Use of a dedicated radial catheter with both 
an end-hole and a side hole to perform a left ventri-
culogram, can result in inadvertent cannulation of a 
small Thebesian vein and subsequent opacification of a 
large epicardial vein. When such catheters are used for 
ventriculogram, a normal ventricular pressure waveform 
does not exclude malposition of the end-hole against 
the ventricular wall and extra caution is needed in 
order to prevent iatrogenic myocardial injury. We review 
current literature on myocardial injury induced by end-
hole catheters used for left ventriculograms.
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INTRODUCTION
In the last years, the use of radial artery as an arterial 
access site for coronary procedures has gained increasing 
popularity, as it is considered safer compared to trans
femoral procedures. Recent data from large randomized 
trials suggest that the radial access is associated with a 
reduction of major adverse events in patients with acute 
coronary syndrome undergoing invasive management[1]. 
Furthermore, there is expanding use of dedicated “multi
purpose” radial catheters, which enable the operator to 
cannulate both coronary arteries, and also to perform 
chamber injection and left ventriculogram. For transradial 
procedures, this singlecatheter approach has been 
shown to decrease radiation exposure, fluoroscopy time, 
contrast volume and total procedure time compared with 
standard Judkins catheters[2]. Using a single catheter 
also reduces the risk of spasm of the radial artery. On 
the other hand, those dedicated radial catheters may 
rarely cause myocardial injury when used for a left ventri
culogram. We present a rare angiographic finding in a 
patient who underwent cardiac catheterization through 
the radial artery using a dedicated radial catheter.

CASE REPORT
A 80yearold lady with effort angina underwent coronary 
angiography through the right radial artery, using a 
dedicated radial “multipurpose” 5 French Optitorque Tiger 
catheter (Terumo, Somerset, New Jersey). Coronary 
angiogram of the left and right coronary arteries demon
strated a significant stenosis in the ostium of a modest 
sized intermediate artery. The catheter was then advanced 
into the left ventricle (LV) and appeared optimally placed at 
the centre of the LV, while the LV pressure waveform was 
normal. A left ventriculogram was obtained after delivering 
10 mL of contrast with a vigorous hand injection. Few 
ectopics were noticed at the beginning of the injection, 
followed by a small deflection of the catheter’s tip, a 
minor subendocardial staining (arrowhead in panel A) 
and visualization of a large posterior interventricular 
vein, which seemed to drain directly into the right atrium 
(arrows in Figure 1 and supplementary Video 1). 

We observed no persistent staining of the myocardium 
and the patient did not experience any discomfort, arrhy
thmia or electrocardiographic changes. The patient was 
monitored and was discharged few hours later. 

DISCUSSION
Dedicated radial “multipurpose” catheters such as 
the Tiger catheter have been specifically designed to 
minimise catheter exchange with ability to access both 
coronary ostia from the radial approach, and also provide 

ability to perform chamber injection with the presence 
of both an end hole and a single side hole. In our case, 
we assume that the catheter’s end hole cannulated an 
endocardial opening of a small Thebesian vein, with 
subsequent retrograde filling of the epicardial vein. Venae 
cordis minimae (Thebesian veins) are small valveless 
venous conduits that connect the coronary arteries, veins 
or capillaries with the cardiac chambers. Most Thebesian 
veins of the ventricles are connected to the cardiac 
venous system[3], as was the case in our patient. 

We screened the available literature and we identified 
a total of 7 reports with 8 cases of myocardial injury 
following contrast injection with endhole catheters for 
left ventriculogram[410]. The characteristics of the patients 
and procedures and the type of myocardial injury and 
outcome are shown in Table 1. In 5 of those cases, a 
dedicated transradial endhole catheter with one side 
hole near the tip (radial Tiger catheter) or two side holes 
(radial Jacky catheter) was used[4,6,7,9,10]. Traditional 
multipurpose (MPA) catheters with an endhole and 2 
side holes near the tip were used in 2 cases[4,5], whereas 
a catheter with a single endhole (Judkins right 4) was 
used from femoral access in 1 case[8]. The Thebesian 
venous network and/or cardiac veins were visualized in 
4 cases[4,5,8,9]. A highpressure power injection had been 
performed in most cases describing myocardial laceration/
dissection and persistent myocardial staining[6,7,9,10]. 
Complete myocardial “perforation” with presence of 
contrast in the pericardial space was confirmed in 2 of 
those cases[6,10], and emergency pericardiocentesis due to 
tamponade was performed in one patient[6]. No fatalities 
were reported (Table 1).

Even a pigtail catheter can rarely cause severe myo
cardial injury during ventriculography when its tip is 
inappropriately positioned[11]. However, apposition of 
the pigtail catheter’s endhole against the endocardium 
or cannulation of Thebesian veins is extremely unlikely, 
and therefore this catheter should be the preferred 
option for ventriculograms. 

Caution is needed when a dedicated radial catheter 
with both an endhole and side holes is used for a ventri
culogram, as a normal left ventricular pressure waveform 
(likely from the side hole) does not exclude unsafe posi
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Figure 1  Inadvertent phlebography of the posterior interventricular vein. 
Right anterior oblique image taken at time of left ventriculography. Arrows show 
the posterior interventricular vein in systole (A) and diastole (B). Arrowhead 
shows a minor subendocardial staining (A).
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tioning of the endhole against the ventricular wall[6,7]. 
This malposition of the catheter may result in cannulation 
and injection in a Thebesian vein[4,5,8], or injection against 
the endocardial layer. In our case, only a small volume 
of contrast was delivered in an endocardial opening of 
the Thebesian network with a hand injection, and this 
may partly explain the relatively “benign” outcome of 
opacifying an epicardial vein without causing any major 
myocardial injury. In this scenario, it seems that the 
injected contrast drains through the Thebesian network 
into the cardiac veins and therefore no significant 
intramyocardial shearing forces are generated. However, 
serious complications such as laceration/dissection of 
the myocardium or even catastrophic “perforation” of 
the ventricular wall[6,7,9,10] may occur when the contrast 
is injected against the endocardium, or when of a large 
contrast volume is injected in a Thebesian vein with 
highpressure (with an automated power injector), as 
in this case the small Thebesian network would likely 
be unable to accommodate the forcefully injected large 
volume of contrast. Hence, we believe that our case 
indirectly supports the common practice of avoiding the 
use of radial multipurpose catheters with automated 
highpressure power injectors and large volume of 
contrast for ventriculograms. Therefore, additional care 
should be taken to confirm that the catheter is optimally 
positioned at the centre of the left ventricular cavity and 
that the catheter’s tip is free before contrast injection, 

and the operator should not rely only on a normal wave
form of ventricular pressure. Finally, the injection of 
contrast must stop immediately when subendocardial 
or myocardial staining or opacification of an epicardial 
vein occurs during a ventriculogram with a dedicated 
radial multipurpose catheter, as this invariably indicates 
myocardial injury due to malposition of the catheter’s 
end hole against the endocardium. 

COMMENTS
Case characteristics 
This case shows that using a dedicated radial catheter with both an end-hole 
and a side hole for a left ventriculogram can result in inadvertent cannulation of 
a small Thebesian vein and subsequent opacification of an epicardial cardiac 
vein. This was not related to any symptoms or adverse outcomes. 

Clinical diagnosis
Minor catheter-induced endocardial staining and visualization of posterior 
interventricular vein.

Differential diagnosis
Catheter-induced laceration/dissection of myocardial wall.

Imaging diagnosis
Left ventriculogram with a dedicated radial Tiger catheter. 

Related reports
Current literature on myocardial injury induced by end-hole catheters used for 

Case Ref. Demographics Catheter, access Injection characteristics Complication Clinical findings/outcome

1 Judkins et al[4] 72 yr, woman, 
aortic stenosis

Multipurpose-1 (right 
radial access)

Not provided Opacification of Thebesian 
veins, coronary veins and 

coronary sinus

Not provided

2 Judkins et al[4] 77 yr, woman, chest 
pain

Optitorque Tiger 
(right radial access)

Not provided Opacification of Thebesian 
veins and coronary veins

Not provided

3 Singhal et al[5] 46 yr, man, 
hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy

Multipurpose-2 
(femoral access)

Power injection, 25 mL of 
contrast, 10 mL/s

Opacification of Thebesian 
veins, coronary veins and 

coronary sinus

Ventricular tachycardia 
requiring cardioversion/
uneventful recovery and 

next day discharge
4 Frizzell et al[6] 76 yr, woman, 

myocardial 
infarction

Optitorque Tiger 
(radial access)

Power injection, 30 mL of 
contrast over 10 s

Laceration/dissection of 
anterolateral myocardium 

and pericardial staining

Chest discomfort, 
pericardial effusion and 

cardiac tamponade/
pericardiocentesis, 

uneventful recovery
5 Rossington et al[7] 71 yr, woman, 

angina
Optitorque Tiger 

(right radial access)
Power injection, 25 mL of 
contrast, 8 mL/s, 600 psi

Laceration/dissection of 
anterolateral myocardium

Chest discomfort, transient 
bundle branch block/
uneventful course and 

next day discharge
6 Aqel et al[8] 50 yr, woman, chest 

pain
Judkins right 4 

(femoral access)
Hand injection Opacification of Thebesian 

veins, coronary veins and 
coronary sinus

Not provided

7 Kang et al[9] 66 yr, woman, 
angina

Optitorque Jacky 
radial (radial access)

Power injection, 30 mL of 
contrast over 2 s, 600 psi

Laceration/dissection of 
anterior myocardium and 
opacification of anterior 
interventricular vein and 

coronary sinus

Not provided

8 Basit et al[10] 69 yr, man, inferior 
wall ischemia

Optitorque Jacky 
radial (radial access)

Not provided Laceration/dissection 
of myocardium with 

pericardial opacification

Chest pain, trivial 
pericardial effusion/
uneventful recovery

Table 1  Patient and procedure-related characteristics and outcomes of published cases describing myocardial laceration or cannulation 
of Thebesian veins following left ventriculogram with end-hole catheters
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left ventriculogram is reviewed. 

Experiences and lessons
When dedicated radial end-hole catheters are used for ventriculogram, a 
normal ventricular pressure waveform does not exclude malposition of the end-
hole against the ventricular wall and extra caution is needed in order to prevent 
iatrogenic myocardial injury.

Peer-review
This is a case report about an unexpected cardiac phlebography. The 
manuscript is well written and describes an important aspect related to the use 
of multipurpose radial catheters.
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